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Abbreviations
2D two dimensional
2DES two dimensional electron system
3D three dimensional
AFM atomic force microscopy
ARPES angle-resolved photoemission electron spectroscopy
BEMA bisphenol A ethoxylate dimethacrylate
BLG bilayer graphene
BZ Brillouin zone
CE counter electrode
CNP charge neutrality point
DFT density functional theory
DOS density of states
GIC graphite intercalation compound
hBN hexagonal boron nitride
HES higher energy subband
HOPG highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
IQHE integer quantum Hall eﬀect
IR infrared spectroscopy
LES lower energy subband
LL Landau level
OCV open circuit voltage
OTS n-octadecyltrichlorosilane
PEGMA poly(ethylene glycol) monomethyl ether monomethacrylate
PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)
PVA poly(vinyl alcohol)
QI quantum interference
SdH Shubnikov-de Haas
SEI solid electrolyte interphase
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abbreviations and symbols
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SLG single layer graphene
STS scanning tunneling spectroscopy
TFSI bis(triﬂuoromethane)sulfonimide
ToF-SIMS time-of-ﬂight secondary ion mass spectrometry
UCF universal conductance ﬂuctuation
UV ultraviolet
WAL weak anti-localization
WE working electrode
WL weak localization
Symbols
A area
a real space lattice constant
a0 distance between neighboring carbon atoms in graphene
a1, a2 (real space) lattice vectors
α band index
B = |B| strength of the magnetic ﬁeld B
B∗ magnetic ﬁeld associated with intravalley chiral symmetry
breaking
Bφ magnetic ﬁeld associated with phase coherence
Bi magnetic ﬁeld associated with intervalley scattering
b1, b2 (reciprocal space) lattice vectors
C capacitance
c c-axis lattice constant
c particle concentration
c speed of light
D (self-) diﬀusion coeﬃcient
Dδ chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient
d thickness
δ Landau level degeneracy
E = |E| strength of the electric ﬁeld E
e elementary charge
 energy
0 vacuum permittivity
F Fermi energy
r relative permittivity
F force
fSdH frequency of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
Φ magnetic ﬂux
iv
Φ0 magnetic ﬂux quantum
ΦB Berry phase
γ0, γ′0, γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4 hopping integrals
h = 2pi~ Planck constant
I electrical current
J particle ﬂux
j electrical current density
kB Boltzmann constant
kF Fermi wave vector
ki, ks incident and scattered photon wave vectors
kq, kq′ phonon wave vectors
κ wave vector with respect to K(′)
κF Fermi wave vector with respect to K(′)
L length
l∗ intravalley chiral symmetry breaking length
lφ phase coherence length
li intervalley scattering length
ltr mean free path
λ laser wave length
λi, λs wave lengths of incident and scattered light
M molar concentration
Mn number average molecular weight
m∗ eﬀective mass
me electron rest mass
µ chemical potential
µ mobility
µq quantum mobility
n charge carrier density
neh density range associated with electron-hole puddles
nimp charge carrier density induced by doping from impurities
nLi Li-ion density
ν ﬁlling factor
ωc cyclotron frequency
ωi, ωs incident and scattered photon frequencies
ωq, ωq′ phonon frequencies
ωC pseudospin winding number
p pressure
pF Fermi momentum
Q, q charge
R gas constant
R resistance
RH Hall coeﬃcient
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abbreviations and symbols
Rs sheet resistance
Rxx, Rxy longitudinal and transverse resistance
ρ, ρˆ resistivity (tensor)
ρxx, ρxy longitudinal and transverse resistivity
σ, σˆ conductivity (tensor)
σa, σc in-plane and out-of-plane conductivity in graphite
σxx, σxy longitudinal and transverse conductivity
T temperature
t time
t+ Lithium transference number
τ∗ intravalley chiral symmetry breaking time
τee electron-electron scattering time in the diﬀusive regime
τi intervalley scattering time
τN Nyquist scattering time
τq quantum lifetime
τtr transport time
θ contact angle
U voltage
UG gate voltage
UOCV open circuit voltage
Uxx, Uxy longitudinal and transverse voltage drop
v, vD drift velocity
vF Fermi velocity
W width
ξ valley index
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Introduction
Intercalation designates the insertion of atomic or molecular species into the
empty spaces of a host material, thereby forming a new chemical compound.
The structure of the host remains largely unchanged during the process. Dein-
tercalation of the guest species may thus restore its original condition. Graphite
is a prime example for a host material, intercalation of which has been studied
for more than a century, with probably the earliest publication1 dating back
to the year 1840. Comprehensive reviews on the subject have been provided in
Refs. [25]. At the time of this writing, its most important application is pro-
bably in Li-ion battery technology: millions of graphitic electrodes are being
intercalated with lithium at every single moment.
Graphite is a layered material consisting of stacked 2D graphene sheets,
see Figs. 1a,b. In each sheet, pi-electrons form an extended 2D system with
semiconducting properties and zero band gap.6,7 In Fig. 1a, we schematically
show the density of states (DOS) as a function of energy around the Fermi
level F for the case of single layer graphene. Here, the ﬁlled (pi) valence band
touches the empty (pi∗) conduction band at a single point of vanishing DOS.
Due to weak interlayer coupling, bulk graphite acquires a slightly modiﬁed,
semimetallic character, see Fig. 1b. This electronic structure qualiﬁes grap-
hite to readily participate in chemical reactions either as an oxidizer or as a
reducer. In doing so, it may accommodate reacted donor or acceptor species
in the so-called galleries between its graphene layers, thereby forming graphite
intercalation compounds (GICs). Li-intercalation into graphite (C6) according
to8
xLi+ + xe + C6 LixC6 (1)
forms LixC6, with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. This donor GIC has a more metallic character due
to charge transfer from the intercalate to the electronic states of the graphite
host, see Fig. 1c. As both particle types (electrons and Li-ions) are mobile in
LixC6, it is called a mixed conducting material.
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Figure 1: Schematic crystal structure (upper row) and electronic structure (lower
row, as in Ref. [5]) of (a) single layer graphene, (b) graphite, and (c) a donor graphite
intercalation compound (GIC). Here, DOS(E) is the density of states as a function
of energy E, and F is the Fermi energy. pi-bonding (pi∗-antibonding) states form
the valence (conduction) band. Grey shaded areas in the lower row indicate ﬁlled
electronic states. Red spheres represent the intercalant.
In this thesis, we explore the mixed conducting properties of bilayer grap-
hene. With only one gallery between its two carbon sheets, it may be regarded
as the most fundamental unit suited for intercalation studies. We implement
a novel electrochemical cell architecture, where the redox-reaction forcing li-
thium intercalation according to Eq. 1 is localized at one end of the bilayer,
only, see Fig. 2. Similar to a Li-ion battery, varying the gate voltage UG with
respect to a counter electrode, applied across a Li-ion containing electrolyte,
allows for the controlled lithiation/delithiation of bilayer graphene. However,
unlike a practical graphitic electrode, which is typically a composite containing
powdered graphite and additives such as binders, here we study one well deﬁ-
ned single-crystalline sample at a time. The device layout schematically given
in Fig. 2 furthermore has the following advantages:
 The geometry lends itself to the use of magnetotransport machinery
known from mesoscopic low-dimensional physics. Further facilitated by
current nanofabrication methods to both pattern and electrically con-
tact individual graphene single-crystals, meaningful quantities such as the
conductivity or the charge carrier density can be extracted in a straight-
forward manner.
 A considerable part of bilayer graphene is uncovered from the electrolyte.
2
This avoids disorder the latter may induce when applied directly on top
of a sensitive surface.911 By leaving it uncovered, we prevent any poten-
tial shielding or deterioration of the intrinsic properties of our sample.
Furthermore, local probe techniques else disturbed by the presence of the
electrolyte may well be applied.
 The intercalate diﬀusion is directed. Upon local intercalation at one end
of the device, lithium should diﬀuse such as to minimize concentration
gradients across the bilayer. This diﬀusion should continue into the un-
covered part, where the directionality may be exploited, for example, to
extract information about the diﬀusion kinetics.
Figure 2: Schematic electrochemical device design (not to scale) with bilayer graphene
(black) in a Hall bar geometry on a SiO2-terminated silicon substrate (violet). Elec-
trodes (grey) either enable electronic transport measurements or serve as a counter
electrode to control the lithiation (via the gate voltage UG). The electrolyte (yellow)
covers the bilayer only at one end. Li-ions are represented by white spheres.
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 1: Electronic properties We give an introduction to relevant electronic
properties and to the charge carrier transport in bilayer graphene, partially
in comparison to the case of single layer graphene for instructive reasons. An
understanding of bilayer graphene's intrinsic properties is necessary for revea-
ling changes induced during lithiation/delithiation. Most of the discussion is
highlighted by exemplary measurements on a bilayer graphene device.
Chapter 2: Electrochemical device setup and fabrication In the absence of stu-
dies on bilayer graphene, we introduce the phenomenology of the electroche-
3
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mical lithiation of graphite. Processes are discussed that happen during lithi-
ation both within LixC6 as well as at the interface with the electrolyte. We
then present our polymer electrolyte, including its properties and positioning
capabilities. The fabrication of bilayer graphene devices studied in this work
(as in Fig. 2) is explained thereafter.
Chapter 3: Lithiation studies We perform in situ measurements of the charge
carrier transport in bilayer graphene devices as well as of their Raman scattering
response during gate-controlled electrochemical lithiation/delithiation cycles.
From these, we provide evidence for the reversible intercalation of Li-ions and
their diﬀusion into the uncovered area of bilayer graphene. We furthermore
discuss a magnetotransport study of one of our most lithiated devices.
Chapter 4: Conductivity corrections from quantum interferences Quantum in-
terference corrections to the conductivity in graphene single layers and bilayers
are introduced. They provide access to characteristic time scales governing the
charge carrier transport, one of which we ﬁnd to be sensitive to the presence of
intercalated Li-ions. From low-temperature magnetotransport measurements,
we thus provide corroborating evidence for the reversible intercalation of Li-ions
in our bilayer graphene devices.
Chapter 5: Intercalate diﬀusion pathways Even though it is plausible that li-
thium intercalates in between the two carbon sheets of bilayer graphene, it is
challenging to distinguish whether Li-ions are located underneath, above or in
between the two graphene layers. Combining a series of ex situ characteriza-
tion methods with speciﬁc device designs, we unambiguously identify a single
eﬃcient lithium diﬀusion pathway in our devices: in between graphene sheets,
only.
Chapter 6: Intercalate diﬀusion kinetics Using time-resolved in situ electronic
transport measurements we gain unprecedented direct access to the interca-
late diﬀusion kinetics in our bilayer graphene devices. After an introduction
to intercalate diﬀusion as described by Fick's laws, we describe an appropriate
numerical solution allowing us to extract the chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dδ
of Li in bilayer graphene. We demonstrate ultrafast lithium diﬀusion excee-
ding diﬀusion in bulk graphite by an order of magnitude and even surpassing
diﬀusion of sodium chloride in liquid water.
4
Parts of the results presented in this dissertation are published elsewhere:
M. Kühne, F. Paolucci, J. Popovic, P. M. Ostrovsky, J. Maier, and J. H. Smet.
Ultrafast lithium diﬀusion in bilayer graphene. Nature Nanotechnology 12,
895-900 (2017)
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Chapter 1
Electronic properties
The electronic properties of single layer graphene and bilayer graphene have
been subject to many scientiﬁc works, reviews of which have been published,
e.g., by Castro Neto et al.12, McCann & Koshino13 and Koshino & Ando14. A
concise overview of aspects relevant to the understanding of the following chap-
ters is given hereafter. The discussion proceeds from the crystal and electronic
band structures of both single layer and bilayer graphene to the transport of
charge carriers in such two-dimensional materials, also in the presence of an
applied magnetic ﬁeld.
1.1 Single layer graphene
Single layer graphene consists of carbon atoms arranged in a two-dimensional
honeycomb structure, see Fig. 1.1a. The distance between neighboring atoms is
only a0 = 1.42Å. This crystal structure is stabilized by strong sp2-bonds, the
formation of which requires three out of four valence electrons per C atom. The
remaining valence electron resides in the out-of-plane 2pz-orbitals, the overlap
of which forms so-called pi-electronic states close to the Fermi level F . As the
Bravais lattice of single layer graphene is hexagonal (lattice vectors a1 and a2
in Fig. 1.1a with the lattice constant a = |a1| = |a2| =
√
3 · a0 = 2.46Å) with
a two-atomic basis, there are in fact two such 2pz-electrons per unit cell (grey
area in Fig. 1.1a) resulting in two pi-electronic bands. In intrinsic single layer
graphene, one of these bands - the valence band - is completely ﬁlled while the
other one - the conduction band - is completely empty with F lying between the
two. There is however no gap between valence and conduction band, as reveals a
7
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Figure 1.1: Single layer graphene. (a) Crystal structure with the lattice vectors a1 and
a2, the lattice constant a =
√
3 ·a0 = 2.46Å, and the elementary unit cell (grey area).
Red dashed lines indicate nearest and next-nearest neighbor coupling, parametrized
by γ0 and γ′0, respectively. (b) Reciprocal space with the lattice vectors b1 and b2,
the 1st Brillouin zone (BZ, grey area), and the high-symmetry points Γ , M , K,
and K′. (c) Dispersion of the two pi-electronic bands in the 1st BZ, calculated from
Eq. A.2 using γ0 = 3 eV and γ′0 = 0.1 eV. The inset shows the approximately linear
dispersion in the vicinity of the K-point (Dirac cone). (d) Dispersion of electronic
states along high-symmetry lines in the 1st BZ (here, γ′0 is neglected). Arrows indicate
the pseudospin orientation for the valence and conduction band in the vicinity of the
K(′)-point.
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plot of their dispersion shown for the 1st Brillouin zone (BZ) in Figs. 1.1c,d. For
the sake of orientation, Fig. 1.1b shows the (again hexagonal) reciprocal lattice
with the primitive lattice vectors b1 and b2 (where |b1| = |b2| = 4pi/
√
3a)
as well as the 1st BZ (grey area) in which the high symmetry points Γ , M ,
K, and K ′ are labeled. A particularity of single layer graphene are the band
contact points at K(′) with approximately linear dispersion in their vicinity:
so-called Dirac points. Due to the simultaneous absence of electronic states
at precisely F and of a band gap, single layer graphene has been labeled a
zero-gap semiconductor.
In real devices, the typical range of charge carrier densities in single layer
graphene hardly exceeds a few 1013 cm−2, corresponding to |F | ≤ 1 eV. Ac-
cordingly, the electronic states most relevant to further discussion lie nearK(′)
where their wave function can eﬀectively be described by a two-component spi-
nor ψ = (ψA, ψB), with ψA (ψB) the amplitude on sublattice A (B). Using the
valley index ξ = +1 (ξ = −1) for the K (K ′) valley, the spinor obeys
ξvFσ(−i~∇)ψ = ψ, (1.1)
resulting in
(κ) = ~vFκ, (1.2)
with the Fermi velocity vF ≈ c/300, the wave vector relative to the Dirac point
κ = |k −K(′)|, and the vector of Pauli matrices σ = (σx, σy)ᵀ. Eq. 1.1 resem-
bles the Dirac equation, in analogy to the solution of which antiparticles are
represented by holes and spin is represented by sublattice occupation, referred
to as pseudospin. More than just a mathematical requirement, the pseudos-
pin is connected to a real (lattice) angular momentum ~/2.15,16 Its orientation
is furthermore locked to κ. This property is characterized by the pseudospin
winding number ωC , a topological invariant deﬁning the number of rotations of
the pseudospin when moving κ on a closed path C around K(′).17,18 In single
layer graphene, ωC = −αξ (αξ is the chirality) with the band index α = +1
(α = −1) for conduction (valence) band. The pseudospin orientation for the
electronic states at diﬀerent momenta near K(′) is shown in Fig. 1.1d.
The aforementioned aspects of the electronic structure have intriguing con-
sequences for the behavior of charge carriers in single layer graphene, some of
which have been reviewed in Ref. [19]. To just mention a few, one should cer-
tainly note the unusual half-integer quantum Hall eﬀect in graphene,6,7 caused
by the Berry phase ΦB = pi which is related to the pseudospin winding number
as ΦB = piωC .20 This Berry phase furthermore induces a phase shift of pi to the
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in single layer graphene.6,7,21 Another striking
consequence is the suppression of charge carrier backscattering.2224
9
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1.2 Bilayer graphene
Bilayer graphene consists of two graphene sheets stacked upon each other.
Unless stated otherwise, bilayer graphene denotes the Bernal-stacked crystal
structure25 depicted in Fig. 1.2a, obtained through a relative rotation of the
two carbon layers by 60 ◦.* As a consequence, one sublattice of the upper layer
(A2) is exactly on top of one sublattice of the lower layer (B1). The other two
sublattices B2 (upper layer) and A1 (lower layer) do not sit on top of each
other. Each atom B2 (A1) is rather located above (below) the center of the
triangle formed by the three nearest atoms A1 (B2). The unit cell of bilayer
graphene consequently contains four atoms, with the sites A2, B1 and A1, B2
referred to as dimer and non-dimer sites, respectively. Although the coupling
between both layers is ﬁnite (van der Waals interaction), its overall magnitude
is much weaker than the in-plane bonding. This is directly reﬂected in the
much wider interlayer spacing c ≈ 3.35Å, as compared to the in-plane nearest
neighbor distance a0 = a/
√
3 ≈ 1.42Å. Nonetheless, this way of stacking is
the energetically most favorable, hence also most abundant in natural graphite
from which samples in this work are obtained. For the sake of completeness, the
reciprocal lattice of bilayer graphene is shown in Fig. 1.2b, which is identical
to the one of single layer graphene.
In the single-particle picture, the structure of bilayer graphene's pi-electronic
states can be calculated following a tight-binding approach, see appendix A.
Due to interactions between its two carbon layers, the description is more ad-
vanced than in the case of single layer graphene and can be deduced from a mo-
del established for bulk graphite by Slonczewski, Weiss and McClure.26,27 The
parameters relevant for bilayer graphene are one intralayer nearest-neighbor
hopping parameter γ0, three interlayer hopping parameters γ1, γ3, γ4 (see
Fig. 1.2a) and the energy diﬀerence between dimer and non-dimer sites ∆′.13
Values for these parameters reported from diﬀerent experiments are stated in
Table 1.1. The spread in the experimental values is due to diﬀerent techniques
having diﬀerent sensitivity to individual parameters, and whether interaction-
induced corrections to the values are taken into account or not. The dispersion
of the pi-electronic states in the 1st Brillouin zone shown in Figs. 1.2c,d is calcu-
lated for the parameter set reported by Kuzmenko et al.28, i.e., γ0 = 3.16 eV,
γ1 = 0.381 eV, γ3 = 0.38 eV, γ4 = 0.14 eV, and ∆′ = 0.022 eV. One may in
principle further introduce the parameter U quantifying the energy diﬀerence
*The general case of an arbitrary relative rotation angle is commonly referred to as twisted
bilayer graphene. The special case of 0 ◦ relative rotation (where each C atom in the upper
layer is located above a C atom in the lower layer) is referred to as AA stacking.
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Figure 1.2: Bilayer graphene. (a) Crystal structure with the lattice vectors a1 and
a2, the lattice constant a = 2.46Å, the interlayer distance c = 3.35Å, and the
elementary unit cell (right prism with grey diamond-shaped base faces). Red dashed
lines indicate coupling between diﬀerent atomic sites, parameterized by γ0, γ1, γ3,
and γ4. (b) Reciprocal space with the 1st Brillouin zone (BZ, grey area) and the high-
symmetry points Γ ,M , K, andK′ (similar to single layer graphene). (c) Dispersion
of the four pi-electronic bands in the 1st BZ, calculated from Eq. A.4 using the values
mentioned in the main text. The inset shows the dispersion in the vicinity of the
K-point. (d) Dispersion of electronic states along high-symmetry lines in the 1st BZ.
Arrows indicate the pseudospin orientation for valence and conduction band in the
vicinity of the K(′)-point.
11
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Ref. [29]a [30]b [31]c [32]c [28]c [33]d [34]e
γ0 - 2.9 3 - 3.16(3) 3.43(1) 3.1
γ1 - 0.3 0.40(1) 0.404(10) 0.381(3) - -
γ3 0.12 0.1 0.3 - 0.38(6) - -
γ4 - 0.12 0.15(4) - 0.14(3) 0.063(1)γ0 0.22
∆′ - - 0.0183 - 0.022(3) - -
a Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy.
b Raman spectroscopy.
c Infrared spectroscopy.
d Analysis of the eﬀective mass extracted from Shubnikov-de Haas measurements.
e Scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
Table 1.1: Values of bilayer graphene band structure parameters in eV.
between the two carbon layers, a ﬁnite value of which opens a gap in the energy
spectrum.29
Apart from there being four pi-bands in bilayer graphene instead of two as in
single layer graphene, the overall impression of the dispersion is one of striking
similarity when comparing Fig. 1.2c to Fig. 1.1c. This stems from the weakness
of the interlayer coupling merely resulting in a rather small overall correction
in energy to the electronic states. Also the approximately linear dependence on
momentum κ deﬁned relative to the corners of the 1st Brillouin zone is retained,
except in the very vicinity of K(′), where the dispersion is parabolic.35 This
becomes apparent in the inset to Fig. 1.2c. Here, the two low-energy bands
stem from non-dimer atomic sites A1 and B2, while the two bands from the
dimer sites A2 and B1 are split-oﬀ roughly by the value of γ1. The main
qualitative eﬀect of γ3 is trigonal warping of the pi-bands, illustrated by the
projection of conduction band isoenergy lines close to K(′) onto the kx − ky
plane in Fig. 1.2c with the 1st Brillouin zone shown by the grey area. γ4 mainly
introduces an electron-hole asymmetry, most apparent in Fig. 1.2d, where the
dispersion along high-symmetry lines in the 1st Brillouin zone is drawn. In
line with the argument made for the case of single layer graphene above, the
part of the electronic spectrum usually accessible in transport experiments
including the ones of this work lies in the vicinity of K(′). One may describe
charge carriers in this part of the spectrum by four-component spinor wave
functions obeying a reduced, eﬀective Hamiltonian with eigenvalues isotropic
12
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in κ = |k −K(′)| neglecting contributions from γ3, γ4,∆′:13,36
±α (κ) = α
[√
3
(aγ0κ
2
)2
+
(γ1
2
)2
± γ1
2
]
. (1.3)
Here, we use the band index α = +1 (α = −1) for the conduction (valence)
bands and + (−) for the split-oﬀ dimer (low energy non-dimer) bands, respecti-
vely. Frequent use of Eq. 1.3 is made throughout this work.
In addition to diﬀerences regarding the dispersion of electronic states in
bilayer graphene as compared to single layer graphene, also the chiral properties
are diﬀerent. In bilayer graphene, the pseudospin winding number is ωC =
−2αξ, with the valley index ξ = +1 (ξ = −1) for states at K (K ′). The
pseudospin orientation for the electronic states at diﬀerent momenta in bilayer
graphene near K(′) is shown in Fig. 1.2d. It can be seen, that the pseudospin
rotates twice as fast on a closed path C around K(′) than in the case of single
layer graphene, compare with Fig. 1.1d. Consequently, the charge carriers have
the (trivial) Berry phase ΦB = 2pi,35,36 equivalent to ΦB = 0.18
Charge carriers in bilayer graphene have properties profoundly diﬀerent
from the ones in single layer graphene. For example, the pseudospin winding
number of ±2 leads to the conventional integer quantum Hall eﬀect with a
series of plateaus in σxy at values of 4e2/h except for a characteristic step
across the charge neutrality point of 8e2/h,18,35 see Fig. 1.13. And in contrast
to suppressed backscattering in single layer graphene, charge carriers in bilayer
graphene have anti-Klein properties, i.e., they have zero transmission at normal
incidence on a potential barrier.23,37
1.3 Fermi-level dependence of electronic properties
In practical devices made of single layer graphene or bilayer graphene as they
are used in this work, the Fermi level F usually resides at electronic states in
the vicinity of K(′). As will be discussed in Sec. 1.5, F is easily controlled and
may be tuned to sit in the valence band, the conduction band, in between the
two (i.e., at the charge neutrality point, CNP), or even in the split-oﬀ bands in
the case of bilayer graphene. Within ±1 eV around the CNP, the dependence
on F for a few important properties is shown in Fig. 1.3 for both single layer
graphene (left column) and bilayer graphene (right column), starting with the
approximate dispersion of electronic states near K(′) (top) calculated from
Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3, respectively.
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Figure 1.3: Energy dependence of the density of states (DOS), charge carrier density
n, eﬀective mass m∗, and Fermi velocity vF (from top to bottom) near K(′) for sin-
gle layer graphene (left) and bilayer graphene (right). The approximate low-energy
dispersion of electronic states near K(′) is plotted above from Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3, re-
spectively. Properties of individual bands are drawn in the respective color, while
their sum is drawn in black.
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Figure 1.4: Eﬀective mass m∗ as a function of charge carrier density n for the con-
duction band(s) of single layer graphene (left) and bilayer graphene (right).
The ﬁrst row of Fig. 1.3 shows the approximate density of states (DOS),
which reaches zero exactly at charge neutrality in the case of single layer grap-
hene. In bilayer graphene, the total DOS (black line) shows sudden jumps
known as van Hove singularities at  = ±γ1 ≈ 0.39 eV where the split-oﬀ bands
set in. Contributions to the total DOS from individual bands are plotted in
the respective colors used in the schematic dispersion around K(′) in the top
of Fig. 1.3. As F is moved away from the CNP at  = 0 V, more and more
electronic states get populated (depleted) in the conduction (valence) band,
thereby increasing the density of free charge carriers
n(F ) =
∫ F
0
DOS()d. (1.4)
If F > 0 (F < 0) the carriers are electrons (holes), respectively, the properties
of which are symmetric with respect to the CNP - at least within the approxi-
mation of Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3. n(F ) is plotted in the second row of Fig. 1.3, from
where it should be noted that n(F = 0) = 0 for both single layer and bilayer
graphene. Furthermore, n(F ) of bilayer graphene shows a much steeper incre-
ase as soon as |F | > γ1, due to the higher DOS available thanks to the second
subband.
Next we consider the charge carrier eﬀective mass m∗, which within the
approximation of an isotropic band E(κ) can be deﬁned as33,38,
m∗ = ~2κ
(
∂
∂κ
)−1
. (1.5)
m∗ = ~2
(
∂2
∂k2
)−1
only holds for parabolic bands.
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In both single layer graphene and bilayer graphene, m∗ depends on the mo-
mentum κ = |k −K(′)| and increases for each band as |F | increases, due to
the non-parabolic band-dispersion.6,7,33,39 m∗ is plotted in the third row of
Fig. 1.3. The main diﬀerence lies in the eﬀective mass being zero at the CNP
in single layer graphene, while m∗( = 0 eV) ≈ 0.033 ·me stays ﬁnite in bilayer
graphene. Here, me is the electron rest mass. In Fig. 1.4, m∗ is plotted as a
function of the charge carrier concentration n for both materials. In the case
of bilayer graphene (right panel), it can be seen that a constant eﬀective mass
of m∗ ≈ 0.033 ·me yields a good description for n . 1012 cm−2.
We further introduce the Fermi velocity vF , which is related to the Fermi
momentum pF = ~κF via the eﬀective massm∗ as ~kF = vFm∗. Using Eq. 1.5,
vF =
~κF
m∗
=
1
~
∂
∂κ
∣∣∣∣
κ=κF
, (1.6)
which we plot in the last row of Fig. 1.3. It can be seen, that within the
approximation of Eq. 1.2, vF ≈ 1 ·106 m/s is constant for single layer graphene.
In bilayer graphene, vF varies strongly with , approaching the single layer
graphene value at higher || and going to zero at each band onset, at least within
the approximation of Eq. 1.3. Note that beyond the single-particle picture, vF
has been demonstrated to be dependent on the charge carrier concentration n
due to electron-electron interactions.40 Conditions to reveal such interaction
eﬀects are however not met in most experimental works on graphene including
this, unless utmost care is taken to reduce the charge inhomogeneity commonly
found in practical devices (see Sec. 1.5). This can in principle be achieved, for
instance in suspended graphene ﬂakes of extreme quality.41,42
1.4 Electronic properties at ﬁnite magnetic ﬁeld
Moving charge carriers subject to a magnetic ﬁeld of strength B = |B| ex-
perience the Lorentz force F = q(v × B), forcing them to move on so-called
cyclotron orbits perpendicular to B. Here, v and q are velocity and charge
of the charge carriers, respectively. As a result of quantum mechanics, these
cyclotron orbits are quantized and associated to a discrete set of highly dege-
nerate energy levels, so-called Landau levels (LLs). The degeneracy δ of each
LL increases with increasing B and is given by the ratio of the magnetic ﬂux
Φ = A ·B threading the area A and the ﬂux quantum Φ0 = h/e, i.e., δ = Φ/Φ0.
LLs may be further degenerate, e.g., if the Zeeman energy remains negligible.
We proceed restricting ourselves to the situation where charge carriers are
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Figure 1.5: Landau levels (LLs) in (a) bilayer graphene and (b) single layer graphene
calculated from Eqs. 1.8 and 1.7, respectively, using γ0 = 3.16 eV and γ1 = 0.39 eV.
conﬁned to two dimensions (x and y) and are subject to a perpendicular mag-
netic ﬁeld B = (Bx, By, Bz)T = (0, 0, B)T , as this conﬁguration is used throug-
hout this work. For illustration purposes we begin with the case of such charge
carriers hosted in single layer graphene, the LL energies of which can be ap-
proximately described as12
n = sgn(n)vF
√
2e~B|n|, (1.7)
with the LL index n = 0,±1,±2 . . . . Eq. 1.7 describes LLs for electrons (n > 0),
holes (n < 0), as well as a zeroth LL shared by both types of charge carriers,
see Fig. 1.5b. The
√
B-dependence of the levels, their non-equidistance at a
given value of B as well as the B-independent level at  = 0 are characteristic
properties of the Dirac electronic system in single layer graphene. Note that
all LLs are fourfold degenerate due to the two spin and two valley degrees of
freedom, i.e., the degeneracy is δ(B) = 4eB/h.
In bilayer graphene, the approximate parabolicity of the pi-electronic bands
in the vicinity of K(′) at B = 0 gives rise to a very diﬀerent LL spectrum, see
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Fig. 1.5a. The LL energies can be stated as36,43
n = sgn(n)
√√√√γ21
2
+
(
|n|+ 1
2
)
E21 ±
√
γ41
4
+
(
|n|+ 1
2
)
γ21E
2
1 +
E41
4
, (1.8)
where n = 0,±1,±2 and E21 = 3a2γ20eB/2~. Eq. 1.8 also yields LLs for elec-
trons (n > 0), holes (n < 0), as well as a zeroth LL shared by both types of
charge carriers. Additional LLs from the split-oﬀ bands (+ instead of − in
Eq. 1.8) set in at energies || ≥ γ1 (dark blue and dark red lines in Fig. 1.5a).
In contrast to the case of single layer graphene, LLs in bilayer graphene show
an almost linear dependence on B, making them appear almost equidistant in
energy at a given value of B. Furthermore, the B-independent LL at  = 0 has
an eightfold degeneracy, while all others are fourfold degenerate as in single
layer graphene. This diﬀerence between both systems is apparent in Fig. 1.5,
where the density of states (DOS) at B = 10 T shows a series of broadened
LLs of equal magnitude, except for the zeroth LL in bilayer graphene whose
degeneracy is doubled.
The LL spectra of both single layer graphene and bilayer graphene as well
as consequences thereof have been conﬁrmed by many experimental works.
Among the most direct spectroscopic methods apt to reveal and distinguish the
introduced LL structures are scanning tunneling spectroscopy4446 and Raman
spectroscopy47. The magnetotransport of charge carriers shows characteristics
very much determined by the respective LL spectrum, as will be discussed in
the following after an introduction to the zero-ﬁeld transport.
1.5 Electronic transport in the absence of a magnetic ﬁeld
The transport of charge carriers conﬁned to two dimensions can be captured
within the framework of the classical Drude model, according to which an
applied electric ﬁeld E drives an electrical current of density
j = σE (1.9)
along the sample. Eq. 1.9 deﬁnes the electrical conductivity σ, which relates
to the density n and mobility µ of charge carriers according to
σ = neµ, (1.10)
in the case of a single type of charge carriers dominating the overall transport
behavior. Here, µ is a measure of the charge carriers' drift velocity vD induced
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per electric ﬁeld strength E and can be deﬁned as
µ =
|vD|
E
=
eτtr
m∗
, (1.11)
where τtr is the transport time (average time between scattering events) andm∗
is the eﬀective mass of the charge carriers. Both σ and n can be experimentally
determined using a suitable measurement setup, allowing to extract parameters
such as µ and τtr.
To measure the conductivity σ, we impose a constant current I on a two-
dimensional device of width W and monitor the longitudinal voltage drop Uxx
(i.e., along the current ﬂow direction) between two voltage probes separated by
a length L. In a linear four-point geometry as for the bilayer graphene device
shown in Fig. 1.6a, the leads used to impose the current are diﬀerent from the
ones used to sense the voltage drop. The measured resistance is then equal to
the sheet resistance Rs of the material. The conductivity σ is the inverse of
the resistivity ρ, which can be extracted if W and L are known:
σ = 1/ρ =
L
W
R−1s . (1.12)
To tune the charge carrier density, we take advantage of designing our 2D
structure on top of an electrically conducting substrate separated by an insu-
lating layer of thickness d and dielectric constant r, see Fig. 1.6a. Assuming a
simple parallel plate capacitor model with areal capacitance C/A = 0r/d, one
can relate the electric ﬁeld induced charge carrier density ∆n to the applied
backgate voltage UG as
∆n =
Q
e ·A =
UG · C
e ·A = 0 · r ·
UG
e · d , (1.13)
where Q/A is the induced charge per unit area on the 2D structure and 0
the vacuum permittivity. In our case, the insulating material is thermally
grown SiO2 with d ≈ 300 nm and r ≈ 3.9, hence C/A ≈ 11.5 nF · cm−2 and
∆n/UG ≈ 7.2 · 1010 cm−2V−1. The charge carrier density can be determined
more precisely from magnetotransport measurements, as will be introduced
in the following Sec. 1.6. The simple parallel plate capacitor model however
ﬁnds wide application in the ﬁeld and has repeatedly been demonstrated to
quantitatively agree well with experiments.6,7,35 A limit to this technique is
set by the breakdown ﬁeld of the gate dielectric, which is on the order of a few
MV/cm in the relevant case of thermal SiO2,48 i.e., on the order of several tens
of V for our d = 300 nm thick SiO2. Consequently, the range within which n can
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Figure 1.6: (a) Optical micrograph of a bilayer graphene device combined with the
schematic experimental setup used for measuring both longitudinal and transverse
voltage drops Uxx,i and Uxy,i in diﬀerent sections i = {1, 2, 3} of the device. (b-
d) Resistivity ρ measured at B = 0 T as a function of backgate voltage UG and/or
temperature T . The line colors in (b,c) correspond to the three sections of the device.
The traces in (c) were measured at UG ≈ −5 V. In (d) we show data from section
i = 1 of the device.
be varied using this ﬁeld-eﬀect method with a solid gate dielectric is on the order
of a few 1012 cm−2. It usually proves safe in our experiment to keep |UG| ≤ 50 V
in order to prevent dielectric breakdown, i.e., |∆n| ≤ 3.6 · 1012 cm−2.*
The resistivity ρ of the bilayer graphene device shown in Fig. 1.6a measured
at diﬀerent temperatures T and at diﬀerent backgate voltages UG is plotted
in Figs. 1.6b-d. Here, ρ was extracted simultaneously at three diﬀerent secti-
ons of the device, each of width W = 8µm and length L = 80µm, labeled
i = {1, 2, 3} in the ﬁgure (blue, orange, green lines respectively). The almost
perfect overlap of the data shown in Figs. 1.6b and c demonstrates the overall
*Although higher values of |∆n| have successfully been achieved by this method, dielectric
breakdown remains a fundamental limit to ﬁeld eﬀect gating, making it diﬃcult to reach
values beyond |∆n| = 1013 cm−2.
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device homogeneity and degree of reproducibility of the measurement. At all
temperatures T , the dependence of ρ on UG shows a strong peak at some value
UCNP,i with respect to which ρ(UG) appears symmetric. This observation is
general and applies to both single layer and bilayer graphene devices, including
all that are subject to this work. ρ(UG) reﬂects the particular band structure
near K(′) with a peak in ρ at the charge neutrality point (CNP), where a mi-
nimum number of charge carriers is present to participate in transport. As F
is tuned away from the CNP by increasing |UG −UCNP,i|, ρ drops as more and
more states get populated. At UG < UCNP,i the bilayer becomes increasingly
hole-doped, while at UG > UCNP,i it becomes increasingly electron-doped. The
symmetry of the measured ρ(UG) with respect to UCNP,i reﬂects the high de-
gree of symmetry between electron and hole states in the sample, as expected
from the band structure considerations in Sec. 1.2. The shift of the CNP with
respect to UG = 0 V can be attributed to doping from impurities,49 i.e., residu-
als from processing steps during device fabrication as well as adsorbed species
from the environment. Careful device processing can lead to UCNP,i ≈ 0. The
result shown in Figs. 1.6b and d is a satisfying example of careful sample pre-
paration, with UCNP,1 ≈ −5.65 V, UCNP,2 ≈ −5.15 V, and UCNP,3 ≈ −4.75 V
showing little spread across the device. Furthermore, the two curves obtai-
ned from ramping of UG up and down (both plotted for each contact pair i
in Fig. 1.6b as well as for each T in Fig. 1.6d) nearly perfectly overlap, i.e.,
there is only a minimal amount of dipolar adsorbates typically known to induce
signiﬁcant hysteresis in this type of measurement.50,51
Introducing nimp,i = −0rUCNP,i/(ed) as the charge carrier density locally
induced from residual doping in section i = {1, 2, 3} of the bilayer graphene
device shown in Fig. 1.6a, we can convert the applied backgate voltage UG into
an absolute charge carrier density n = nimp,i + ∆n(UG). In Fig. 1.7a, the same
data of ρ from Fig. 1.6b is plotted now as a function of n. Within the given range
of n, three transport regimes can be identiﬁed, separated in Fig. 1.7a by black
dotted lines at ±neh: at n < −neh (n > neh) F is in the valence (conduction)
band, i.e., bilayer graphene is hole (electron) doped. For |n| ≤ neh, i.e., close to
charge neutrality, it was shown that charged impurities in the substrate imprint
a spatially varying potential landscape onto the device, so-called electron-hole
puddles.52 The false color plot in the inset of Fig. 1.7a is an illustration of
the possible spatial distribution of electron-hole puddles in our sample, with
amplitudes in the doping level on the order of ±3 · 1011 cm−2. An additional
potential proﬁle extracted along the dotted black line is shown in the inset.
Spatial density ﬂuctuations on this order of magnitude are commonly observed
in single layer graphene5256 and bilayer graphene57 samples on thermal SiO2.
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Figure 1.7: Charge carrier transport in bilayer graphene as a function of charge
carrier density n at T = 1.4 K. (a) Resistivity ρ of the device shown in Fig. 1.6a.
Inserts highlight three diﬀerent transport regimes: hole-doped, electron-doped and
electron-hole puddles. The latter is further illustrated by the typical spatial density
ﬂuctuations as well as an associated potential proﬁle taken along the dashed line
in the false color plot. (b) Conductivity σ (inverse of the data plotted in (a)) in
log-log plot, used to determine the magnitude of the density ﬂuctuations neh in the
electron-hole puddle regime.
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According to the procedure of Couto et al.55, we extract neh from a log-log
plot of σ(n), see Fig. 1.7b. Here, neh can be determined from the crossing be-
tween the constant value of minimum conductivity log(σmin) (black lines) and
the linearly extrapolated value of log σ at high n (blue (red) line for electron
(hole) doped regime). The graphs in Fig. 1.7b illustrate this procedure for all
three sections of the device shown in Fig. 1.6a, with neh ≈ 3.3± 0.3 · 1011 cm−2
showing negligible spread of values obtained from the diﬀerent sections as well
as from the electron and hole doped sides, respectively. At the time of this
writing there is no means to reduce the amplitude of the electron-hole puddles
in bilayer graphene devices on SiO2, which consequently are consistently ob-
served in all our devices. As the charge carrier transport in this regime involves
two participating species (electrons and holes), a two-carrier model may be used
to approximate its description.58 As we shall typically be interested in charge
carrier density ranges much higher than neh, we will however not have a closer
look at this part of the transport regime. Note, that these electron-hole puddles
may cause a signiﬁcant insulating behavior in bilayer graphene around charge
neutrality, due to activated carrier transport between electron and hole pudd-
les.59,60 This is indeed what we observe in our device (see Figs. 1.6c and d) in
agreement with reports from other experiments.33,61 Far away from the charge
neutrality point, bilayer graphene may actually show metallic behavior.33
In the case of a single type of charge carriers dominating the overall trans-
port behavior, we can extract their mobility µ = σ/(ne) from the presented
measurements following the Drude approach, see Fig. 1.8a. While the result
shows again little variation on the section of the bilayer graphene device, we
ﬁnd µ to depend on n, with µ increasing as |n| increases (at least for |n|  neh
within the given density range). Additionally, there is a slight diﬀerence bet-
ween the electron and hole doped regime. The ﬁrst observation, common for
bilayer graphene devices on SiO2, was shown to be due to the mobility limi-
ted by Coulomb scattering scaling as µC ∝ n.61,62 The second observation
likely reﬂects an asymmetry between repulsive and attractive scattering (i.e., a
diﬀerent scattering cross section for electrons and holes) as in single layer grap-
hene.63 The measured mobility values in excess of 2000 cm2/Vs are an order
of magnitude lower than some of the highest values reported for single layer
graphene on SiO2,64 but well in the range of values reported for bilayer grap-
The amplitude of electron-hole puddles may in fact be a lot reduced by encapsulating
bilayer graphene in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). Alternatively, electron-hole puddles can
be avoided altogether when bilayer graphene is suspended. Choosing either option, at the
time of this writing it is challenging to produce devices of big enough size as needed for the
experiments conducted in this work. We have therefore refrained from pursuing them here.
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Figure 1.8: Charge carrier mobility µ (a), transport time τtr (b), and mean free path
l (c) as a function of the charge carrier density n for the three diﬀerent sections of
the bilayer graphene device shown in Fig. 1.6a at T = 1.4 K.
hene devices.63 The lower mobility has been related to the greater importance
of scattering from charged impurities in bilayer graphene.62
We can also extract the transport time τtr = µm∗/e of bilayer graphene,
where m∗ is determined using Eq. 1.5 from considering the approximative band
dispersion (Eq. 1.3). Within the accessible charge carrier density range |n| <
3.5 ·1012 cm−2, m∗ is however almost constant with its zero-density value being
m∗ ≈ 0.033 ·me, see Fig. 1.4. Hence, the dependence of τtr on n largely reﬂects
the behavior of µ(n), see Fig. 1.8b. The transport time τtr is on the order of
≈ 50 − 100 fs and increases with increasing |n|. The order of magnitude is in
agreement with typical low-temperature values observed in bulk conductors.65
In Fig. 1.8c, we further plot the mean free path ltr = vF · τtr between
collisions. ltr reﬂects the strong increase of vF (|n|) and the overall increase of
τtr(|n|) for |n|  neh in the given range of n, i.e., the value of ltr is smallest
(largest) near (far away from) the charge neutrality point. In comparison with
the lateral dimensions of the bilayer graphene device (see Fig. 1.6a), ltr is more
than one order of magnitude smaller. The charge carrier transport is thus
obviously in the diﬀusive regime, validating a posteriori the application of the
Drude model. This is the case for all samples studied in this work.
1.6 Classical magnetotransport
The discussion on charge carrier transport in the presence of an applied mag-
netic ﬁeld B is restricted hereafter to the situation where B = (0, 0, B)T only
has a z-component oriented perpendicular to a two-dimensional transport layer
in the x-y-plane with a current I ﬂowing in x-direction, as applies to bilayer
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graphene in our case, see Fig. 1.6a. Within the Drude model, due to the Lo-
rentz force F = qv ×B acting on the charge carriers with charge q per carrier
and velocity v, the resistivity acquires a tensorial form ρˆ with longitudinal and
transverse components ρxx = ρyy and ρxy = −ρyx, respectively:
ρˆ =
(
ρxx ρxy
ρyx ρyy
)
=
(
ρxx ρxy
−ρxy ρxx
)
.
It can be shown that for the case of a single charge carrier type of density n
per unit area participating in the current65
ρxx = ρ0 and ρxy =
B
nq
= RHB, (1.14)
where ρ0 = m∗/(ne2τtr) is the zero-ﬁeld resistivity (using Eqs. 1.10 and 1.11)
and RH = 1/nq is a material parameter, the so-called Hall coeﬃcient. The lon-
gitudinal resistivity ρxx remains unchanged, since in equilibrium the transverse
ﬁeld associated with the Hall voltage Uxy = Iρxy balances the Lorentz force.
The most prominent result of this so-called Hall eﬀect is the linear dependence
of ρxy(B), the slope of which gives access to both sign and density of the charge
carriers. Knowing the sign of the charge carriers, we adopt a common practice
from the ﬁeld of research on 2D electron systems: in the ﬁgures shown in this
work, we plot ρxy > 0 at B > 0 for electron transport, respectively ρxy < 0 at
B > 0 for hole transport.
ρxx and ρxy are related to the longitudinal and transverse resistances Rxx
and Rxy, conveniently measurable in a four-probe conﬁguration when using a
Hall bar geometry as shown in Fig. 1.6a. Taking the geometry into account,
these quantities are related as follows:
ρxx =
W
L
·Rxx and ρxy = Rxy,
where W and L are the probed sample width and length, respectively.* ρˆ
relates to the conductivity tensor
σˆ =
(
σxx σxy
σyx σyy
)
=
(
σxx σxy
−σxy σxx
)
as ρˆ = σˆ−1, i.e.,
σxx =
ρxx
ρ2xx + ρ
2
xy
and σxy =
−ρxy
ρ2xx + ρ
2
xy
. (1.15)
*Dimensions and aspect ratios of the used Hall bars were optimized in order to minimize
errors of geometrical origin.66
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It follows that
σxx =
σ0
1 + (ωcτtr)2
and σxy = − σ0ωcτtr
1 + (ωcτtr)2
, (1.16)
where we use the zero-ﬁeld conductivity σ0 = 1/ρ0 = ne2τtr/m∗ and ωcτtr =
µB with the cyclotron frequency ωc = |q|B/m∗.
We brieﬂy discuss the room-temperature magnetotransport behavior of
charge carriers in the bilayer graphene device shown in Fig. 1.6a based on
measured data given in Fig. 1.9. Here, both ρxx and ρxy are plotted in units
of h/e2 ≈ 25.812, 81 Ω. The three colors of the line traces correspond to the
three diﬀerent sections i = {1, 2, 3} of the device, as in Fig. 1.6. Fig. 1.9a is
a false color plot of ρxx measured as a function of applied backgate voltage
UG and magnetic ﬁeld strength B in section i = 1. Two line traces of ρxx,
extracted at B = 12 T and B = 0 T, are additionally plotted in Figs. 1.9b and
c, respectively, showing little spread among the diﬀerent sections of the device.
The zero-ﬁeld traces in Fig. 1.9c compare to the room-temperature data in
Fig. 1.6d, featuring a single maximum in ρxx at charge neutrality (at UCNP,i
with i = {1, 2, 3}) and a decrease in ρxx approximately symmetric in UG with
respect to UCNP,i. The same holds for ρxx(UG) measured at all accessible mag-
netic ﬁeld values, see Fig. 1.9a. At UG  UCNP,i (UG  UCNP,i) we observe
no signiﬁcant dependence of ρxx on B, as only electrons (holes) participate
in the charge carrier transport and the Drude model applies. This is most
apparent in the ρxx(B) traces shown in Fig. 1.9d, extracted at UG = −50 V,
−30 V, 25 V, and 50 V. As expected, the associated traces of ρxy(B), however,
show a linear B-ﬁeld dependence in agreement with Eq. 1.14. According to
the sign of the slope, the charge carriers at UG  UCNP,i (UG  UCNP,i) are
clearly electrons (holes), respectively. Extracting the charge carrier densities
n(UG) from this data by applying Eq. 1.14, one may conﬁrm the estimation of
n(UG) from the capacitive model introduced in Sec. 1.5.6 While the agreement
is typically good, the Hall measurement yields the more exact values.
When tuning UG across the charge neutrality point, ρxy(UG) features a
smooth zero crossing due to the coexistence of both electrons and holes (see
Fig. 1.9b), analogous to observations in single layer graphene.58 Concomi-
tantly, a longitudinal magnetoresistance ρxx is observed, signiﬁcant however
A slight shift of the charge neutrality point as a function of time (seemingly as a function
of B, sweeped from high to low values in our experiment) might be related to recontamination
of bilayer graphene by adsorbates during this room-temperature measurement, performed
in our cryogen-free magnet system with the sample space warmed-up after weeks of low-
temperature measurements.
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Figure 1.9: Magnetotransport of charge carriers in the bilayer graphene device shown
in Fig. 1.6a at 300 K. (a) False color plot of the longitudinal resistivity ρxx as a
function of applied backgate voltage UG and magnetic ﬁeld B measured in device
section i = 1. (b-d) Line traces of ρxx and ρxy at (b) B = 12 T, (c) B = 0 T, and (d)
diﬀerent values of UG. The three diﬀerent line colors correspond to the three diﬀerent
sections of the device as denominated in Fig. 1.6a.
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only within an interval ∆UG around the charge neutrality point as highligh-
ted by the grey shaded area in the ﬁgure. According to the central panel of
Fig. 1.9d, ρxx(B) measured at UG = −3.5 V shows a quadratic dependence on
B, and possibly a transition to a linear magnetoresistance at high values of B.
A similar measurement on bilayer graphene was reported by Vasileva et al.67,
who demonstrate that this magnetotransport behavior can be captured within
a two-ﬂuid model adopted from Ref. [68]. As throughout this work we shall
not focus on this low-charge carrier density region of the transport, we refer
the interested reader to Refs. [67, 68] for more details.
1.7 Quantum magnetotransport
At low temperatures T , the magnetotransport behavior of charge carriers tends
to show a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent behavior than near room temperature, since
quantum eﬀects get increasingly important. The understanding of these eﬀects
is relevant, as their accurate description gives direct access to key parameters
of the system. The most pronounced eﬀects observable in our bilayer graphene
devices are Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations, the integer quantum Hall
eﬀect (IQHE), as well as quantum interference (QI) corrections to the con-
ductivity. In this work, the ﬁrst two are mainly considered for characterization
purposes, with SdH oscillations providing access to the density n, the mobility
µ, and the eﬀective mass m∗ of the charge carriers, and the IQHE being a cha-
racteristic of bilayer graphene's unique electronic structure. The manifestation
of QIs bears information about several time scales governing the charge carrier
transport in bilayer graphene, and is the subject of chapter 4. Here, we restrict
ourselves to ﬁrst giving an overview on the magnetotransport of charge carriers
in bilayer graphene, as measured in the device shown in Fig. 1.6a at T = 1.4 K,
see Fig. 1.10. We then brieﬂy discuss SdH oscillations in Sec. 1.7.1, the IQHE
in Sec. 1.7.2, and QIs in Sec. 1.7.3. In each of these sections, the emphasis is
on the phenomenology of these eﬀects in our magnetotransport measurements
and which information, relevant to this work, we can extract.
Fig. 1.10 summarizes the dependence of ρxx and ρxy on the applied mag-
netic ﬁeld strength B as well as the backgate voltage UG at 1.4 K, analogous
to the presentation of the room temperature data in Fig. 1.9. Again, both ρxx
and ρxy are plotted in units of h/e2 ≈ 25.812, 81 Ω, and the three colors of the
line traces correspond to the three sections i = {1, 2, 3} of the device, as in
Fig. 1.6. At ﬁrst glance, the false color plot of ρxx in Fig. 1.10a demonstrates
a strikingly diﬀerent behavior of the charge carriers than at room tempera-
ture (Fig. 1.9a). The familiar dependence of ρxx(UG) at B = 0 T (compare
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Figure 1.10: Magnetotransport of charge carriers in the bilayer graphene device shown
in Fig. 1.6a at 1.4 K. (a) False color plot of the longitudinal resistivity ρxx as a function
of applied backgate voltage UG and magnetic ﬁeld B measured in device section i = 1.
(b-d) Line traces of ρxx and ρxy at (b) B = 12 T, (c) B = 0 T, and (d) diﬀerent values
of UG. The three diﬀerent line colors correspond to the three diﬀerent sections of the
device as denominated in Fig. 1.6a.
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Fig. 1.10c to Fig. 1.6b) evolves into a more complicated lineshape at B = 12 T,
see Fig. 1.10b. Here, next to a resistance maximum at charge neutrality (UCNP,i
for the three segments i = {1, 2, 3}), we observe additional maxima of decrea-
sing magnitude as |UG| is tuned away from UCNP,i. In between some of them,
regions of zero longitudinal resistivity ρxx are accompanied by plateaus in the
Hall resistivity ρxy, a manifestation of the IQHE.35,69 Maxima and minima
in ρxx are observed down to B ≈ 4 T. These are SdH oscillations, apparent
especially in the line traces ρxx(B) at ﬁxed values of UG in Fig. 1.10d. In the
central three panels of this ﬁgure, the trained eye may recognize a tiny peak in
ρxx around B = 0 T, which is caused by QIs. Our data in Fig. 1.10 is represen-
tative of other magnetotransport measurements on bilayer graphene reported
in the literature.35,67 The apparent shift of the charge neutrality point with B
(see Fig. 1.10a) might be related to electron-hole asymmetry and to the Hall
resistivity being a non-monotonous function of B in the electron-hole puddle
regime.67 In this work we shall, however, focus on regions in charge carrier den-
sity where a single charge carrier type dominates the transport. This clearly
applies to the data taken at |UG| ≥ 25 V in Fig. 1.10d, where the traces of ρxy
retain their overall linear dependence on B as observed at room temperature
in Fig. 1.9d, in accordance with Eq. 1.14.
1.7.1 Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations in the longitudinal magnetoresistivity are
caused by the B-dependent variation in the chemical potential due to Landau
quantization as introduced in Sec. 1.4. Resistivity minima (maxima) appear
when the Fermi energy F resides in between Landau levels (in the center of
a Landau level). In order for SdH oscillations to be observed, Landau level
(LL) broadening must be overcome. The latter is set by the quantum lifetime
τq, which is a measure of how long a charge carrier remains in a momentum
eigenstate in the presence of scattering.70,71,¶ From the onset of SdH oscillati-
ons in B one may derive the so-called quantum mobility µq as the uncertainty
principle requires LL broadening in energy due to charge carrier scattering,
∆ = ~/τq, to be smaller than the cyclotron energy ~ωc (gap between neighbo-
ring LLs) where ωc = eB/m∗, i.e. (using Eq. 1.11),
µqB  1. (1.17)
¶In contrast to the transport time τtr it takes into account the total scattering probability,
while the former is weighted toward large-angle scattering.
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Figure 1.11: Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations measured at diﬀerent backgate
voltages |UG| ≤ 50 V. The data is recorded in section 1 of the bilayer graphene
device shown in Fig. 1.6a. (a) ∆ρxx values at T = 1.4 K plotted with a constant
oﬀset. Minima (open symbols) and maxima (ﬁlled symbols) of SdH oscillations with
associated ﬁlling factors ν. (b) Filling factor fan chart of the extracted minima (open
symbols) and maxima (ﬁlled symbols) of the SdH oscillations (∆ρxx). (c) Frequency
fSdH of SdH oscillations as a function of charge carrier density n.
Fig. 1.11 shows SdH oscillations in the longitudinal magnetoresistivity me-
asured in section i = 1 of the bilayer graphene device shown in Fig. 1.6a at
diﬀerent values of the applied backgate voltage UG. In Fig. 1.11a the variation
in the magnetoresistivity ∆ρxx is plotted as function of inverse magnetic ﬁeld
strength B−1 for UG = 15 V, . . . , 50 V. The gate voltage is varied in steps of 5 V
and the data is recorded at T = 1.4 K. SdH oscillations with a single frequency
component fSdH can clearly be seen in each data set starting from B ≈ 4 T
(compare with Fig. 1.10) yielding µq ≈ 2500 cm2/Vs on the same order of mag-
nitude as values of µ in Fig. 1.8a. Minima (open symbols) and maxima (ﬁlled
symbols) can directly be extracted as illustrated for the trace at UG = 50 V.
Using the charge carrier density n extracted from a simultaneous measurement
of the Hall voltage, one can determine the ﬁlling factor ν = nh/Be (number
of ﬁlled LLs) for each value of B as indicated in the ﬁgure. The step size of
∆ν = 4 between adjacent maxima (or minima) of the SdH oscillations eviden-
ces the fourfold degeneracy δ = 4 of the LLs in bilayer graphene. This allows
us to calculate the charge carrier density n directly from each SdH oscillation
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Figure 1.12: Temperature dependence of SdH oscillation amplitudes at an electron
density nSdH = 3.3 ·1012 cm−2. Data was recorded between T = 1.4 K and T = 110 K
in steps of 5 K from T = 5 K. (a) Amplitude of SdH oscillations ∆ρxx (light grey
lines), positions of extrema (dots), and ﬁts to Eq. 1.19 (solid colored lines) using the
given values for m∗ and τq. (b) Dingle plot: The SdH oscillation amplitude ∆ρxx
normalized by ρ0(T ) and corrected for thermal damping by X(T ) plotted against
reciprocal ﬁeld. The solid line is a ﬁt to the data constrained to go through the
theoretical value of 4 at B−1 = 0.
as
n =
δ
Φ0
· fSdH = 4 · e
h
· fSdH. (1.18)
According to Eq. 1.18, a complementary approach to identify δ is to plot fSdH
as a function of n, see Fig. 1.11c. For both electrons and holes, we can extract
a linear dependence fSdH = β|n| with β = (1.03 ± 0.01) · 10−15 Tm2. Since
β = Φ0/δ with Φ0 = h/e ≈ 4.14 · 10−15 Tm2, we get δ = 4.
We can further prove the trivial Berry phase ΦB in bilayer graphene as
follows. In the fan chart shown in Fig. 1.11b open (ﬁlled) symbols represent
minima (maxima) of the SdH oscillations in ρxx(B). At each value of UG,
the points fall on straight lines extrapolating to ν = 0 at B−1 = 0. Minima
of SdH oscillations in bilayer graphene are found at integer multiples of δ,
corresponding to the conventional case of SdH oscillations in a 2DES with
a parabolic band dispersion.72 Despite the same LL degeneracy δ, in single
layer graphene the oscillations would be shifted featuring maxima instead of
minima in ρxx(B) at integer multiples of δ, due to the non-trivial Berry phase
ΦB = pi.6,7
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SdH oscillations also provide a measure of the eﬀective mass m∗, which
we may extract together with the quantum lifetime τq from the temperature
dependent amplitude ∆ρxx. As an example, we measured SdH oscillations at
an electron density of nSdH = 3.3·1012 cm−2 (determined according to Eq. 1.18)
at T = 1.4 K as well as between T = 5 K and T = 110 K in steps of 5 K. After
subtracting the non-oscillating component of each trace ρxx(B), we plot the
absolute value of SdH oscillations as grey lines in Fig. 1.12a. The dependence
of the oscillation amplitude ∆ρxx on B and T can be described as73
∆ρxx = 4ρ0X(T ) exp
(
− pi
ωcτq
)
, with X(T ) =
2pi2kBT/~ωc
sinh (2pi2kBT/~ωc)
.
(1.19)
Here, X(T ) is a thermal damping factor and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
We identify well-resolved extrema of the oscillations (dots in Fig. 1.12a) in
order to ﬁnd a least-square ﬁt of ∆ρxx(B) for all temperatures simultaneously,
using Eq. 1.19 with m∗ and τq as the only free parameters. The best ﬁt (solid
colored lines in the ﬁgure) is obtained using m∗ = 0.043 ·me and τq = 31.5 fs.
The Dingle plot of ∆ρxx normalized by ρ0(T ) and corrected for temperature
by X(T ) in Fig. 1.12b demonstrates the accurate description of SdH oscillation
amplitudes by Eq. 1.19 using these parameters.
From this analysis we learn that at the given electron density,m∗ is in fact ≈
10 % smaller than what we expect according to our description in Sec. 1.3. This
ﬁnding is in close agreement with an analysis from Zou et al.33 and could be
accounted for when using diﬀerent values of the bilayer graphene band structure
parameters γ0 and γ4 (stated in Table 1.1), the latter of which we neglect
altogether in our simpliﬁed band description (Eq. 1.3). The extracted value of
the quantum lifetime τq = 31.5 fs is in good agreement with values reported
for both single and bilayer graphene samples on SiO2.33,71 When compared to
the transport time, which we determine to be τtr = 84 fs using Eqs. 1.16 and
1.11 with both m∗ and nSdH as extracted in the preceding analysis, we obtain
the ratio τtr/τq = 2.67. This is a representative value for graphene samples
prepared on SiO2 and identiﬁes long-ranged disorder potentials to dominate
charge carrier scattering.71 In addition to charged impurities, random strain
ﬂuctuations are likely their major source.55,74 Further support for this assertion
is given in Chapter 4.
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1.7.2 Integer quantum Hall eﬀect
At high magnetic ﬁelds, the minima of SdH oscillations in ρxx develop into
extended regions in B and n with zero longitudinal resistivity as can be seen
in Figs. 1.10a,b. They are accompanied by plateaus in the Hall resistivity with
values ρxy = h/e2 · ν−1, where ν is a non-zero integer. This is the so-called
integer quantum Hall eﬀect (IQHE).69 Using Eq. 1.15 with ρxx = 0, it follows
that σxy = −ρ−1xy . The exact sequence of plateaus observed in an experiment
depends on the Landau level (LL) degeneracy δ. In single layer graphene,
δ = 4 (two spin and two valley degrees of freedom, see Sec. 1.4) leads to a
ladder of equal steps in σxy with ∆σxy = δ · e2/h = 4e2/h,6,7 see the red line
in Fig. 1.13a. Due to the zeroth LL being shared in equal parts by electrons
and holes, plateaus appear around integer ﬁlling factors ν = ±2,±4,±10 . . . .6,7
In bilayer graphene, δ = 4 is retained except for the eightfold degeneracy of
the zeroth LL (two spin, two valley, and two orbital degrees of freedom, see
Sec. 1.4). One observes a single corresponding step of ∆σxy = 8e2/h and
plateaus in σxy around ν = ±4,±8,±12 . . . ,35 see the green line in Fig. 1.13a.
According to Ref. [75], multilayers consisting of N Bernal-stacked graphene
Figure 1.13: Manifestation of the integer quantum Hall eﬀect (IQHE) in the transverse
magnetoconductivity σxy as a function of charge carrier density n or ﬁlling factor ν at
a ﬁxed value of B. (a) Schematic traces of σxy(n) expected for single layer graphene
and for 2, 3, and 4 Bernal-stacked graphene layers. (b) σxy(n) of the bilayer graphene
device shown in Fig. 1.6a, measured at B = 12 T and T = 1.4 K.
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sheets should in fact show plateaus at
σxy = ±4e
2
h
(
N
2
+M
)
, (1.20)
where M is a non-negative integer. This ﬁnding is a consequence of the pseu-
dospin winding number (or degree of chirality) of the charge carriers in the
respective material.18,75 The 4N -fold degeneracy of the zeroth LL (respecti-
vely the diﬀerence between the positive and negative solution of Eq. 1.20 for
M = 0, i.e., ∆σxy = N · 4e2/h) is obviously a characteristic of the number
N of Bernal-stacked layers. For 3-layer graphene and 4-layer graphene, the
accordingly expected values of ∆σxy = 12e2/h and ∆σxy = 16e2/h have been
experimentally veriﬁed, see Refs. [76, 77] and [78], respectively. Corresponding
schematic traces of σxy are shown in Fig. 1.13a.
We convert our data of ρxy and ρxx shown in Fig. 1.10b, measured as a
function of backgate voltage UG and at B = 12 T, to the magnetoconductivity
σxy using Eq. 1.15. The obtained traces are plotted in Fig. 1.13b as a function
of charge carrier density n, calculated from UG using the plate capacitor model
(Eq. 1.13). The non-zero value of σxy at charge neutrality may be related
to electron-hole asymmetry.67 We observe well-developed plateaus at −8e2/h,
−4e2/h, 4e2/h, 8e2/h, and 12e2/h, i.e., at ﬁlling factors ν = ±4,±8, and +12.
This sequence is a distinct characteristic of bilayer graphene. The IQHE thus
provides a tool to identify the number of layers of a few-layer graphene sample.
1.7.3 Quantum interferences
Interferences between diﬀerent paths of diﬀusively propagating charge carriers
in a 2D system can induce corrections to its Drude conductivity.79 For these
corrections to appear, charge carriers need to maintain phase coherence during
their motion and time-reversal symmetry should hold. Then, the probability
amplitudes associated with their travelling along diﬀerent paths may yield a
net interference. The important paths to be considered are closed trajectories
of counter-propagating sense, as illustrated in the inset to Fig. 1.14a. Here, a
trajectory starting at point A returns to point A via a sequence of scattering
events (grey circles), either in clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. De-
pending on details of the system, the interference between such two paths can
be either constructive or destructive, resulting in an increased or a reduced
probability of backscattering, respectively. Consequently, the conductivity is
either reduced or enhanced, two phenomenological results called weak locali-
zation and weak anti-localization, respectively. The ﬁrst scenario is found to
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Figure 1.14: Quantum interferences (QIs) in the bilayer graphene device shown in
Fig. 1.6a. (a) Temperature dependence of the longitudinal resistivity ρxx,1 measu-
red in section 1 of the device at charge neutrality and both at B = 0 T (blue line)
and at B = 0.4 T (black line). Corrections from QIs are suppressed at B = 0.4 T.
Closed counter-propagating charge carrier trajectories, relevant for QIs, are sche-
matically shown as an inset (grey circles are elastic scattering events). (b) Tem-
perature dependence of QI-caused corrections to ρxx at charge neutrality: plot-
ted is [ρxx(B = 0) − ρxx(B = 0.4 T)]/ρxx(B = 0) for all three sections of the
device. (c) Magnetic ﬁeld dependence of ρxx showing suppression of QI correcti-
ons measured at T = 1.4 K for diﬀerent charge carrier densities n. Plotted is
[ρxx,1(B) − ρxx,1(B = 0)]/ρxx,1(B = 0) for electrons (upper panel, blue traces),
holes (lower panel, red traces), as well as for the electron-hole puddle regime (grey
traces).
generally apply to bilayer graphene,80,81 and we shall give a short introduction
to its phenomenology in the following.
Fig. 1.14 summarizes data measured in the device shown in Fig. 1.6a. At
decreasing temperatures T , where the phase coherence length lφ gets large due
to the suppression of phase-randomizing inelastic scattering events, quantum
interference (QI) corrections to ρxx are readily evidenced by the application of
a small out-of-plane magnetic ﬁeld B. The presence of B breaks time-reversal
symmetry and destroys the interference between the two counter-propagating
trajectories by adding an additional phase. In Figs. 1.14a and b, the eﬀect
of QIs is revealed as the diﬀerence in longitudinal resistivity ρxx measured as
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function of T both with and without an applied magnetic ﬁeld B = 0.4 T. A
diﬀerence in resistivity [ρxx(B = 0)−ρxx(B = 0.4 T)]/ρxx(B = 0) on the order
of 1 %, representative for all samples measured in this work, can be observed.
In agreement with theory,82 the correction actually shows a logarithmic tem-
perature dependence (here for T < 30 K), see Fig. 1.14b. Alternatively, one
may probe QIs by sweeping B at a ﬁxed temperature T , as shown in Fig. 1.14c.
Here, a peak at B = 0 is revealed in the longitudinal magnetoresistivity me-
asured at T = 1.4 K, plotted as [ρxx,1(B) − ρxx,1(B = 0)]/ρxx,1(B = 0). The
observed negative magnetoresistance at low values of B is characteristic for
weak localization. The eﬀect persists for all accessed charge carrier densities,
with an overall symmetric appearance with respect to a change in carrier type
from electrons to holes of the same density (compare upper and lower panel
of Fig. 1.14c). In the electron-hole puddle regime near charge neutrality (grey
solid line), two charge carrier types contribute to the QI eﬀect. As this regime
is not of primary interest to this work, we only note that if a two-band model
was to apply in this case, an enhancement of the eﬀect could be expected,83
which would be in line with our observation.
QIs can thus be readily probed in our bilayer graphene devices, experimen-
tally most conveniently by performing a sweep of B in the low ﬁeld region as
shown in Fig. 1.14c. We shall defer the more detailed discussion to chapter 4,
as the mechanism of QIs is best discussed in detailed comparison to the case of
single layer graphene. We close by noting that its theoretical description provi-
des access to characteristic time scales governing the charge carrier transport.
The time scale related to elastic scattering of charge carriers between valleys,
τi, will prove to be sensitive to the presence or absence of Li-ions in between
the two carbon sheets of bilayer graphene, thus representing a probe to verify
their successful intercalation.
1.8 Raman scattering
A diﬀerent means used in this work to gain information about the electronic
properties of graphene systems is the inelastic scattering of light in the visible
range, i.e., with photon energies on the order of 1.5 − 3 eV. With a much lo-
wer probability than elastic scattering, a photon of energy ~ωi and momentum
ki incident on graphene can be scattered into a state of energy ~ωs and mo-
mentum ks by one of various processes such as the ones depicted in Fig. 1.15.
These processes are inelastic, because the energy of the scattered photon ~ωs is
smaller than the one of the incident photon ~ωi (a so-called Stokes Raman scat-
tering process). The diﬀerence in energy is transferred to the graphene system,
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Figure 1.15: Feynman diagrams of important contributions to Stokes Raman pro-
cesses of (a) 1st order and (b) 2nd order. (i) An incident photon (blue line) creates
an electron-hole pair (black lines) which decays to another electron-hole pair by (ii)
emission of one or two phonons (green lines) before (iii) recombining under emission
of a (scattered) photon (red line).
here in the form of emitted phonons. Importantly, as can be seen in Fig. 1.15,
the scattering processes are mediated by excitations in the electronic system.
Because these excitations are short-lived, in general they need not correspond
to a stationary state of the system, as long as the overall process fulﬁlls energy
and momentum conservation. However, due to the absence of a (at least sig-
niﬁcant) bandgap in graphene systems, an incident photon of energy ~ωi can
always create an electron-hole pair in resonance with a real electronic state in
the system. The cross-section of such a resonant process is greatly enhanced,
explaining the good visibility of several characteristic Raman modes in grap-
hene systems down to the single layer,84 see Fig. 1.16a. The spectra are plotted
as a function of the Raman shift δω = (λ−1i − λ−1s ), where λi = 488 nm and λs
are the wavelengths of the incident and the scattered light, respectively. We
will now brieﬂy introduce a selection of three diﬀerent Raman modes, relevant
to this work for diﬀerent reasons. More information on Raman spectroscopy of
graphene systems can be found in Refs. [85, 86].
We ﬁrst consider the dispersion of vibrational modes in single layer grap-
hene, plotted in Fig. 1.16b along high-symmetry lines in the 1st Brillouin zone
(1st BZ). The six phonon branches can be classiﬁed into three acoustic (A) and
three optical (O) ones, which subdivide into transversal (T) and longitudinal
(L) modes with associated in-plane (i) or out-of-plane (o) motion. Note that
the branches with out-of-plane motion, oTA and oTO, are the lowest in energy
among the acoustic and optical ones, respectively. This consistently reﬂects the
strong in-plane sp2-bonding of the crystal, which signiﬁcantly stiﬀens the in-
plane vibrational modes. In few-layer graphene systems the phonon dispersion
does not change considerably due to the weak interlayer interaction. I.e., while
all phonon branches become doubly (threefold) degenerate in bilayer graphene
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and graphite (trilayer graphene), due to the greater number of atoms in the
elementary unit cell, their energy remains almost unchanged with usually only
a small splitting between degenerate branches < 20 cm−1.87
This being said, we turn to the ﬁrst Raman band, present in all graphitic
carbon systems (see Fig. 1.16): the G band near ≈ 1580 cm−1. It stems from
a ﬁrst order Raman scattering process as illustrated in Fig. 1.15a. It invol-
ves the doubly-degenerate (iTO and iLO) high-frequency optical E2g phonon
mode at Γ . The process as well as the atomic displacement pattern of the pho-
non are schematically shown in the ﬁrst panel of Fig. 1.16c. Two exemplary
scattering events are depicted to illustrate that this process is actually highly
oﬀ-resonant.86 Furthermore, the energy of the E2g-phonon mode is strongly re-
normalized by interactions with charge carriers in the system. A change in their
density for instance may aﬀect both the energy and linewidth of the Raman G
band.9092 This eﬀect is central to Sec. 3.2.
The Raman D band at ≈ 1300 cm−1 involves scattering from an iTO pho-
non mode of momentum q near K, the atomic displacement pattern of which
corresponds to the breathing-mode of the six-atom carbon rings. As depicted
in the second panel of Fig. 1.16c, overall momentum conservation can only be
fulﬁlled with the help of scattering from a defect with momentum transfer −q.
In the absence of defects, this process is suppressed, qualifying the magnitude
of this band as a measure of the number of defects in the crystal.
Not defect-activated and therefore always observable is the D-peak over-
tone, the 2D band. As illustrated in the third panel of Fig. 1.16c, the scattering
process yielding this band involves two iTO phonons with ﬁnite and opposite
wave vector. The dominant triple-resonant electron-hole scattering processes,
as depicted in Fig. 1.16c, can be identiﬁed considering Raman scattering in
real-space.86 The electron and hole created by the incident light (depicted by
a lightning) travel in opposite directions until they are backscattered emitting
phonons with opposite q. When they recombine (depicted by a ﬂash), they
have travelled total paths of equal length. In Bernal-stacked graphene con-
sisting of more than a single layer, the situation is more complex due to the
additional electronic bands available. Therefore, this Raman signal has been
early on identiﬁed as bearing a strong ﬁngerprint of the layer number.84 In
bilayer graphene, the four pi-electronic bands enable diﬀerent scattering me-
chanisms, denoted as P jlim in Fig. 1.16c, where we use the band index of the
initial electron i, the excited electron j, the scattered electron l, and the scat-
tered hole m. It was demonstrated, that the bilayer graphene 2D band can be
decomposed into four characteristic contributions,88 as shown in the ﬁt to our
experimental data in the inset to Fig. 1.16a.
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Figure 1.16: Raman scattering in graphene systems. (a) Raman scattering spectra
measured on Bernal-stacked graphene with 1-3 layers and graphite. The inset is a
ﬁt to the experimental bilayer graphene 2D band with four Lorentzians, identiﬁed
according to Ref. [88] with scattering processes as shown in panel c. Contributions to
P 3322 split into inner and outer processes. (b) Calculated phonon dispersion for single
layer graphene (SLG), adopted from Ref. [89], with the oTA, iTA, iLA, oTO, iTO, and
iLO phonon branches (bottom to top at Γ ). The inset shows the calculated phonon
dispersion in the vicinity ofK for bilayer graphene (BLG), adopted from Ref. [88]. (c)
Processes for the Raman G, D, and 2D bands, adopted from Refs. [86, 88]. Dispersion
of electronic states nearK(′) (solid grey lines) with occupied states (red shaded areas).
Interband transitions with photon absorption (solid blue arrows) and photon emission
(solid red arrows). Transitions involving phonon emission (black dashed arrows) and
scattering on a defect (black dotted arrow). Atom displacement patterns for the
E2g and A1g phonon modes involved in the Raman G and D bands of single layer
graphene. Real-space Raman process for the Raman 2D band (explained in the main
text).
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1.9 Summary
We have introduced the structural and electronic properties of bilayer grap-
hene, both in the absence and in the presence of a quantizing magnetic ﬁeld
applied perpendicular to its carbon planes. As in single layer graphene, the
charge carriers live in valleys at the K and K ′ points in the 1st Brillouin zone,
however they show both a diﬀerent dispersion and a diﬀerent degree of chira-
lity. Many of the related unique properties of this material can be revealed in
the charge carrier transport, which is overall quite well understood. We have
introduced essential relations needed to describe the transport and to extract
key parameters of the system. Measurements on an exemplary bilayer graphene
device, representative for the devices studied in this work, were presented to
guide the discussion. Using a backgate, we demonstrated the facility of chan-
ging the charge carrier population in bilayer graphene from holes, via a regime
of holes and electrons coexisting in puddles, all the way to electrons. Signiﬁcant
related changes in the transport have been highlighted. We shall come back
to them, when revealing eﬀects of lithium intercalation on the charge carrier
density. Besides, two unique signatures of bilayer graphene have been identiﬁed
in 1) the sequence of plateaus in its Quantum Hall conductivity and 2) the line
shape of its Raman 2D band.
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Chapter 2
Electrochemical device setup and
fabrication
For gate-controlled electrochemical lithiation of bilayer graphene devices, we
implement the galvanic cell layout schematically shown in Fig. 2.1: bilayer
graphene|electrolyte|Li metal. Its working principle will be discussed in Sec. 2.1,
aspects of which are relevant to understand decisions made for the actual device
design. It will become clear that the choice of the electrolyte is critical as it
needs to fulﬁll a series of requirements, not the least our ability to reliably
position it and the need to cover the as-prepared bilayer graphene devices only
partially. An introduction to the used polymer electrolyte is therefore given in
Sec. 2.2, before we turn to the fabrication of our bilayer graphene structures
and the electrochemical cell assembly in Sec. 2.3.
Figure 2.1: Schematic galvanic cell layout used in this work.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic Li-ion battery during charging. Electrons ﬂow from the
cathode to the anode via an external circuit. Simultaneously, Li-ions (red balls)
leaving the cathode move across the electrolyte and are inserted into the anode.
The cathode and the anode are primarily made of Li insertion compounds, here
Li1−xCoO2 and LixC6, respectively. (b) Electrochemical potential ranges of some Li
insertion compounds referenced to metallic Li according to Ref. [93].
2.1 Electrochemical lithiation of graphitic carbon
The scheme shown in Fig. 2.1 closely resembles the one of a Li-ion battery,
in which Li-ions are transferred between two Li insertion compounds via a
Li-ion conducting electrolyte, while electrons ﬂow via an external circuit. In
Fig. 2.2a, we show a schematic of the Li-ion battery ﬁrst released by Sony in
1991, which uses a pair of electrodes made of graphite and of LiCoO2. The
open-circuit voltage UOCV of the cell is deﬁned by the diﬀerence between the
chemical potential of Li in the two electrodes:93
UOCV =
µLi,c − µLi,a
F
, (2.1)
where F is the Faraday constant and µLi,c (µLi,a) is the chemical potential
of the cathode (anode), respectively. As both µLi,c and µLi,a vary during
charge/discharge of the battery,* Li metal may be used as a reference elec-
trode featuring an invariant chemical potential which we denote as µrefLi . In
Fig. 2.2b we replot the electrochemical potential ranges of some Li insertion
compounds referenced to metallic Li from Ref. [93], in order to illustrate the
*The chemical potential of Li in, e.g., the cathode µLi,c = µ
◦
Li,c + RT ln ac contains
a standard value at standard conditions µ◦Li,c and an activity (ac) dependent term. The
activity depends on the state of charge of the battery.
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high (low) electrode potential vs. Li qualifying materials such as LiCoO2 (Li-
graphite, stated as LixC6) for the cathode (anode) in Li-ion batteries. As we
are interested in the graphitic electrode only, we employ the scheme shown in
Fig. 2.1, using Li metal as a Li-ion sink/source as well as a reference electrode,
rather than using a practical cathode material. We therefore denote our grap-
hitic anode as the working electrode and Li metal as the counter electrode,
following conventions in electroanalytical methods.
When the graphitic electrode is electrochemically reduced, Li-ions penetrate
into the host crystal structure forming LixC6 according to8
LixC6
discharge
charge
xLi+ + xe + C6, (2.2)
which essentially describes a host/guest solid state redox reaction: the guest
ions are taken up within the interlayer gaps of the graphite host, also called
galleries. This so-called intercalation of Li-ions may happen via open edges,
grain boundaries or certain defect sites94, but not via the impermeable grap-
hene basal planes,95 as indicated in the top of Fig. 2.3b. At ambient conditions,
a maximum stoichiometry of LiC6 can be reached, i.e., one Li atom per six car-
bon atoms. The whole process can be reversed, i.e., during the electrochemical
oxidation of LixC6 lithium de-intercalates. With varying Li content 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
both the crystal structure as well as the electronic properties of LixC6 undergo
changes, as will be discussed in Sec. 2.1.1. In Sec. 2.1.2 we brieﬂy shed some
light on processes taking place at the interface between a Li (rich) electrode
and the electrolyte.
2.1.1 The LixC6 system
Crystallographic changes are induced by intercalating Li into bulk graphite, as
several phases of varying degree of intercalant ordering (both in-plane and in
c-axis direction) may be realized, see Fig. 2.3. While in bulk graphite adjacent
carbon planes are commonly AB-stacked,25 in LiC6 the most fundamental ver-
tical arrangement of graphene layers (capital letters) and Li-intercalant layers
(small greek letters) is AαAαAα . . . . I.e., adjacent graphene layers readjust to
accomodate for the high ordering of Li-ions showing an in-plane (
√
3×√3)R30◦
superstructure,2 see Fig. 2.3a. Furthermore, the van der Waals gap between
the layers is widened by ∼ 10 % from c ≈ 3.35Å in AB-stacked graphite to
c ≈ 3.70Å in LiC6, and the in-plane bonds are dilated by ∼ 1 %. Upon lo-
wering the Li content x, transitions between diﬀerent phases occur as can be
A higher Li density up to LiC2 may be achieved in high-pressure conditions.5
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Figure 2.3: The LixC6 system. (a) Schematic of partially intercalated LixC6 showing
stage 1 and 2 regions (center). AB-stacked graphite and AαAα-stacked LiC6 are
shown below (top view) and above. (b) Phase diagram replotted from Ref. [96] (top)
and Ref. [97] (bottom). Single-phase regions (grey shaded areas and black lines) and
mixed-phase regions (white areas) are identiﬁed with the stage index (number). L
indicates a disordered (liquid) phase and 1' is the dilute stage-1 phase. (c) First 1
1/2 galvanostatic discharge/charge cycles of a graphite|1 M LiAsF6/PC/EC|Li cell
from Ref. [98]. Mixed-phase regions appear as plateaus at low potential vs. Li/Li+.
A schematic voltammetric curve from Ref. [8] is shown below.
inferred from the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.3b. The out-of-plane ordering
in bulk samples is determined by the so-called staging phenomenon - a regular
sequence in c-axis direction of empty and occupied galleries, schematically il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.3a. It is commonly characterized by the stage index s, which
is equal to the number of graphene layers between adjacent occupied galleries.
Since staging is naturally absent in bilayer graphene, we will just note that
it is believed to be a thermodynamic eﬀect related to the energy required to
open the van der Waals gap in order to accommodate the intercalant. The re-
pulsive Coulomb interaction between Li-ions, responsible for diﬀerent in-plane
orders, is found to be less important, leading to a few highly occupied galle-
ries being energetically favorable compared to a random distribution of Li in
the bulk.8 Expectedly, in-plane ordered phases prevail at lowest temperatures,
while in-plane disordered (liquid, L) phases are favored at higher temperatures.
Mixed-phase regions are known to make up for most of the reversible char-
ging capacity in LixC6 near room temperature. In fact, these regions show
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up as plateaus in the galvanostatic (constant current) charge and discharge
curves of a graphitic electrode. As an illustrative example we show the ﬁrst 1
1/2 galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles of a graphite|1 M LiAsF6/PC/EC|Li
cell measured by Fong et al.98 in Fig. 2.3c, with the aforementioned plateaus
readily visible at low potential vs. Li/Li+. Likewise, in a voltammetric curve
(lower panel in Fig. 2.3c) the respective two-phase regions would show up as
pronounced spikes in the current. In the case of bilayer graphene, which can be
intercalated up to C6LiC6,99 phase transitions due to staging would be absent.
However, we may infer that the chemical potential µC6LixC6Li of Li in C6LixC6
for x → 1 is only µC6LixC6Li (x → 1) ≈ 0.15V vs. Li/Li+, i.e., very close to the
one of Li in Li metal. At > 1.5V vs. Li/Li+, bilayer graphene would tend to
be completely delithiated as x → 0. Hence, we expect Li to intercalate into
(deintercalate from) bilayer graphene at a low (high) potential vs. Li/Li+,
respectively.
The intercalation of a single Li-ion is accompanied by the charge transfer
on the order of 1 e (where e is the elementary charge) to the electronic states
of the graphitic host, leaving the Li 2s level unoccupied.5 This valence charge
acts to screen the intercalant ion and is thus rather locally distributed.100,101
There are contradictory reports concerning the extent of charge transfer in bulk
LixC6,2,100,101 which is possibly dependent on the intercalant concentration.
In the case of C6LixC6, recent ab initio calculations favor a more complete, Li
density-independent charge transfer on the order of ∼ 0.88e per Li atom,102,103
supported by experimental evidence for the full ionization of intercalated Li in
C6LiC6.99 Assuming a complete charge transfer, the induced electron density
in C6LiC6 should amount to n ≈ 6.36 ·1014 cm−2, which agrees with a reported
calculation of 6.1 · 1014 cm−2.104 It will be demonstrated in Chapter 3, that we
can indeed measure these changes in our bilayer graphene devices.
2.1.2 The solid electrolyte interphase
Even though the reversible intercalation of Li into the graphitic carbon elec-
trode is our major interest, the employed electrochemical working scheme en-
tails an aspect that needs to be mentioned. It is related to the interface between
alkali-metal (rich) electrodes and a polymer electrolyte, a subject that has been
addressed in detail by Peled et al.105. According to this reference, it is a well
established fact that both electrodes in question, i.e., Li metal as well as LixC6,
are covered by the so-called solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI). This SEI is wi-
dely considered crucial for the overall device performance, however both its
formation reactions and properties are in general not well understood. In the
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ideal case, the SEI is a thin protective layer which is Li-ion conducting and
electronically blocking, the latter being inferred from the insight that SEI for-
mation terminates once it reaches a critical thickness in excess of the electron
tunneling length or the characteristic length for dielectric breakdown.
On Li metal, the SEI is believed to be formed almost instantaneously upon
contact with the electrolyte, its thickness, morphology and composition depen-
ding on the precise nature of the latter. The SEI, resulting from competing
reactions with diﬀerent components and impurities in the electrolyte, tends to
contain both inorganic material such as LiF, Li2O or LiOH as well as organic
material such as Li2CO3 or polymers.105
A graphitic electrode (such as bilayer graphene) is commonly mounted into
an electrochemical cell in the discharged state and thus shows no reactivity at
ﬁrst. In this case, the SEI mostly forms during the ﬁrst charge cycle. This
commonly shows up as an increased charge capacity during the ﬁrst lithiation
compared to the ﬁrst delithiation. This irreversible capacity loss can be re-
vealed, e.g., by the galvanostatic charge/discharge of an as-assembled cell, see
Fig. 2.3c. Here, the ﬁrst charge process shows a behavior noticeably diﬀerent
from the second one, especially at ∼ 0.5 − 1V vs. Li/Li+. This is the typical
range for SEI formation, although it continues down to 0V vs. Li/Li+. Its
chemical composition is expected to be rather similar to the one on Li me-
tal, possible diﬀerences arising from the diﬀerent chemical compositions and
morphologies of the carbon surfaces.105
It should be noted that the SEI formation may continue (albeit at a lower
rate) during continuous cycling. Furthermore, morphological changes of the
electrode surface during operation involving stripping or deposition of Li but
also local heating, rendering the SEI electronically conducting, may cause a
continuous consumption of the electrolyte in order to restore the SEI.105,106
The speciﬁc nature of the later, as already mentioned, depends critically on the
choice of the electrolyte. Some of the most understood, known to form stable
SEIs with Li, are non-aqueous liquid electrolytes with ethylene carbonate-based
solvents. Nonetheless, in this work we employ a solid polymer electrolyte, which
will be introduced in the next section.
2.2 Solid polymer electrolyte
Although less understood than certain non-aqueous liquid electrolytes, espe-
cially with respect to its ability of forming a stable SEI with Li, this work
rests on using a polymer electrolyte. The major reason for this choice lies
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Figure 2.4: Representations of chemical substances constituting the polymer electro-
lyte. (a) PEGMA, (b) BEMA, (c) Darocur 1173, and (d) LiTFSI.
in the possibility to integrate a polymer electrolyte into a device by position-
controlled drop-casting onto the semiconductor substrate followed by radiation
crosslinking. The resulting solid amorphous polymer matrix features both ionic
conductivity and mechanical stability, a crucial advantage (for this work) over
liquid electrolytes.
According to Gray & Armand107, a polymer electrolyte is a system com-
prising a salt dissolved in a high-molecular-weight polar polymer matrix. The
Li-salt we use is LiTFSI, see Fig. 2.4d, which consists of a Li+ cation and a large
bis(triﬂuoromethane)sulfonimide (TFSI) anion, proven particularly successful
in its use with polymer electrolytes.107 As for the polymer matrix, we adopt a
recipe proposed by Nair et al.108 relying on mixing of a dimethacrylic oligomer,
i.e., bisphenol A ethoxylate dimethacrylate (BEMA, Fig. 2.4a, average Mn =
1700), and a mono methacrylate based reactive diluent, i.e., poly(ethylene gly-
col) monomethyl ether monomethacrylate (PEGMA, Fig. 2.4b, average Mn =
500), with a radical photo-initiator, i.e., 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (Da-
rocur 1173, Fig. 2.4c). Here, BEMA reportedly readily forms ﬂexible 3D net-
works with its long poly-ethoxy chains ensuring a high diﬀusivity of Li-ions
inside the polymer matrix.109 The addition of PEGMA allows to tune the vis-
cosity of the mixture as well as the cross-linking density in the ﬁnal network,
with the pendant ethoxy groups further enhancing the ionic conductivity.108
During UV exposure (see Fig. 2.5a for details), the initiator decomposes into
free radicals which react with PEGMA/BEMA to form the polymer matrix,
rendering the material overall soft but solid, with a glass transition temperature
below 250 K.
As discussed in Sec. 2.2.1, we identiﬁed 0.35 M LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA
w/w 3:7 with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator as a suitable electrolyte for our expe-
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Figure 2.5: (a) Absorbance of the photoinitiator Darocur 1173 for diﬀerent concen-
trations in acetonitrile (grey shaded graphs), showing three absorption peaks (black
triangles). Spectral excitance of the UVB lamp used for radiation crosslinking with
a peak near 312 nm (violet graph). (b) Photograph of a drop-casted solid polymer
electrolyte on a 4× 4 mm2 Si/SiO2 substrate.
riments, featuring the highest ionic conductivity, a good homogeneity and at
the same time a manageable viscosity needed for precise positioning on our
4 × 4 mm2 Si/SiO2 substrates. An identical electrolyte was successfully used
for electrolyte gating of few-layer graphene samples.110 Once positioned and
solidiﬁed, the electrolyte remains exempt from creep or wandering and endures
temperature sweeps down to 1.5 K while keeping its room-temperature proper-
ties. A photograph of a drop-casted 0.35 M LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA w/w
3:7 with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator after UV-curing is shown in Fig. 2.5b.
2.2.1 Characterization of the solid polymer electrolyte
We measured the ionic conductivity of PEGMA/BEMA based solid polymer
electrolytes prepared with diﬀerent w/w ratios and diﬀerent content of LiTFSI
upon UV curing by impedance spectroscopy in a self-made conductivity cell
with stainless steel electrodes, for the 1−105 Hz range at ambient temperature.
The resulting impedance spectra shown in Fig. 2.6 correspond to the bulk
resistance of the polymer electrolytes. They yield ionic conductivities ranging
from σ = 2.8 · 10−6 S/cm (samples 3 and 4) to σ = 2.1 · 10−5 S/cm (sample 7).
The higher ionic conductivity observed for the PEGMA/BEMA electrolytes
with higher PEGMA content (samples 7 & 8) agrees very well with results
reported from Nair et al.108. However, the overall viscosity decreases with
increasing PEGMA content and renders the handling of individual drops rather
diﬃcult. 70 % PEGMA was reported as the maximum percentage yielding
a mechanically stable ﬁlm.108 However, we obtain a suitable viscosity at a
PEGMA/BEMA w/w ratio of 3:7, a mixture in which ∼ 10 wt% of LiTFSI
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Figure 2.6: Characterization of eight diﬀerent LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA solidiﬁed
polymer electrolyte samples with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator at ambient temperature. (a)
The composition of the studied samples. (b) Impedance spectra of all samples.
shows best ionic conductivity with complete dissolution of the salt (in sample
6, LiTFSI did not dissolve completely).
According to the observed homogeneity and mechanical properties of the
prepared materials, sample 5 (∼ 0.35 M LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA w/w 3:7
with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator) with σ = 7.9 ·10−6 S/cm was chosen as a suitable
electrolyte for gate-controlled intercalation of our bilayer graphene devices.
Besides ionic conductivity, the most important parameters for the Li poly-
mer electrolyte performance in a metallic Li cell besides ionic conductivity are
Li transference number111 and interfacial stability. The Li transference number
was measured by galvanostatic polarization in a self-made Li|electrolyte|Li cell
similarly as in Ref. [112] (Fig. 2.7). Upon applying a constant current I, the
time dependent voltage change was recorded until the steady state was reached
(Fig. 2.7a). When the electrolyte does not react with Li, i.e., the electrolyte
resistance Rel remains constant, the Li transference number is determined from
tpol+ =
IRtot,0−IRSEI,0
U∞−IRSEI,∞ , where U∞ is the steady state voltage. RSEI,0 and RSEI,∞
are resistances of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) before and after the
polarization. The ﬁrst semicircle before and after polarization in Fig. 2.7b in-
dicate a change to the electrolyte conductivity itself, which has to be taken
into account (∆Rel = Rel,∞ − Rel,0). Hence, the transference number beco-
mes tpol+ =
IRtot,0−IRSEI,0
U∞−I(RSEI,∞+∆Rel) = 0.40. This Li-ion transference number being
< 0.5 can be expected for the given class of electrolyte material. Its ﬁnite value
clearly demonstrates that the polymer electrolyte shows Li-ion conductivity.
From Fig. 2.7b we can conclude that the reaction of 0.35 M LiTFSI in
PEGMA/BEMA w/w 3:7 with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator electrolyte with Li both
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Figure 2.7: (a) Galvanostatic polarization of 0.35 M LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA w/w
3:7 with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator. (b) Impedance spectra before polarization (black),
after polarization (red), and 3 days after polarization (blue). All measurements are
performed in a Li|electrolyte|Li cell at ambient temperature.
on the interface (SEI, second semicircle) and in the bulk (ﬁrst semicircle) is
not completed even after a 3 days aging process. While the SEI is observed
to slightly grow with time, it is the bulk of the electrolyte which shows a
more severe decrease in ionic conductivity. We attribute this behavior to the
instability of the polymer electrolyte with respect to Li. 0.35 M LiTFSI in
PEGMA/BEMA w/w 3:7 with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator nonetheless proves a
functional Li-ion conducting electrolyte whose mechanical properties make it
particularly suitable for our Li-intercalation experiments.
2.2.2 Electrolyte positioning
The suboptimal properties of our polymer electrolyte just discussed become all
acceptable in the light of its positioning capability. The main interest lies in
determining the position of the electrolyte's edge, or at least of a section of it - as
we aim at being able to have it cover a bilayer graphene device (of characteristic
length of ∼ 50 µm) only partially. This can be accomplished by engineering the
surface wettability of the employed substrate, which in our case is Si covered
by a thermally grown layer of SiO2. The idea is to achieve a contrast in contact
angle between two diﬀerent regions on the surface, the border between which
will act as a guide to the edge of the electrolyte drop. As the used polymer
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Figure 2.8: (a) Schematic contact angle of 0.35 M LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA w/w 3:7
with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator on Au (blue), SiO2 (grey), and silane (red). Values for Au
and SiO2 are measured, while no wetting is observed on silane. (b) Illustration of the
chemisorption of n-octadecyltrichlorosilane on SiO2 under release of HCl, according
to Ref. [113]. (c,d) Optical micrographs illustrating the positioning of the polymer
electrolyte (yellow shaded area) by engineering of the surface wettability exploiting
the contact angle contrast between SiO2 and (c) Au or (d) silane. For clarity the Au-
structure in the lower left panel in (c) is not shaded. Scale bars are 100 µm (white) and
1 mm (black). Micrographs with white scale bars are taken at larger magniﬁcation in
the rectangular regions highlighted in the neighboring micrograph.
electrolyte shows a contact angle of about θ = 37 ◦ on our Si/SiO2 substrates,
one may obtain the desired result by either increasing or lowering the contact
angle on part of the substrate's surface. We pursued both approaches, either
depositing a thin layer of gold (by evaporation) or depositing a self-assembled
monolayer of silane, respectively, see Fig. 2.8. Patterns on the surface were
realized using a standard lift-oﬀ technique, with PMMA masks deﬁned prior
to deposition by electron beam lithography. Although silanization turned out
to yield more reliable results, both approaches were used during the course of
this work.
In Fig. 2.8c, we demonstrate that the lower contact angle of the electrolyte
on Au (measured to be θ = 20 ◦) can be exploited to control the position
of the electrolyte's edge. As expected, the electrolyte is observed to readily
cover the Au layer up to its border with SiO2. Note that deliberately designed
rectangular gaps in the Au layer get nonetheless ﬁlled with the electrolyte, as
Measured after rinsing the substrate in acetone and isopropanol, without any additional
cleaning or surface activation steps.
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the surface tension of the latter tends to favor a rather smooth edge line. These
areas are potentially interesting for our device design, with bilayer graphene
positioned partially inside and extruding into the uncovered part. An upper
limit for the width of a gap in the Au structure exists to still reliably ﬁll the
electrolyte across the gap. It is found to be on the order of 50 µm, a feasible
order of magnitude for device design.
In principle the aforementioned technique also works with other metals. Its
biggest drawback, however, lies in the small contrast in contact angle, which we
further found to be easily decreased when diﬀerent surface preparation methods
are employed. For example and without going into details, O2 plasma etching,
forming gas annealing or dipping in hydroﬂuoric acid (HF) all tend to result in
a lower and more comparable contact angle on both SiO2 and the metal ﬁlm
(tested for Au, AuPd (60/40), Pt, Pd, and Ag).
As the usage of SiO2-terminated Si substrates is well established and con-
venient for the present work (and therefore not negotiable), we implement the
partial silanization of the SiO2 surface as an approach to locally increase the
contact angle. A self-assembled layer of silane is formed through deposition
from the gas phase by over-night heating the substrate and a few drops of n-
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) inside an oven at T ∼ 170 °C.113 During this
procedure, OTS attaches to OH-groups on the substrate by forming covalent
bonds under production of HCl gas, illustrated in Fig. 2.8b. As can be seen in
Fig. 2.8d, the electrolyte clearly avoids wetting silane-covered regions. Again,
gaps in the silane pattern on the order of ∼ 50 µm can be deliberately designed,
along which the electrolyte's edge will align rather than penetrate due to the
surface tension of the drop. It is feasible to design bilayer devices within such
an area as is discussed in the following section.
2.3 Bilayer graphene device fabrication & cell assembly
The successive steps involved in the fabrication of our bilayer graphene devices
are summarized in Fig. 2.9. Device fabrication proceeds as follows.
Fig. 2.9a Bilayer graphene ﬂakes are obtained by mechanical exfoliation from
bulk graphite (NGS Naturgraphit GmbH) using adhesive tape.114 At the time
of this writing, this presents the most reliable approach to obtain large, AB-
stacked single-crystals of high quality. We use a dry transfer technique in order
to position and orient the ﬂake on the target SiO2-terminated Si substrate.115
The dry transfer involves the last exfoliation step to be done on a poly(methyl
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Figure 2.9: Bilayer graphene (BLG) device fabrication steps as discussed in the main
text.
methacrylate) (PMMA) layer, spin-coated on top of a water-soluble sacriﬁcial
layer (in our case polyvinyl alcohol, PVA), in turn spin-coated on top of an in-
termediate Si substrate. We ﬁnd the hydrophobic PMMA ﬁlm to facilitate the
exfoliation of larger ﬂakes compared to a direct exfoliation onto SiO2. Bilayer
graphene ﬂakes with typically at least one lateral dimension exceeding 50 µm
are selected based on the optical contrast. We verify the bilayer nature by
Raman spectroscopy, in particular through the characteristic four-component
line-shape of the Raman 2D band,84 see Sec. 1.8. We then release the PMMA
from the intermediate substrate by dissolving the interjacent water-soluble layer
in a water bath. A plastic frame glued onto the PMMA facilitates its ﬂoating
on the water surface during release and its removal from the bath without
bilayer graphene getting immersed. Using a home-built alignment setup, the
bilayer graphene ﬂake may be positioned onto a target substrate by lowering
the supporting PMMA face-down onto the latter until contact. This step is
done at above 100 °C to avoid trapping water in between bilayer graphene and
the substrate. Throughout this work we use 4×4 mm2 Si substrates terminated
with 300 nm-thick, thermally grown SiO2. In case the target substrate under-
went processing steps involving resists (e.g., for deposition of metallic markers
used for lithography alignment procedures), a fresh SiO2 surface was prepared
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by immersion in a buﬀered HF solution followed by a deionized water rinse116
prior to the bilayer graphene transfer.
Fig. 2.9b We pattern bilayer graphene devices employing either low-pressure
O2-plasma etching or O2:Ar (1:10) reactive ion etching using PMMA masks
designed by electron beam (e-beam) lithography. In view of charge carrier
transport experiments, we typically etch bilayer graphene into Hall bar shapes
(not shown here).66 One may use the PMMA from the dry transfer directly for
this patterning step. At the end, the remaining resist may be removed using
conventional solvents: n-ethylpyrrolidone, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol.
Fig. 2.9c When necessary, we isolate bilayer graphene on the substrate by
removing all other transferred but unwanted graphitic ﬂakes. We do this by
opening a hole in the PMMA layer used for etching, such that bilayer graphene
is uncovered from PMMA. When immersing the sample in deionized water,
the PMMA attached to the other ﬂakes may be peeled oﬀ,117 leaving only the
desired bilayer behind.
Fig. 2.9d For the fabrication of electrodes we again use standard electron beam
lithography methods. To facilitate the lift-oﬀ after metal evaporation, a bilayer
PMMA mask is employed to obtain an undercut resist proﬁle. The electrical
contacts to the bilayer and the counter-electrode contact for the galvanic cell
can be prepared in the same step. While at the beginning of this work devices
were made with Ti (5 nm)/Au (55 nm) contacts, early on we switched to all Ti
(60 nm). The reason lies in the very diﬀerent alloying capability of Au and Ti
with Li. According to the phase diagrams in Fig. 2.10a, Au is readily lithiated
showing a number of diﬀerent phases at varying Li content.118 Ti, however,
shows no intermetallic formation with Li as well as a negligible Li solubility.119
This diﬀerence can be revealed in lithiation/delithiation experiments per-
formed on lithographically structured Au or Ti electrodes, in a Au (or Ti)|1 M
LiTFSI in ethylene carbonate (EC)|Li cell. In Fig. 2.10b, we show the ﬁrst two
cycles with lithiation (delithiation) performed in a sequence of a galvanostatic
step down to 50mV vs. Li/Li+ (up to 2V vs. Li/Li+), followed by a potenti-
ostatic step at 50mV vs. Li/Li+ (2V vs. Li/Li+) to allow for equilibration of
the system. The galvanostatic polarization was done at 20 nA in the case of
Au (left), and at 5 nA in the case of Ti (right). While both traces feature a
qualitatively similar behavior around 0.5−1V vs. Li/Li+ indicative of SEI for-
mation processes,105 see Sec. 2.1.2, extended plateaus in the low-voltage range
are observed only in the case of Au. Very similar results have been reported
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Figure 2.10: (a) Phase diagrams of the Li-Au and the Li-Ti system, according to
Refs. [118] and [119], respectively. (b) Two consecutive lithiation (L)/delithiation
(D) cycles of lithographically designed Au electrodes (left) and Ti electrodes (right),
measured in a microscopic Au (Ti)|1 M LiTFSI in ethylene carbonate (EC)|Li cell.
from galvanostatic cycling experiments on metal thin ﬁlms alloying and not
alloying with Li in Ref. [120].
Fig. 2.9e If required, we engineer the surface wettability properties according
to the discussion in Sec. 2.2.2 in order to facilitate positioning of the electrolyte
drop. This again requires electron beam lithography, in order to deﬁne the
areas where we locally modify the contact angle, for example by silanization.
We tend to skip this step if the electrolyte can be placed by hand.
Fig. 2.9f At this stage we may investigate the properties of bilayer graphene
prior to any contact with lithium. To do so, samples should ﬁrst be annealed
(at best over night) in high-vacuum p ≤ 10−6 mbar at T > 100 °C (typically
T ≈ 120 °C). This proves successful in reducing the amount of adsorbates on
bilayer graphene, which are typically found to shift the charge neutrality point
away from zero backgate voltage (discussion in Sec. 1.5) and inﬂict additional
hysteresis to backgate dependent transport measurements.121
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Figure 2.11: Scanning electron micrographs of two bilayer graphene devices with UV-
cured polymer electrolyte. In (a) the edge of the electrolyte was positioned according
to the procedure described in Sec. 2.2.2. In (b) bilayer graphene is naturally attached
to a thick multilayer graphene ﬂake which is put in contact with the electrolyte.
The fabrication of the electrochemical cell then proceeds in an Ar-ﬁlled glo-
vebox. Here, bilayer graphene serves as one electrode (working electrode) of
the cell. A Li counter electrode is realized by depositing metallic Li on the
designated Ti contact pad. We then position a drop of the polymer electrolyte
(0.35 M LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA w/w 3:7 with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator) on
the device such that both electrodes are connected, leaving most of the bilayer
graphene device however uncovered from the drop. While doing so, we monitor
the open circuit voltage (OCV) between the working electrode and the coun-
ter electrode in situ, which we ﬁnd to immediately rise to 1.5 − 2.5 V in all
fabricated devices as soon as both electrodes are in contact with the electro-
lyte. Eventually, the latter is solidiﬁed by UV curing. Two scanning electron
micrographs of fabricated devices are shown in Fig. 2.11.
2.4 Summary
We implement a microscopic galvanic cell setup in which bilayer graphene ﬁ-
gures as the working electrode. For the electrochemical lithiation, we may
control bilayer graphene's potential with respect to a metallic Li counter elec-
trode across a Li-ion conducting polymer electrolyte. Intercalation of Li-ions
is to be expected at low potentials vs. Li/Li+, the phenomenology of which we
have highlighted with special regard to its bulk LixC6 parent system. While
the electrolyte proves crucial in battery applications to guarantee stable SEI
formation and thereby potentially long cycling life, we compromise with the
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choice of our electrolyte. We use 0.35 M LiTFSI in PEGMA/BEMA w/w 3:7
with 2-4 wt% photoinitiator, which we demonstrate to conduct Li-ions but also
not to be stable in contact with Li in the long run. However, its highly vis-
cous nature allows for precise positioning on our 4×4 mm2 SiO2-terminated Si
substrates. Bilayer graphene, which we are able to identify, position, pattern,
isolate, and electrically contact, may thus be covered only partially by the elec-
trolyte drop. Once solidiﬁed by UV curing, the microscopic cell is ready for
operation.
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Lithiation studies
In this chapter we demonstrate the controlled electrochemical lithiation and de-
lithiation of lithographically structured bilayer graphene devices, covered only
partially from a Li-ion conducting polymer electrolyte, as schematically shown
in Fig. 3.1. The electrochemical process is driven by controlling the potential of
bilayer graphene with respect to a counter electrode, UG. We expect lithiation
(delithiation) at suitable conditions to cause intercalation (deintercalation) of
Figure 3.1: Schematic device design with techniques used to probe electronic pro-
perties of bilayer graphene in situ during its electrochemical lithiation/delithiation:
measurement of the quasi-dc electronic transport (longitudinal and transverse voltage
drops Uxx (green) and Uxy (blue)), as well as Raman scattering (incident Laser beam
indicated in red). Bilayer graphene is shown in black, electrical contacts in grey, the
SiO2-terminated Si-substrate in violet, the electrolyte in yellow and Li-ions as white
spheres.
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Li-ions into (from) the bilayer, followed by diﬀusion throughout the latter in
order to minimize concentration gradients. Li-ions should thus migrate into
the region of the device uncovered from the electrolyte. Due to charge trans-
fer from Li to bilayer graphene, the electronic properties of the latter undergo
signiﬁcant changes during this process.
We reveal some of these by diﬀerent in situ measurements, all performed
with the respective sample at room-temperature and in a high vacuum atmos-
phere. First, we discuss the zero-ﬁeld electronic transport in Sec. 3.1, which
we combine with Raman spectroscopy in Sec. 3.2. We then turn to magneto-
transport measurements in Sec. 3.3. As an addition to these in situ studies, an
investigation on the low-temperature magnetotransport behavior of a highly
lithiated bilayer graphene device is appended as Sec. 3.4.
3.1 In situ electronic transport at zero magnetic ﬁeld
We measure the electronic transport of charge carriers in a bilayer graphene
device, fabricated in a way schematically shown in Fig. 3.2a. We deploy a
standard lock-in technique, with a low-frequency (13.33 Hz) excitation current
I = 100 nA applied to the bilayer, measuring the longitudinal voltage drop Uxx
along the device well outside the electrolyte-covered area in four-point probe
geometry. In Fig. 3.2b, we show the sheet resistivity ρxx = W/L · Uxx/I thus
extracted during one lithiation/delithiation cycle. Both the widthW = 3µm of
the bilayer as well as the distance L = 10µm between neighboring probes used
to measured Uxx are determined during patterning of the device. Lithiation (de-
lithiation) was driven at UG = 0.02V vs. Li/Li
+ (UG = 2V vs. Li/Li
+) with
the sample in a high-vacuum atmosphere (p ≤ 10−6 mbar). Low-temperature
experiments, the subject of chapter 4, were conducted between lithiation and
delithiation, accounting for the discontinuity in the time axis.
According to Fig. 3.2b, the sheet resistivity ρxx of bilayer graphene ex-
periences drastic changes during lithiation and delithiation, although ρxx is
measured well outside the electrolyte-covered area of the bilayer. These chan-
ges are caused by a charge transfer on the order of e, the elementary charge
of an electron, from each intercalating Li-ion to the electronic states of bilayer
graphene (see Sec. 2.1.1). In terms of the simplifying rigid band model, this
charge transfer shifts the Fermi level F while leaving the dispersion of the
host's electronic states unchanged. Consequently, when Li-ions enter bilayer
graphene during lithiation, F shifts further up into the conduction band as the
systems gets more and more electron doped. In the reverse case, F drops du-
ring delithiation as Li-ions leave bilayer graphene thereby revoking the charge
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic device design as in Fig. 3.1. (b) Longitudinal sheet re-
sistivity ρxx of an initially p-doped bilayer graphene device measured in situ during
one electrochemical lithiation/delithiation cycle. Insets illustrate the position of the
Fermi level F at three diﬀerent times.
transfer. This is illustrated in the insets to Fig. 3.2b with the grey lines repre-
senting the approximately isotropic dispersion of the lower-lying pi-electronic
bands around K(′). For this initially highly p-doped sample (due to a high
impurity density nimp ≈ 1.3 · 1013 cm−2), we start with F well in the valence
band. During lithiation, F slowly shifts towards the conduction band, causing
a maximum sheet resistivity ρCNPxx ≈ 17.3 kΩ when crossing the charge neu-
trality point (CNP). ρxx then drops as F rises further with continued inﬂux
of Li-ions providing more electrons to the bilayer electronic states. The sub-
sequent delithiation step, here performed after a few days with the sample at
temperatures as low as T ≈ 1.5 K, begins with F still high in the conduction
band. As Li-ions leave bilayer graphene during delithiation, F shifts towards
the valence band and we see a concomitant increase of ρxx up to about the
same maximum value of ρCNPxx at the charge neutrality point. Due to the high
level of intrinsic p-doping, F continues to go deeper into the valence band as
delithiation proceeds, paralleled with a corresponding decrease of ρxx. At the
end of this lithiation/delithiation cycle, ρxx attains just about the value it had
at its beginning, suggesting a high degree of reversibility of the process.
The behavior of ρxx measured well outside the electrolyte-covered area sup-
ports the assumption that during lithiation Li-ions intercalate into bilayer grap-
hene and diﬀuse throughout the latter in order to minimize concentration gra-
dients. Due to charge transfer, the electronic states in bilayer graphene get
increasingly populated as the Li-concentration rises, thereby shifting F and
causing a related change in ρxx akin to its backgate-dependence35 discussed
in Sec. 1.5. However, unlike the straightforward controllability of ρxx by a
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Figure 3.3: (a) Sheet resistivity ρxx,i measured in situ during four successive lithi-
ation/delithiation cycles of an initially p-doped bilayer graphene device using three
neighboring contact pairs i, with i = 1 (i = 3) closest (furthest) to the electrolyte.
Fig. 3.2b is an excerpt of the shown data for ρxx,3. As in Fig. 3.2b, insets illustrate the
position of the Fermi level F at diﬀerent times. (b) Scanning electron micrograph
of the bilayer graphene device after cycling. Ti contact pairs for measurements of
longitudinal voltage drops Uxx,i used to extract ρxx,i are indicated in the same color
as respective data in (a).
voltage applied to the backgate, here the precise time-evolution of ρxx during
lithiation (respectively delithiation) likely depends on the Li-diﬀusion dyna-
mics within the electrolyte, the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formed at the
bilayer graphene/electrolyte interface as well as the bilayer itself. Microscopic
details such as wrinkles, folds, and atomic scale defects in the latter may act
as barriers to diﬀusion. Furthermore, with side-reactions imposing a non-zero
degree of irreversibility, each lithiation cycle begins under slightly altered con-
ditions the impact of which on the lithiation kinetics may turn out more drastic
in the given case of a single-crystalline electrode than in the conventional case
of composite electrodes.*
Fig. 3.3a shows ρxx,i during four successive lithiation/delithiation cycles of
*In a macroscopic galvanic cell with composite electrodes, local changes with a critical
impact on the local Li diﬀusion kinetics inﬂict only a minor change on the overall cycling
behavior of the cell.
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a bilayer graphene device (shown in panel b) measured at three neighboring
positions i with i = 1 (i = 3) closest (furthest) to the electrolyte. Fig. 3.2b
is in fact an excerpt of the shown data for ρxx,3. While the three traces of
ρxx,i(t) nearly overlap, ﬁnite diﬀerences between them could indicate a spa-
tial nonuniformity of the sample (e.g., due to an inhomogeneous distribution
of impurities) or of the Li diﬀusion process (the subject of chapter 6). They
could further stem from irreversible processes during lithiation. For example,
ρxx,1(t ≥ 144 h) never drops back to ρxx,1(0) during delithiation, which could
be due to a wrinkle across the bilayer within the probed area (indicated in the
scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 3.3b) at which immobilized Li reaction
products are found to agglomerate with time. Such decorations are subject
to more in-depth discussion in chapter 5. More striking however is the overall
diﬀerence between ρxx,i(t) for successive lithiation/delithiation cycles. Despite
polarization durations being unequally long, ρxx,i(t) during delithiation steps
show a higher degree of resemblance than during lithiation steps. The rate
limiting factor is thus mainly determined by the diﬀusion kinetics in the elec-
trolyte and/or the SEI, which are susceptible to modiﬁcations due to cycling
(as SEI formation continues and its microstructure changes) or due to ageing.
Thus, the second lithiation in Fig. 3.3a appears hampered with ρxx,i(t) ﬂuctu-
ating at values above 5 kΩ which is not related to problems in the bilayer, but
rather to limitations on the Li-inﬂux. Note that in addition to what was said
before, the bilayer here is connected to the electrolyte via a natural connection
to a bulk graphite single crystal, see Fig. 3.3b. Possible intercalant ordering
in this bulk part might further impede the migration of Li into the bilayer. If
Li-ions are provided quickly enough, as during the fourth lithiation in Fig. 3.3a,
ρxx,i(t) changes equally fast at all three contact pairs, indicating a high intrin-
sic Li diﬀusion coeﬃcient in bilayer graphene. Its quantitative determination
is discussed in chapter 6.
The continuous change of ρxx in bilayer graphene during lithiation cycles
has not been experimentally demonstrated before. However, it is known that
the intercalation of bulk graphite lends the resulting compound a metallic
character, in contrast with the semi-metallic one of graphite itself.5 A re-
duction of the anisotropy in the electronic conductivity σa/σc from 3000 in
HOPG to 14 in LiC6 has been reported, with an approximately 10-fold in-
crease in the in-plane conductivity from σa ≈ 2.5 · 104 Ω−1cm−1 in HOPG to
σa ≈ 2.5 · 105 Ω−1cm−1 in LiC6, nearing the room-temperature conductivity
of copper σCu ≈ 6 · 105 Ω−1cm−1.2 Here, σc is the out-of-plane conductivity
in graphite (parallel to the c-axis). Also in bulk graphite, the increase in the
in-plane conductivity is generally understood as being due to charge transfer
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from the intercalate layer to the graphene planes.2 An increase in σa upon Li
intercalation has been demonstrated also in few-layer graphene samples with
a thickness down to ﬁve layers. In this work, Bao et al.122 report maximum
room-temperature values of σmaxa ≈ 11 mS per layer in LiC6, claimed to be one
third of the intrinsic limit set by electron-acoustic phonon scattering. In the
case of our device discussed in this section, the minimum room-temperature
sheet resistivity obtained after lithiation ρxx ≈ 700 Ω yields σa ≈ 0.7 mS per
layer indicating most likely a yet incomplete intercalation. It should be no-
ted however, that the diﬀerence between the conductivity in a pristine bilayer
graphene ﬂake with respect to a fully Li intercalated one is likely much higher
than the factor of ∼ 10 reported for bulk graphite2, as Bao et al.122 report
values up to about 50 for few-layer samples and we ﬁnd a factor of about 30
when comparing the value at charge neutrality σCNPa ≈ 0.025 mS per layer to
our minimum after lithiation σa ≈ 0.7 mS per layer. If indeed at full Li-content
σmaxa ≈ 11 mS per layer, the increase in conductivity with respect to the pris-
tine state would exceed a factor of 400. To our knowledge, such a high value
would be unprecedented for Li-intercalated graphitic carbon.
3.2 In situ Raman spectroscopy
The spectrum of light scattered inelastically from graphitic carbon reveals a
number of eﬃcient scattering processes that involve diﬀerent lattice vibrational
modes in the crystal,84 see Sec. 1.8. Among these, a ﬁrst order Raman scat-
tering process involving the zone-center optical E2g-phonon mode gives rise
to the pronounced Raman G band at the energy (G) ≈ 1575 cm−1 in bulk
graphite.123 This Raman G band is highly susceptible to the intercalation of
guest ions,2 which has been reported for the relevant case of Li-intercalated
graphite,124,125 in particular from in situ measurements of the Raman scatte-
ring response during the gradual electrochemical intercalation of Li.126,127 The
response was found to strongly depend on the dimensionality of the sample,
which we brieﬂy discuss on the basis of data summarized in Fig. 3.4 as reported
by Pollak et al.128.
Pollak et al.128 performed in situ Raman spectroscopy during the electro-
chemical lithiation of few-layer graphene (left panel main graph) and single-
layer graphene (right panel main graph). At open circuit potential (OCV), i.e.,
prior to lithiation, a single-Lorentzian Raman G band is measured in both ca-
ses. During the lithiation of few-layer graphene, this Raman signal is observed
ﬁrst to split and then to disappear with decreasing potential vs. Li/Li+, i.e.,
with increasing Li content. Not experimentally resolved is a blueshift of the G
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Figure 3.4: In situ Raman spectra of a few-layer graphene electrode (left panel main
graph) and a single-layer graphene electrode (right panel main graph) at selected po-
tentials during electrochemical lithiation (OCV stands for open circuit voltage), from
Ref. [128]. Blue lines in main graph are reported Lorentzian ﬁts. A schematic of the
commonly observed Raman G band evolution during Li intercalation into graphitic
carbon is given on the left. (1) Pristine state, (2) dilute stage 1, (3) high stage-index
intercalation compound, (4) LiC6. Insets illustrate the respective distribution of Li
(red dots) in graphitic carbon, with bounding graphene layers (blue) and interior
graphene layers (black) giving rise to the respectively colored G band component.
band (shift to higher wavenumber) prior to its splitting, commonly observed in
graphitic carbons with a low concentration of intercalated Li.122,126,127,129131
The main features of the G band evolution may be captured as schematically
shown left to the main graph in Fig. 3.4 (using the same numbering):
1. Pristine state with a single-Lorentzian G band.
2. Dilute stage 1 with a blueshifting G band upon increasing Li-content.
Charge transfer from the intercalant to the graphene layers causes a stif-
fening of the E2g-phonon mode as it increases the force constant of the
in-plane C-C bonds, similar to the behavior observed in electrostatically
doped single-layer graphene.9092
3. Staging with a high stage index causes a split G band with a low (high)
frequency component from the so-called interior (bounding) graphene
layers, respectively. Bounding layers are located directly next to an
intercalant-ﬁlled gallery, eﬃciently screening the intercalant as they re-
ceive all or most of the transferred charge.2 They give rise to a blues-
hifted G band component for the same reason as in (2). Interior layers,
which are neighboring only unoccupied galleries, receive no charge and
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hence give rise to the low-wavenumber G band component. Both G band
components are observed to redshift (shift to lower wavenumbers) with
increasing reciprocal stage index (1/n), which has been attributed to an
in-plane tensile strain due to lattice expansion.2,125,132
4. Approaching the maximum Li-content, LiC6, only bounding layers remain
and thus one obtains a single spectral line near 1600 cm−1.124,125 Its
observation is however suppressed in most experiments, as the optical
skin depth is strongly reduced due to the high electrical conductivity of
these lowest-stage compounds.122,126131
Unlike the case of few-layer graphene, the Raman G band of single-layer
graphene does not split during lithiation as staging is impossible, see the rig-
htmost panel in Fig. 3.4. The G band is rather observed to shift from initially
1586 cm−1 up to 1602 cm−1 during cathodic polarization,128 attributed to the
stiﬀening of the E2g-phonon mode due to electron doping.9092 A similar ab-
sence of a G band splitting was reported in Ref. [132] for Li-intercalation in
3-layer graphene. Though what seems obvious for the case of single-layer grap-
hene is not for 3-layer graphene. If the Li intercalant was to occupy only one
of the two available van der Waals-gaps, the three graphene layers would re-
ceive unequal amount of charge with one sheet likely retaining the character
of an interior layer in bulk graphite. In that respect, bilayer graphene is again
a less complex case oﬀering no platform for stage ordering. The possibility
of inducing a splitting of the Raman G band in bilayer graphene has however
been demonstrated via an electric ﬁeld-induced asymmetric charge distribution
on its two layers.133,134 Such a splitting is experimentally not resolved when
the charge carrier density is varied only in a small interval ∆n ≈ ±1013 cm−2
around the charge neutrality point,135 or if an equal charge distribution is
enforced, e.g, by deliberately shortcutting both layers.136 At the time of this
writing, no in situ Raman study during the Li intercalation in bilayer graphene
has been reported.
We measure the Raman scattering response of bilayer graphene samples in
situ during their controlled electrochemical lithiation/delithiation. To this end
we perform micro-Raman spectroscopy in backscattering conﬁguration, with an
unpolarized helium-neon laser beam (λ = 632.8 nm) focused onto the bilayer
with a spot size near the diﬀraction limit (diameter < 1µm) and a power well
below 1 mW. A low-frequency ac-current applied to the device allows for the
simultaneous measurement of the longitudinal voltage drop Uxx using standard
lock-in techniques, identical to the procedure discussed in the previous Sec. 3.1.
As schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.5a, the Raman scattering response is
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Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic device design as in Fig. 3.1. (b) Raman G band evolution of
bilayer graphene devices measured during a lithiation/delithiation cycle (black lines).
A1 and A2 are measured on the same device A, only on diﬀerent positions during
two consecutive cycles. B1 is measured on a diﬀerent device. Intensity scales are not
the same for the three panels. From bottom to top, the ﬁrst three spectra in each
panel are for increasing Li content (extended lithiation), while the topmost spectrum
is after delithiation. Dashed red lines are single-Lorentzian ﬁts to the signal. The
excitation laser wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm.
measured in a region of bilayer graphene well outside the electrolyte-covered
area. Typical acquisition times are 1 min/spectrum. Since the experiment
is performed with the sample in a high-vacuum atmosphere (with typically
p < 10−5 mbar), both the incident and reﬂected light pass through a quartz
glass window of a home-made vacuum chamber.
In Fig. 3.5b we show the Raman scattering response of two bilayer graphene
devices A and B measured each during one lithiation/delithiation cycle. A1
and A2 are measured on the same device A, only on diﬀerent positions during
two consecutive cycles. The signal to noise ratio for A2 is best as it was
acquired from a region of the bilayer suspended over a hole in the SiO2. At the
beginning of lithiation, we observe the Raman G band centered at 1577 cm−1,
1578 cm−1, and 1576 cm−1 for A1, A2, and B1, respectively. During lithiation,
the G band is found to blueshift in all three cases, up to 1584 cm−1, 1586 cm−1,
and 1588 cm−1 for A1, A2, and B1, respectively. After delithiation (topmost
spectrum in each panel in Fig. 3.5b), the G band has returned close to its
original position. In all cases, the measured signal has a single-Lorentzian line
shape as we demonstrate by ﬁtting the data accordingly, see the red dashed lines
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Figure 3.6: Sheet resistivity ρxx or longitudinal resistance Rxx (upper panels) and
energy of the Raman G band (G) (lower panels) measured in situ during lithiation
(L)/delithiation (D) of two bilayer graphene devices, (a) device B and (b) device C.
in the ﬁgure. The center of each Lorentzian gives the energy of the Raman G
band (G). Note that the absence of a splitting suggests an even distribution
of transferred charge among both graphene layers. Therefore, we determine
the Raman G band behavior during Li intercalation in bialyer graphene to be
qualitatively similar to the one of single layer graphene shown in Fig. 3.4.
In Fig. 3.6, we show (G) extracted from in situ measurements of the
Raman scattering response of two graphene bilayers B and C during lithi-
ation/delithiation. Device B (Fig. 3.6a) was a single-crystalline bilayer, lit-
hographically etched into a Hall bar, and thus the sheet resistivity could be
extracted in a straightforward manner from a simultaneous in situ measure-
ment of the electronic transport. Here, a shutter was used to prevent the laser
light from illuminating the sample after the acquisition of each spectrum (inte-
gration time 60 s). During each acquisition we observe a laser-induced change
in the measured sheet resistivity, likely due to the charging of trap states in
the SiO2.137 The overall behavior is however governed by a strong decrease in
resistivity during lithiation, and a respective increase during delithiation. For
this sample, we estimate an initial electron density ne(t = 0) ≈ 4 · 1012 cm−2
from a backgate sweep performed prior to lithiation (according to the proce-
dure described in Sec. 1.5). Since intercalating Li only increases the electron
density in bilayer graphene further, a decrease (increase) in ρxx during lithia-
tion (delithiation) is in agreement with our ﬁndings presented in the previous
Sec. 3.1. The shift in energy of the Raman G band is paralleled with a consi-
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Figure 3.7: Experimentally determined energy (G) of the Raman G band in bilayer
graphene from Refs. [135] (open circles) and [136] (ﬁlled circles). In both experiments
the Fermi energy F was varied by electrostatic doping. The maximum shift ∆(G)
due to Li intercalation observed for samples B and C in Fig. 3.6 is given by the
double-headed arrows, which are oﬀset for comparison.
derable change in the sheet resistivity, plausible for the scenario of a diﬀusing
intercalant.
The reversibility of the process is demonstrated again in an excerpt of the
measurement on device C, see Fig. 3.6b. Here, the bilayer was continuously
exposed to the laser illumination whilst a resistance Rxx was extracted from
measuring the voltage drop across an attached graphene few-layer. Although
the absolute value of Rxx is not meaningful, we again observe the parallel evo-
lution of both resistance and Raman G band energy (G) in bilayer graphene,
as lithium diﬀuses into and out of the device.
For a tentatively quantitative conclusion, we attempt to compare the magni-
tude of the observed shifts ∆(G) to experimentally determined energies of the
Raman G band (G) as a function of Fermi energy F , reported from electrosta-
tic gating experiments on bilayer graphene,135,136 see Fig. 3.7. Here, we select
experimental work which reports no splitting of the Raman G band upon do-
ping as in our experiment. This suggests an equal distribution of charge among
both carbon layers. According to theoretical calculations from Ando138, the
behavior of (G) as a function of F should feature two cusps at ±~ωph/2 due
to a logarithmic singularity in the perturbative renormalization of the phonon
energy. Here, ωph is the frequency of the E2g-phonon involved in the scatte-
ring process of the Raman G band. According to Fig. 3.7, only the data from
Ref. [135] (open circles) features these cusps at ≈ ±0.1 eV as the charge inho-
mogeneity in the studied sample was reportedly low enough, i.e., well below
2 ·1012 cm−2. In the case of Ref. [136] (ﬁlled circles), the charge inhomogeneity
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was higher and consequently (G) is approximately constant around the charge
neutrality point. For F > 0.1 eV, both experiments report a blueshift of the
Raman G band with comparable slope.
Thus, we roughly compare the maximum shift ∆(G) ≈ 4 cm−1 from our
sample C (see Fig. 3.6b) to the electron-doped side of the data of Das et al.136,
as indicated by the respective double headed arrow in Fig. 3.7. The given shift
in (G) translates to an approximate change in Fermi level of ∆F ≈ 0.2 eV.
According to Sec. 1.3 this value corresponds to a change in charge carrier
density on the order of ∆n ≈ 1 ·1013 cm−2. For sample B the lithiation-induced
shift of the Raman G band is ∆(G) = 12 cm−1 (see Fig. 3.6a). According to
Fig. 3.7, the Fermi level in sample B was thus likely raised beyond 0.4 eV,
corresponding to a charge carrier density in excess of 2 · 1013 cm−2. We shall
see in the following, how to extract the Li concentration from these numbers.
3.3 In situ magnetotransport
The application of a magnetic ﬁeld B perpendicular to a bilayer graphene
device allows for the in situ measurement of the Hall voltage Uxy during its li-
thiation/delithiation. As introduced in Sec. 1.6, for a two-dimensional material
with a single charge carrier type Uxy can be written as65
Uxy =
IB
nq
, (3.1)
where I is the magnitude of the applied current, B = |B| is the magnetic ﬁeld
strength, n is the charge carrier density per unit area, and q is the amount of
charge per carrier. From Eq. 3.1 one can extract the so-called Hall coeﬃcient
RH =
Uxy
IB
=
Rxy
B
=
1
nq
, (3.2)
which is a material constant. RH yields access to both the sign and the amount
of charge transferred from the intercalant to the host.2 From Hall eﬀect me-
asurements it has been conﬁrmed that during the intercalation of Li indeed
electrons are transferred to the electronic states of graphitic carbon.122 The
volumetric density of transferred charge has been found to be independent of
sample thickness, at least down to 4-layer graphene.122 However, no Hall mea-
surements on Li-intercalated bilayer graphene have been reported at the time
of this writing.
We measure the magnetotransport during lithiation/delithiation of bilayer
graphene devices etched into Hall bar shapes (schematically shown in Fig. 3.8b)
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Figure 3.8: (a) Magnetotransport (graphs in the upper two rows) of charge carriers
in an initially p-doped bilayer graphene device schematically shown in (b), measured
before (left column), during (central column), and after (right column) lithiation.
From the in situ Hall measurement (performed at B = 10 T) we extract the density
n (third row) of electrons (positive values)/holes (negative values) as well as the
intercalated Li density nLi (last row). In the grey shaded area, the extraction of
nLi is not possible as explained in the text. (c) nLi determined from an in situ Hall
measurement (performed at B = 10 T) during lithiation/delithiation of a diﬀerent,
initially n-doped bilayer graphene device.
either in alternating current (ac) mode or in direct current (dc) mode. In com-
bination with standard lock-in techniques the former method oﬀers a high mea-
surement precision. Therefore, commonly it is our method of choice. However,
for time-resolved experiments with up to several hundred measurements of Uxy
per minute, we employ the dc method. As according to Eq. 3.1 Uxy ∝ 1/n, the
high electron density n in bilayer graphene that we expect from Li-intercalation
would render Uxy very small. We therefore perform the experiment in a
cryogen-free superconducting magnet system, with the sample subject to a
perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld B up to 12 T at room temperature. The current
I is chosen such that the potential drop across bilayer graphene is small with
respect to the potential UG vs. Li/Li+. I.e., for a typical longitudinal resistance
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in the kΩ-range we choose I ≤ 1µA, so that the magnitude of the potential
drop is small with respect to UG = 50 mV vs. Li/Li+ applied during lithiation.
In the top two rows of Fig. 3.8a, we show the magnetotransport of charge
carriers in an initially p-doped bilayer graphene device measured before (left
column), during (central column), and after (right column) lithiation. This
experiment was performed in ac mode. From the linear dependence of Rxy(B)
observed during the ﬁrst magnetic ﬁeld sweep, we extract the density of holes
due to p-doping from impurities to amount to nimp = 4.57 · 1012 cm−2. The
slope of Rxy(B) has opposite sign after lithiation as the charge carrier type
has changed to electrons with a density of ne = 4.42 · 1012 cm−2. During
lithiation at B = 10 T, Rxy shows a smooth zero crossing as the Fermi level
shifts through the charge neutrality point (CNP) due to charge transfer from
the continuous inﬂux of lithium. Within the grey shaded area in the graph, the
magnetotransport is governed by electron-hole puddles. Here, both n and nLi
can not be extracted reliably as an accurate description requires a two charge
carrier type model. Consistently, ρxx passes through a maximum at charge
neutrality, in line with our observations during in situ experiments at B = 0
in Sec. 3.1.
In the third row of Fig. 3.8a we plot the charge carrier density n as ex-
tracted from Rxy, negative (positive) values of which stand for holes (elec-
trons), respectively. Except for the electron-hole puddle regime (extending
over ≈ ±2 ·1012 cm−2 around charge neutrality) in which Eq. 3.2 does not hold,
we observe a continuous accumulation of negative charges in bilayer graphene.
Assuming a complete charge transfer of 1e per intercalated Li+, the measured
increase in density of electrons in bilayer graphene equals the intercalated Li
density nLi. Thus using the charge carrier density n as shown in the third row
of Fig. 3.8a, nLi can be extracted as
nLi(t) = n(t)− nimp. (3.3)
For the given sample, we plot this temporal evolution of the Li concentration
nLi in the bottom row of Fig. 3.8a.
In Fig. 3.8c, we show nLi(t) extracted according to the preceding discus-
sion from a dc magnetotransport measurement (performed at B = 10 T) on an
Note that ρxx shows no signiﬁcant dependence on B before and after lithiation as can
be expected from a system conforming to a single-band Drude model.65 In the region of
electron-hole puddles however, the magnitude of ρxx may be aﬀected by the presence of a
ﬁnite magnetic ﬁeld. Nevertheless, in Sec. 1.6 we demonstrated ρxx to keep its qualitative
appearance upon a variation of n, featuring a single maximum at charge neutrality. It is
along these lines that we may attempt a qualitative comparison to the behavior of ρxx at
zero magnetic ﬁeld in Sec. 3.1.
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initially n-doped bilayer graphene device during repeated intercalation (dein-
tercalation) of lithium at UG = 0.05V vs. Li/Li
+ (UG = 1.5V vs. Li/Li
+). In
this sample, the electron density reaches a maximum value of approximately
2 · 1014 cm−2. In fact, this can be considered as a lower limit for the Li den-
sity nLi in case the charge transfer ratio is less than the assumed value of one
(see Sec. 2.1.1 for discussion). Upon initiating delithiation, the carrier density
is observed to return close to its original value, demonstrating again the high
degree of reversibility of the Li-intercalation process. Such an in situ mag-
netotransport measurement thus provides a powerful tool to not only reveal
intercalated Li having diﬀused away from the interface with the electrolyte,
but also to monitor its local concentration with time.
3.4 Low-temperature magnetotransport
The magnetotransport of charge carriers in a bilayer graphene device with a
high density of intercalated Li is shown in Fig. 3.9. The measurement was
performed after lithiation at room-temperature and a subsequent cool-down to
T = 1.5 K inside a cryogen-free superconducting magnet system. A sweep of
the magnetic ﬁeld applied perpendicular to the bilayer reveals an approxima-
tely parabolic dependence on the ﬁeld strength B of the sheet resistivity ρxx
(Fig. 3.9a) as well as a virtually linear Hall resistance Rxy (Fig. 3.9b). From a
linear ﬁt to Rxy(B) according to Eq. 3.2 we obtain the charge carrier density
Figure 3.9: (a) Sheet resistivity ρxx (green solid line) and (b) Hall resistance Rxy
(blue solid line) of a Li-intercalated bilayer graphene device measured at T = 1.5 K.
The charge carrier density n from a linear ﬁt to the Hall data (Eq. 3.2) is given. Red
dashed lines are calculated from the two-carrier model as described in the text. (c)
Changes of the sheet resistivity ∆ρxx due to Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations,
extracted from (a) by subtraction of the parabolic background. The associated charge
carrier density nSdH is shown in the ﬁgure.
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n = 2.3 · 1014 cm−2. The initial electron density from impurities in this de-
vice amounts to nimp = 2 · 1012 cm−2, extracted from a low-temperature Hall
measurement prior to lithiation. Consequently, using Eq. 3.3, we obtain a Li
concentration of nLi = 2.28 ·1014 cm−2. This is more than a third of the theore-
tical maximum nmaxLi ≈ 6.36 · 1014 cm−2, and corresponds to a stoichiometry of
approximately C18LiC18. It is the highest density of intercalated Li achieved in
this work. Note that the actual value of nLi is higher if the charge transferred
between an intercalated Li atom and the electronic states of bilayer graphene
is only a fraction of e. We can state, however, that the charge transfer amounts
to at least e/3.
At such a high Li content, we expect the second pi-band of bilayer graphene
(in the following denoted as higher energy subband, HES) to be partially occu-
pied, see Sec. 1.3 and especially Fig. 1.3. Both the parabolic B-dependence of
ρxx as well as the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations, clearly resolved in the
high-ﬁeld region of Fig. 3.9a, also suggest the participation of more than one
type of charge carrier in the transport, as we shall see. We ﬁrst analyze the
SdH oscillations, which we ﬁnd to be composed of a single frequency component
fSdH periodic in B−1, see Fig. 3.9c. Here, a parabolic background in ρxx(B)
was subtracted from the data shown in panel a, to obtain the remaining ∆ρxx
shown in panel c. Assuming each Landau level to be fourfold degenerate, we
extract the density of the charge carrier type associated with this frequency
according to Eq. 1.18 as
nSdH =
4 · e
h
· fSdH = 1.63 · 1013 cm−2. (3.4)
This density is much smaller than the overall charge carrier density extracted
from the Hall measurement. We therefore presume that nSdH represents charge
carriers in the higher energy subband, as their density nHES is expected to be
smaller than the one in the lower energy subband (LES). I.e., nHES = nSdH.
In line with the procedure of Efetov et al.139, we extract the density of charge
carriers in the lower energy subband as nLES = n− nHES, where n is the total
density extracted from the ﬁt to the Hall measurement discussed above. We
thus ﬁnd nLES = 2.137 · 1014 cm−2.
Due to this clear evidence for the presence of more than one type of charge
carrier, we employ a multi-band description for the magnetotransport. A simple
approach is to add the contributions σˆi from the individual bands i to obtain
the total conductivity65
σˆ =
∑
i
σˆi. (3.5)
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For two types of negatively charged carriers with mobility µi and density ni
(where i = 1 for the LES and i = 2 for the HES),
σxx,i =
nieµi
1 + (µiB)2
and σxy,i = − nieµ
2
iB
1 + (µiB)2
, (3.6)
according to Eqs. 1.16. One obtains from tensor inversion
ρxx(B) =
n1µ1 + n2µ2 + µ1µ2(n1µ2 + n2µ1)B
2
e(n1µ1 + n2µ2)2 + eµ21µ
2
2(n1 + n2)
2B2
, (3.7)
ρxy(B) =
(n1µ
2
1 + n2µ
2
2)B + µ
2
1µ
2
2(n1 + n2)B
3
e(n1µ1 + n2µ2)2 + eµ21µ
2
2(n1 + n2)
2B2
. (3.8)
With the help of Eq. 3.8 we obtain a satisfactory ﬁt to Rxy(B) in Fig. 3.9b (red
dashed line) for n2 = nSdH as well as n1 = 2.38 · 1014 cm−2, µ1 = 470 cm2/Vs,
and µ2 = 1800 cm2/Vs. Note that the total charge carrier density n′ = n1 +
n2 = 2.543·1014 cm−2 obtained via the multiband approach is about 10 % higher
than our initial ﬁnding of n obtained from the linear ﬁt to Rxy(B) using Eq. 3.2.
Given the oversimpliﬁcation of the latter method, the values of n and n′ are
still appreciably close. Note however that although Eq. 3.7 qualitatively reﬂects
the observed B-dependence of ρxx, we do not obtain a convincing ﬁt using the
aforementioned parameters, see red dashed line in Fig. 3.9a. Uncertainties in
the determination of the aspect ratio of the active sample area alone, needed
to extract ρxx from our measurement, can not satisfyingly account for the
observed deviation.
Most striking, however, is the big discrepancy between the obtained charge
carrier densities in the lower and higher energy subband, irrespective of the
method chosen to determine nLES. If the rigid band model was to hold, then
during intercalation the electronic states of the host would remain unchanged
and only the Fermi level F would shift due to charge transfer. Applying
that scenario to bilayer graphene (using the methodology of Sec. 1.3), a total
density n′ = 2.543 · 1014 cm−2 would imply F ≈ 1.35 eV at which we expect
nLES = 1.64 · 1014 cm−2 and nHES = 9.03 · 1013 cm−2. In comparison, our
value of nHES = 1.63 · 1013 cm−2 extracted from the observed SdH oscillations
Amore than three times greater value of µ2 compared to µ1 at a given value of n has been
reported before from electrolyte-gating experiments on bilayer graphene.139 An explanation
for this ﬁnding is the always lower eﬀective mass in the higher energy subband at each value
of n, see Fig. 1.3. A further enhancement of µ2 may result from the more eﬃcient screening of
charged impurities at high n, resulting in an eﬀectively reduced scattering of charge carriers
in the higher energy subband on these scattering sites.139
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Figure 3.10: (a) Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations in a Li-intercalated bilayer
graphene device at T = 1.5 K. False color plot of changes in sheet resistivity ∆ρxx,
measured at a ﬁxed Li-content. Dashed lines are extrapolations of the position in
charge carrier density n of observed SdH maxima to B = 0 T. (b) Dispersion of the
lower (LES) and higher (HES) energy subband in bilayer graphene aroundK(′) in its
pristine state (left) and in the highly lithiated state as suggested from assigning the
SdH oscillation-derived density to the HES (right).
is far too small. In Fig. 3.10a, varying the voltage applied to the backgate of
our sample, we map the sheet resistivity ρxx between 0 and 12 T in a small
density interval around n′ = 2.543 · 1014 cm−2. We determine n using the areal
capacitance of 11.5 nF · cm−2 (given by the thickness of the SiO2 gate dielectric)
according to Eq. 1.13. Plotted is the change in sheet resistivity ∆ρxx obtained
after subtracting the mean resistivity value at each value of B. As indicated
by the dashed lines in the ﬁgure, the position in density of the SdH maxima
extrapolate to approximately 2.3 · 1014 cm−2 at B = 0 T. This density relates
to an onset of the higher energy subband at HES,0 ≈ 1.63 eV.
These ﬁndings point to a failure of the rigid band model, as the experimental
evidence seems to suggest a dispersion of electronic states in this highly lithiated
bilayer graphene sample as shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.10b. For the sake
of comparison, the case of pristine bilayer graphene is shown in the left panel
of the same ﬁgure. The diﬀerence is striking, and the scenario on the right
hardly realistic. Efetov et al.139 report an increase in the onset energy of the
higher energy subband HES,0 at high eletrolyte gate voltages applied to bilayer
graphene. Their experimentally accessible electron density was however limited
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Figure 3.11: Band dispersion of Li-intercalated graphene on 4H-SiC(0001) from
Ref. [140]. False color plots of the experimental ARPES spectral intensity recor-
ded along a line perpendicular to the M −K direction, centered at the K-point.
The Fermi energy F is at 0 eV. (a) Single layer graphene (SLG) before Li deposi-
tion, (b) after Li deposition, and (c) after heating to 300 °C. (d) Band structure of
free-standing C6LiC6 calculated with DFT (red solid lines) and using a tight-binding
model (blue dashed lines), compared to the experimental ARPES spectral intensity as
in (c). Eg1 and Eg2 energy gaps of diﬀerent magnitude. Shown above are schematic
side views of the topmost atomic layers of the studied sample.
to below n ≈ 4.6·1013 cm−2. Furthermore, the reported increase in HES,0 could
be attributed to an increase in the interlayer potential diﬀerence - a natural
consequence of the asymmetric charge injection when using an electrolyte top-
gate. In the present case of Li intercalation we can expect the charge to be
more evenly distributed between both layers, as supported from our Raman
spectroscopy studies (see Sec. 3.2).
An alternative explanation for the observed magnetotransport behavior
could lie in a signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the band structure induced from in-
tercalation. A technique suitable to reveal such modiﬁcations is angle-resolved
photoemission electron spectroscopy (ARPES). It has been applied to study
Li-intercalation in graphene grown on 4H-SiC(0001).99,140144 Experimental
results from Ref. [140] are shown in Fig. 3.11. We also include schematic side
views of the topmost atomic layers of the studied sample. Caﬀrey et al.140
ﬁrst sublimated Si from a 4H-SiC(0001) wafer, such that two graphene layers
remain on its surface. As the lower one, the so-called buﬀer layer, is partially
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bound to the SiC substrate, only the upper one shows electronic states near
the Fermi energy F = 0 in Fig. 3.11a. Characteristically, a single, linearly
dispersing band is observed with the Dirac point at ≈ −0.45 eV due to in-
trinsic n-doping from the substrate. With Li deposited at room temperature,
ARPES reveals two bands with charge neutrality at ≈ −1.4 eV (Fig. 3.11b).
This observation is attributed to bilayer graphene decoupled from the substrate
due to Li intercalation in between the buﬀer layer and the SiC surface. The
bilayer is highly electron doped due to charge transfer from Li additionally sit-
ting on its top and in between its two carbon layers. After heating to 300 °C,
the bands in the ARPES signal have sharpened and show a distinct dispersion
(Fig. 3.11c). The authors claim that while Li has disappeared from the sur-
face, its intercalation to the interface has completed and it has developed an
ordered structure in between the graphene layers. Meanwhile, the latter have
changed register and are now AA-stacked, i.e., all their carbon atoms sit on top
of each other. According to Fig. 3.11d, the measured dispersion resembles the
one of C6LiC6, calculated both from density functional theory (DFT) as well
as from a tight binding model. Qualitatively, the system appears as a highly
electron-doped AA-stacked graphene bilayer, featuring two Dirac cones shifted
in energy. However, due to the characteristic Li (
√
3 × √3)R30° superlattice,
the Dirac cones are found to be unequally gapped as highlighted in Fig. 3.11d.
The authors had to shift their calculated band dispersions in order to account
for a displacement of the charge neutrality point to ≈ −0.6 eV after heating.
They suggest that n-doping of the bilayer decreases as Li preferentially moves
to the SiC interface with the majority of charge transferred to the substrate.
This is in contradiction to the expected charge neutrality point of C6LiC6 at
≈ −1.4 eV, according to both their calculation140 and the one of Guzman et
al.102. It might however suggest, that signiﬁcant band modiﬁcations set in at
already much lower Li content than in C6LiC6.
Therefore, the ARPES data in Fig. 3.11 does not yield a convincing expla-
nation for the drastic diﬀerence in density between the two types of electrons
that participate in the transport in our highly lithiated bilayer graphene de-
vice. The example demonstrates, however, that at such high Li content we
might actually be facing a material with a strongly altered band dispersion. It
is conceivable that the SdH oscillations observed in Fig. 3.9 stem from a new
electron pocket, induced by Li intercalation via a strong modiﬁcation of the
band structure. More investigations are clearly needed to fully understand the
observed magnetotransport. However, the existing results suggest a failure of
the rigid band model, at least for this case of very high Li content.
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3.5 Summary
We investigated the reversible electrochemical lithiation/delithiation of bilayer
graphene devices only partially covered from a Li-ion conducting polymer elec-
trolyte. Several methods have revealed related and equally reversible changes
induced to the electronic properties of bilayer graphene in situ, well outside
the electrolyte-covered region of the devices. All observations are in agreement
with the assumption that during lithiation Li-ions from the electrolyte interca-
late into bilayer graphene and diﬀuse across the device, including its uncovered
region. The charge transfer on the order of 1e per intercalating Li-ion to the
electronic states of bilayer graphene manifests as
 a change in the sheet resistivity ρxx of bilayer graphene (Sec. 3.1). This is
best revealed for an initially p-doped device, where ρxx characteristically
passes through a maximum as the Fermi level F reversibly shifts through
the charge neutrality point during lithiation/delithiation.
 a blueshift in energy (G) of the Raman G band (Sec. 3.2) due to a
stiﬀening of the associated E2g-phonon mode.
 a change in the Hall resistance Rxy (Sec. 3.3). Since Rxy is directly related
to the charge carrier density n (Eq. 3.2), it allows for a quantiﬁcation of
the Li density nLi intercalated in bilayer graphene (Eq. 3.3). This is key
to our analysis of the Li diﬀusion kinetics in chapter 6.
The low-temperature magnetotransport of a device with the highest Li con-
tent achieved in this work was presented in Sec. 3.4. At nLi at least a third of
the theoretical maximum, corresponding to a stoichiometry of C18LiC18, sig-
natures of multiband transport as well as indications for a failure of the rigid
band model were observed.
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Chapter 4
Conductivity corrections from
quantum interferences
In this chapter we exploit quantum interference (QI) corrections to the Drude
conductivity in bilayer graphene devices as a sensitive probe to the presence
of intercalated Li-ions. In Sec. 4.1, we ﬁrst provide in-depth information on
QIs in single layer graphene and bilayer graphene, including the theoretical
framework and the mathematical description. We then present experimental
data in Sec. 4.2, obtained from low-ﬁeld magnetotransport measurements of
two bilayer graphene devices at diﬀerent states of lithiation.
4.1 Quantum interferences in graphene single- and bilayers
As already introduced in Sec. 1.7.3, the diﬀusive motion of charge carriers in
a disordered 2D crystal is aﬀected by interferences of the probability ampli-
tudes associated with diﬀerent paths of propagation. Fig. 4.1a illustrates this
diﬀusive propagation as a series of straight segments, on which the motion is
ballistic, interrupted by elastic scattering events (grey circles), during which
the particle might change its direction. As long as phase coherence - charac-
terized by the phase coherence length lφ or the phase coherence time τφ - is
maintained, the probability amplitudes for travelling between any two points
(such as A and B in the ﬁgure) interfere and may induce corrections to the
overall conductivity. It has been shown, however, that the multitude of possible
trajectories between two arbitrary but distinct points lead to an averaging-out
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Figure 4.1: (a) Arbitrary classical paths of diﬀusive motion of charge carriers in 2D
from point A to B (i,iv) or returning to A (ii,iii). Grey circles represent elastic scatte-
ring events. (b) Schematic of the Fermi line from low (light grey) to high (dark grey)
charge carrier density for single layer graphene (top) and bilayer graphene (bottom),
respectively. The k-dependent orientation of the pseudo spin (orange arrows), drawn
for a single Fermi line, indicates the diﬀerent degree of chirality of charge carriers in
both systems.
of the eﬀect.79 The only ones eﬀective in inducing observable QI corrections
are closed, counter-propagating paths, returning to the point of departure of
a charge carrier (red and blue lines, (ii) and (iii), in Fig. 4.1a). If the interfe-
rence between such paths is constructive, i.e., the probability to return to the
origin is enhanced, one speaks of weak localization (WL). On the other hand,
if the interference is destructive, i.e., the probability to return to the origin is
reduced, one speaks of weak anti-localization (WAL). A result is an increase
(decrease) in the resistivity of the sample in the case of WL (WAL), usually on
the order of only a few percent of the Drude value ρ. This QI correction to ρ
can be revealed via the application of a magnetic ﬁeld oriented perpendicular to
the 2D sample plane (see Sec. 1.7.3), which breaks time-reversal symmetry and
thus suppresses the interference between the associated probability amplitudes.
The character (and possible result) of these QIs depends on both the mate-
rial's structure (crystal and electronic) as well as the type of disorder present.
In conventional 2DESs, characterized by a single valley of charge carriers and no
spin-momentum locking, typically WL is observed. In these systems, spin-orbit
interaction (SOI) was classically considered key to inducing WAL, as it enables
spin-ﬂips during charge carrier scattering events.145 In grahene single and bi-
layers, the situation is more complex due to the chirality of the charge carriers
associated with a diﬀerent Berry phase ΦB in both systems. According to Ando
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et al.146, ΦB determines whether back scattering is suppressed or enhanced,
i.e, whether WL or WAL occurs. In the case of single layer graphene with
ΦB = pi, one may thus expect WAL, while in bilayer graphene with ΦB = 2pi
WL should prevail. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1b however, charge carriers in both
systems live in two inequivalent valleys near K(′), elastic scattering between
which tends to restore WL also in single layer graphene.* Further eﬀects such
as trigonal warping of the Fermi line and chirality-breaking intravalley scatte-
ring processes also need to be considered in a complete description, which we
will brieﬂy introduce in the following ﬁrst for single layer graphene and then
for bilayer graphene.
4.1.1 Quantum interferences in single layer graphene
In single layer graphene, the QI corrections to the conductivity can be written
as149
∆σ(B) =
e2
pih
[
F
(
B
Bφ
)
− F
(
B
Bφ + 2Bi
)
− 2F
(
B
Bφ +Bi +B∗
)]
(4.1)
with
F (z) = ln(z) + Ψ
(
1
2
+
1
z
)
and Bφ,i,∗ =
~
4e
· 1
l2φ,i,∗
=
~
4e
· 1
Dτφ,i,∗
.
Here, Ψ(x) is the digamma function and li, l∗ are two length scales, the ﬁrst
of which characterizes elastic scattering between the two valleys at K(′), and
the second of which is associated with breaking of the eﬀective time-reversal
symmetry in a single valley due to trigonal warping of the Fermi surface and chi-
rality breaking intravalley scattering events. The latter are mediated by long-
range potentials, primarily caused by random strain ﬂuctuations in graphene
that eﬀectively couple to the charge carriers via associated pseudomagnetic
ﬁelds.55,150 Long-range potentials from charged impurities may be an additio-
nal cause of chirality breaking intravalley scattering.55 The corresponding time
scales τi, τ∗ follow from the charge carrier diﬀusion coeﬃcient D = v2F τtr/2
as lφ,i,∗ =
√
Dτφ,i,∗, where τtr is the elastic mean free time. As can be seen
from Eq. 4.1, ∆σ(B) can be of either positive or negative sign, depending on
*Note that in the case of equivalent valleys, QI corrections to the conductivity in mul-
tivalley systems are usually formulated as the sum of the contributions from each valley
weighted with a prefactor.145,147,148
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Figure 4.2: Quantum interferences (QIs) in single layer graphene: manifestation of
WL or WAL depending on characteristic time scales, replotted from Ref. [152]. Black
arrows point towards increasing temperature. Data points are given for three diﬀerent
electron densities n, with more saturated blue representing a higher value of n.
the magnitude of the diﬀerent scattering rates. In the limit of negligible ra-
tes τ−1i , τ
−1
∗ → 0 (i.e., Bi, B∗ → 0), only the last term of Eq. 4.1 remains as
the ﬁrst two cancel and we ﬁnd WAL as ∆σ(B) < 0. This intrinsic WAL is
qualitatively maintained at a ﬁnite value of τ−1∗ , as long as there is no interval-
ley scattering,22,151 although quantitatively τ−1∗ tends to suppress interference
eﬀects. Intervalley scattering at the rate τ−1i , induced by potentials with ex-
tremely short interaction range (such as caused from a lattice vacancy), tends
to restore WL.22,149
While QI corrections to the conductivity have ﬁrst been reported to be
strongly suppressed,153 it is WL which most readily manifests in single layer
graphene.55,152157 This is because, while commonly τ−1∗ is found to be by far
the largest rate on the order of τ−1tr ,
55,156 the intervalley scattering rate τ−1i is
still signiﬁcant. This ﬁnding was expected from the coupling between graphene
and a substrate, causing atomically sharp scatterers.149 WAL could however
also be demonstrated in turbostratically disordered epitaxial graphene,158 fol-
lowed by the demonstration of the transition between WL and WAL in exfoli-
ated single layers on SiO2,152 see Fig. 4.2. The latter was achieved by lowering
the carrier density n (thereby increasing τi) and by raising the temperature T
(thereby decreasing τφ). While WAL has been repeatedly observed,159,160 the
majority of experimental works on single layer graphene report WL. Typically,
the rates τ−1i , τ
−1
∗ are found to be independent of temperature T .
55,152
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4.1.2 Quantum interferences in bilayer graphene
The phenomenology of QIs in bilayer graphene inherits many aspects from
the case of single layer graphene. The main diﬀerence is the intrinsic Berry
phase ΦB = 2pi of charge carriers,35,36 which accounts for the constructive
interference of counter-propagating charge carrier paths. WL is thus always
observed,80 and its contribution ∆σ to the magnetoconductivity in bilayer
graphene can be described as81
∆σ(B) =
e2
pih
[
F
(
B
Bφ
)
− F
(
B
Bφ + 2Bi
)
+ 2F
(
B
Bφ +Bi +B∗
)]
. (4.2)
In contrast to the case of single layer graphene (Eq. 4.1) the last term has
a positive sign. The result of Eq. 4.2 is always positive, and in the case of
τ−1i , τ
−1
∗ → 0 the remaining third term corresponds to the conventional scenario
of WL in a 2D systems with two independent valleys. A ﬁnite value of τ−1∗
again tends to suppress the QI correction altogether. Intervalley scattering at
the rate τ−1i , however, induces a diﬀerence between the ﬁrst two terms, thereby
restoring and stabilizing the WL eﬀect.
Several experimental works reported WL in bilayer graphene, with Eq. 4.2
conﬁrmed to well describe this phenomenon.74,80,162 As in single layer grap-
hene, τ∗ is typically found to be the shortest time scale, at least one order
of magnitude smaller than τφ, τi and approaching the elastic mean free time
τtr. Pseudomagnetic ﬁelds induced by random strain ﬂuctuations have likewise
been identiﬁed as the most probable source of intravalley scattering processes
contributing to τ∗ and limiting the mobility in bilayer graphene devices.74
4.2 Weak localization in Li-intercalated bilayer graphene
To reveal QI corrections to the magnetoconductivity in bilayer graphene, we
perform magnetotransport measurements of bilayer graphene devices such as
the one shown in Fig. 4.3a. As discussed in the preceding chapter, the gate
voltage UG between bilayer graphene (working electrode, WE) and the Li coun-
ter electrode (CE) is controlled at all times using a high-input impedance pre-
cision source/measure unit. Lithium intercalation (deintercalation) is driven at
Another diﬀerence lies in the precise expression of τ∗, qualitatively characterizing the
same eﬀective time-reversal symmetry breaking within a single valley as in single layer grap-
hene, diﬀering however in details related to the diﬀerent crystal structure and scattering
pathways. The interested reader is referred to Ref. [161].
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UG = 0.05V vs. Li/Li
+ (UG = 1.5V vs. Li/Li
+), respectively, with the sam-
ple kept at room temperature in a high vacuum atmosphere, p ≤ 1 ·10−6 mbar.
In the case of the sample shown in Fig. 4.3a, Li intercalates ﬁrst into a thick
graphene multilayer (bright area at the left in the optical micrograph) and then
diﬀuses into the bilayer graphene region of the ﬂake, well separated from the in-
terface with the polymer electrolyte. We study the magnetotransport of charge
carriers in the bilayer graphene device, using two Ti contacts to impose an ac-
excitation current with a rms-amplitude I ≤ 1µA at a frequency of ∼ 13.33 Hz.
We simultaneously measure both the longitudinal and transverse voltage drops
across the device using standard lock-in techniques in four-probe conﬁgura-
tion in order to extract the longitudinal conductivity σ(B) in the three regions
of the device indicated in Fig. 4.3a. The WL contribution to the conducti-
vity ∆σ(B) is readily distinguished at low temperatures via its suppression by
a small magnetic ﬁeld oriented perpendicular to the bilayer graphene planes.
We conduct all experiments in a cryogen-free superconducting magnet system
providing magnetic ﬁelds B up to 12 T and temperatures between 1.4 K and
300 K.
In the left panel of Fig. 4.3b, we show three traces of the normalized change
in magnetoconductivity, [σ(B) − σ0]/σ0, measured in region 2 of the bilayer
graphene device shown in Fig. 4.3a. Data is shown for three diﬀerent tempera-
tures and with an intercalated Li density nLi ≈ 3.5·1013 cm−2 (determined from
Hall measurements according to the procedure discussed in Sec. 3.3). A ∼ 3 %
positive magnetoconductivity contribution from WL is observable at 1.5 K. It
gets gradually suppressed as the temperature increases. This suppression is
due to dephasing, the temperature-dependence of which yields insights into
mechanisms eﬃcient in causing it as we will discuss in Sec. 4.2.1. Superposed
to the WL contribution ∆σ(B) and equally getting suppressed with increasing
temperature are universal conductance ﬂuctuations (UCFs). They are stron-
gest at lowest temperatures as can be seen in the ﬁgure. As the magnitude of
UCFs measured in our samples is usually smaller than the WL contribution,
we refrain from averaging techniques targeting their removal during the data
acquisition process, except noted otherwise. Most importantly, we see a clear
enhancement of the WL eﬀect upon lithiation. This is demonstrated in the two
panels on the right of Fig. 4.3b, where we show low-ﬁeld magnetoconductivity
traces measured in section 2 of the lithiated device at 1.5 K and 10 K as well
as data obtained after delithiation. We will show below that the signiﬁcant
enhancement of the WL eﬀect in the presence of intercalated Li is due to an
In order to suppress UCFs, one may vary the backgate voltage and thus the carrier
density within a small interval at a given value of B, thereby averaging-out the UCFs.80
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Figure 4.3: Weak localization (WL) in the bilayer graphene device #1 for diﬀerent
states of lithiation. (a) Schematic bilayer graphene (working electrode, WE)|polymer
electrolyte|Li (counter electrode, CE) cell used for Li intercalation including an op-
tical micrograph of the device with several Ti contacts for magnetotransport mea-
surements. Contact pairs used to extract the longitudinal magnetoconductivity of
three diﬀerent sections i = {1, 2, 3} of the device are indicated. (b) Exemplary
magnetoconductivity traces for bilayer graphene in the lithiated (dark cyan dots,
nLi = 3.5 · 1013 cm−2) and the delithiated state (bright cyan dots) at diﬀerent tem-
peratures, measured in section 2. Solid lines are ﬁts to the data using the ﬁrst two
terms of Eq. 4.2, only. Black, dashed lines are plots of Eq. 4.2 with parameters as for
the simpliﬁed ﬁt at 10 K and two values for l∗ as indicated.
increased elastic scattering rate τ−1i of charge carriers between the two valleys
at K and K ′.
Successful ﬁts to the WL data from our bilayer graphene devices are typi-
cally obtained using only the ﬁrst two terms in Eq. 4.2, as l∗ is by far the shor-
test length scale, in line with previous measurements on bilayer graphene.74,80
The good agreement between the two term model and our measurement is de-
monstrated in the left panel of Fig. 4.3b (solid lines and dots, respectively). For
the data measured at 10 K, we additionally plot two traces for the full model
for two selected values of l∗ (20 nm and 200 nm). The third term of Eq. 4.2
can indeed be neglected and l∗ is on the order of the transport mean free path,
ltr = vF τtr ≈ 26 nm, essentially set by the scale of the electron-hole puddles.
In Fig. 4.4 we plot the temperature dependence of the characteristic length
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Figure 4.4: Temperature dependence of the elastic mean free path ltr (triangles), the
phase coherence length lφ (circles), and the intervalley scattering length li (squares)
in sample #1 at diﬀerent states of lithiation. The three diﬀerent colors of the data
correspond to the three sections of the device, as shown in Fig. 4.3a. Dashed lines
are guides to the eye for the temperature dependence of lφ, while red shaded areas
indicate the approximate spread of li.
scales (the phase coherence length lφ and the length associated with intervalley
scattering li) obtained in this manner in addition to the mean free path ltr. The
latter is obtained from ltr = vF τtr, with the transport time τtr = σ0m∗/(ne2)
extracted from the zero ﬁeld conductivity σ0 ≈ σ(B = 0, T )−∆σ(B, T ) without
quantum corrections. Both the Fermi velocity vF and the eﬀective mass m∗
depend on the charge carrier density n (which we extract from a Hall measure-
ment) and are calculated according to Eqs. 1.6 and 1.5, respectively, using the
simple tight-binding model of bilayer graphene's electronic structure, Eq. 1.3.
In Fig. 4.4, we plot data obtained from all three sections of the device shown
in Fig. 4.3a, using the respective color. In all cases we conﬁrm that kF ltr  1
(with the Fermi wavevector kF ), i.e., charge carrier transport is in the diﬀusive
metallic, weakly disordered regime and Eq. 4.2 applies.
While both li and ltr show no clear temperature dependence, lφ drops with
increasing temperature as dephasing mechanisms gain eﬃciency, thereby sup-
pressing interference eﬀects. Qualitatively, dephasing appears insensitive to the
concentration of intercalated Li. A clear sensitivity to Li intercalation is re-
vealed by a change in the characteristic intervalley scattering length li. As can
be seen in Fig. 4.4, li is signiﬁcantly reduced in the presence of intercalated Li,
i.e., the intervalley scattering rate τ−1i is enhanced. Measurements performed
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Figure 4.5: Weak localization (WL) in the bilayer graphene device #2 for diﬀerent
states of lithiation. (a) Schematic bilayer graphene (working electrode, WE)|polymer
electrolyte|Li (counter electrode, CE) cell used for Li intercalation including an op-
tical micrograph of the device with several Ti contacts for magnetotransport measu-
rements. Contact pairs used to extract the longitudinal magnetoconductivity of two
diﬀerent sections i = {1, 2} of the device are indicated. (b) Temperature dependence
of the elastic mean free path ltr (triangles), the phase coherence length lφ (circles),
and the intervalley scattering length li (squares) in sample #2 at diﬀerent states of
lithiation. The two diﬀerent colors of the data correspond to the two sections of
the device, as shown in (a). Dashed lines are guides to the eye for the temperature
dependence of lφ, while red shaded areas indicate the approximate spread of li.
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on a diﬀerent sample agree with this general observation, see Fig. 4.5. Here,
the ﬁrst Li intercalation resulted in an unequal nLi measured in section 1 and
2 of the device shown in Fig. 4.5a. Therefore, we plot the data in Fig. 4.5b in
two separate rows. In Fig. 4.6 we have extracted the intervalley scattering time
τi as well as the dephasing time τφ, using τφ,i = l2φ,iD, with the charge carrier
diﬀusion coeﬃcient D = v2F τtr/2. We use the maximum spread in values obtai-
ned for li from ﬁtting at temperatures between 1.5 K and 10 K to determine
the error bars displayed in the plots. For comparison, we again include the
transport times τtr.
While τtr varies from sample to sample (depending on quality and re-
sidual doping) and shows no conclusive dependence on the state of lithia-
tion, τi is reproducibly reduced upon Li intercalation and increased upon Li-
deintercalation, revealing the degree of reversibility of the intercalation process.
Their size being shorter than the lattice spacing, Li-ions enable the large mo-
mentum transfer required for elastic intervalley scattering. Upon insertion,
they assists in scattering charge carriers between the two valleys in bilayer
graphene, not unlike what has been reported for indium adatoms on single
layer graphene.163
Figure 4.6: Intervalley scattering time (squares) and transport time (triangles) for
sample #1 and two diﬀerent contact pairs of sample #2. Columns are successive
states of lithiation with the density nLi of intercalated Li shown in the column chart
(top). White columns are pristine or delithiated states.
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4.2.1 Dephasing
As temperature increases, charge carriers in graphene maintain their phase
coherence over decreasing lengths because inelastic scattering becomes more
important. The temperature dependence of the dephasing rate τ−1φ bears in-
formation about the dephasing mechanisms involved. It is described as the
sum of individual contributions, the most relevant of which can be expressed
as74,82,152,162,
τ−1φ = τ
−1
N + τ
−1
ee (4.3)
= kBT
ln(g/2)
~g
+ β2 · pi(kBT )
2
4~F
ln
(
2F
kBT
)
, (4.4)
with the dimensionless conductivity g = σ/(e2/h), the Boltzmann constant kB ,
and a coeﬃcient β on the order of unity. Here, τ−1N describes Nyquist scatte-
ring, i.e., small momentum transfer, electron-electron scattering in the diﬀusive
regime. τ−1ee describes electron-electron scattering in the ballistic regime due to
the direct Coulomb interaction (large momentum transfer collision). τ−1ee was
demonstrated to be important at temperatures T & 20 K.157
In Fig. 4.7a, we show a typical plot of the temperature dependence of τ−1φ
used for the analysis according to Eq. 4.4. Here, grey dots are experimen-
tal data points from section 1 of sample #1 (Fig. 4.3a) in the lithiated state
with nLi = 3.5 · 1013 cm−2. The solid line is the ﬁt to the data using Eq. 4.4
and β = 1.79. The individual contributions from τ−1N and τ
−1
ee are plotted as
the long-dashed and short-dashed line, respectively. While indeed τ−1N domi-
nates in the low-temperature range, τ−1ee is the more important contribution
at high temperatures. A combined linear and quadratic T -dependence as the
one shown in Fig.4.7a is consistently observed in all our bilayer graphene de-
vices, irrespective of the state of lithiation. This ﬁnding agrees with reported
experiments on single layer graphene.152,157
While we observe no clear quantitative dependence of dephasing on nLi, we
do see a dependence on the charge carrier concentration n. In Figs. 4.7b and c
we therefore plot results from ﬁtting Eq. 4.4 to the experimental data obtained
from devices #1 and #2 as a function of n, negative (positive) values of which
stand for holes (electrons). In Fig. 4.7b it can be seen that Nyquist scattering is
strongest near charge neutrality and decreases in rate at higher values of n. For
the sake of comparison we show data at an arbitrarily chosen temperature of
Here, we omit a constant contribution due to spin-ﬂip scattering, ﬁrst claimed experi-
mentally by Lara-Avila et al.164
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Figure 4.7: Dephasing in bilayer graphene devices. (a) Temperature dependence of
the rate τ−1φ of inelastic, phase coherence breaking scattering events. Experimental
data (grey dots) for section 1 of sample #1 (Fig. 4.3a) in the lithiated state with
nLi = 3.5 · 1013 cm−2. The solid line is the ﬁt to the data using Eq. 4.4 for β = 1.79,
with contributions τ−1N (long-dashed line) and τ
−1
ee (short-dashed line). The net n-
doping given in the ﬁgure is lower than nLi due to initial p-doping of the device. (b)
Magnitude of the contribution of Nyquist scattering τ−1N to τ
−1
φ at 100 K. (c) Ratio
of scattering rates τ−1ee /τ
−1
N at 100 K. The colors in (b,c) correspond to the bilayer
graphene devices illustrated in Figs. 4.3a and 4.5a. For sample #1 we plot mean
values of the three sections and error bars (standard deviation).
T = 100 K. In single layer graphene, such an increased Nyquist scattering near
charge neutrality was attributed to spatially ﬂuctuating electromagnetic ﬁelds
associated with the electron-hole puddles.157 The same scenario might apply to
our bilayer graphene samples which indeed feature electron-hole puddles (see
Sec. 1.5). A comparison of the two terms in Eq. 4.4 reveals furthermore that
the direct Coulomb interaction gets more important as n increases. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.7c, where we plot the ratio τ−1ee /τ
−1
N again at 100 K. A
similarly increased importance of τ−1ee at high carrier density has been reported
from experiments on single layer graphene.152,157
4.3 Summary
Quantum interference (QI) corrections to the conductivity of bilayer graphene
manifest as weak localization (WL), readily evidenced by its suppression via
the application of a small out-of-plane magnetic ﬁeld. As the charge carriers
in bilayer graphene are chiral and additionally live in two valleys, the WL
eﬀect is determined by several time scales characterizing the phase-coherent
charge carrier transport: the phase coherence time τφ, the eﬀective intravalley
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chiral symmetry breaking time τ∗, and the elastic intervalley scattering time
τi. In agreement with experiments on single layer graphene,152,157 we ﬁnd τφ
to be limited by direct Coulomb interaction-induced electron-electron scatte-
ring events at higher values of the charge carrier density n and/or at higher
temperatures T . τ∗ proves to be the shortest time scale on the order of the
transport time τtr, identifying long-range disorder potentials most likely asso-
ciated with random strain ﬂuctuations as the dominant source of charge carrier
scattering in our devices.55,74 Most importantly, however, we demonstrate WL
as a powerful probe to the presence of Li-ions intercalated in bilayer graphene,
as their atomic-scale perturbation to the system selectively enhances the inter-
valley scattering rate τ−1i . After delithiation, τ
−1
i has dropped back towards
its original value. Our systematic study of WL using several contact pairs
on two bilayer graphene devices thus strikingly conﬁrms Li-ion diﬀusion from
the electrolyte at the device periphery into and out of the uncovered bilayer
graphene.
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Chapter 5
Intercalate diﬀusion pathways
In this chapter we present extensive ex situ characterization of bilayer graphene
devices after lithiation. Successful Li intercalation is revealed to cause material
accumulation at bilayer graphene edges, see Fig. 5.1. With the Li activity in Li-
rich graphitic carbon being comparable to the one of metallic Li,8 we attribute
this observed edge decoration to products of reactions caused by the intercalant.
Reaction partners may be provided either from the residual gas atmosphere
(although experiments are carefully performed at p ≤ 1 · 10−6 mbar) or from
mobile hydrocarbons on the sample surface stemming either from processing
steps during device preparation or from the polymer electrolyte which possesses
compounds with signiﬁcant vapour pressure. We reveal these decoration to
indeed contain Li, a ﬁnding which we exploit using particular device designs
in order to unambiguously proof that the intercalation and diﬀusion of lithium
Figure 5.1: Scanning electron micrographs of a bilayer graphene (BLG) device after
successful Li intercalation. Left image was acquired from the rectangular region
indicated in the right micrograph.
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occurs only in-between graphene sheets.
We ﬁrst present and discuss experimental ﬁndings related to the bilayer
graphene edge decorations in Sec. 5.1. In Sec. 5.2, we then discuss the special
case of bilayer graphene devices that incorporate a natural junction with single
layer graphene, chosen in order to help identify eﬃcient Li diﬀusion pathways.
5.1 Edge decorations
We systematically ﬁnd the edges of our bilayer graphene devices to be decora-
ted with accumulated material after successful Li intercalation. These decorati-
ons can be observed, e.g., by optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy
Figure 5.2: Manifestation of bilayer graphene (BLG) edge decorations as observed
by (a) optical microscopy, (b) SEM, and (c) AFM. The height proﬁle in (c) is taken
along the white line shown in the micrograph.
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(SEM) or atomic force microscopy (AFM), see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Here, the edge
of two deliberately etched ∼ 6 µm2 holes within the bilayer are clearly decora-
ted as much as the outer device edges. From the initial graphene bilayer, two
square patches have been etched such as to remain on the same sample surface
but well separated from the device, see Fig. 5.2a. Their contrast in the optical
micrograph helps both to recognize the bilayer graphene device in the ﬁgure
as well as to compare their edges with the ones of the device. Using AFM,
we extract both width and height of the accumulated material to be on the
order of ∼ 100 nm in the case of the shown device, see Fig. 5.2c. We include a
height proﬁle extracted along the white line in the micrograph, demonstrating
the comparable height of the decoration at all four edges.
In the lower panel of Fig. 5.3, we show scanning electron micrographs of dif-
ferent bilayer graphene devices after successful Li intercalation (normalized to
the same lateral scale), contacted with either Au electrodes (a) or Ti electrodes
(b). The schematic of each device is shown in the upper panel of the ﬁgure,
with the electrolyte placed towards the top of the page. For the sake of compa-
rison, the device presented in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 is shown again at position 4. In
all cases we ﬁnd edge decorations in qualitative agreement with the preceding
observations. In addition, noticeable wrinkles in bilayer graphene also get deco-
rated, see especially devices 1-3. These wrinkles stem from the transfer process
during device fabrication. Although graphene's mechanical integrity should
be preserved at wrinkles,165 the mechanical strain induced distortions of the
sp2-bonds reportedly increase the local reactivity.166,167 In light of a possibly
altered probability of Li permeation,94 it might become comprehensible that
these wrinkles get decorated qualitatively similar to the device edges. During
the course of this work, we were able to improve device fabrication such as to
avoid a large number of wrinkles, see samples 4-7 as well as 8 & 9 in Fig. 5.4.
In ideal cases (such as device 4, Figs. 5.1 and 5.2), no wrinkles are present.
Note that if wrinkles run completely across a bilayer graphene device per-
pendicular to the principle intercalant diﬀusion direction, edge decorations
beyond (i.e., further away from the polymer electrolyte) tend to appear less
pronounced. This is most evident in the case of devices 1 and 8. In the latter
case, Li intercalation up to an intercalant density of nLi ≈ (4±1)·1013 cm−2 was
achieved in the region beyond the wrinkle during the ﬁrst lithiation cycle only.
During subsequent lithiation/delithiation cycles, the charge carrier density in
this region remained close to the value of the pristine device (i.e., before the
ﬁrst lithiation), within the electron-hole puddle regime. At the same time, Li-
ions could be reversibly intercalated into the bilayer region before the wrinkle,
although with the absolute magnitude of nLi on the order of a few 1013 cm−2,
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only. In other words, the wrinkle (or its decorated version) tends to hinder
intercalant diﬀusion. From the SEM images, we can further conclude that the
size of the edge decoration is related to both the magnitude of nLi, but also to
the time during which bilayer graphene hosts intercalated Li. Although in the
case of device 8 we only have a moderate nLi < 6 · 1013 cm−2 at all times, we
still get a pronounced edge decoration due to the long duration (hours) of lithi-
ation. Here, the low overall magnitude of Li content is most probably related
to the special device layout, in which a graphene bilayer naturally extending
from a thick multilayer ﬂake was designed such that intercalating Li ions need
Figure 5.3: Scanning electron micrographs of bilayer graphene devices after successful
Li intercalation (lower row) with (a) Au electrodes and (b) Ti electrodes. Schematic
sample layout (upper row), with bilayer graphene (light grey), multilayer graphene
(dark grey), SiO2 (white), Au (orange), Ti (blue), and the polymer electrolyte (yel-
low).
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to diﬀuse throughout the multilayer ﬁrst, before entering the bilayer region.
Similar to the case of device 9 (also shown in Fig. 5.4), we cannot determine
the exact crystallographic connection between the bilayer and the thicker part
of the ﬂake, the exact interface between which might be a bottle neck for Li
diﬀusion. Secondly, due to staging which occurs in bulk graphite at higher Li
content (see Sec. 2.1.1), the exact intercalant order conﬁguration in the crystal
might be such that intercalation in the bilayer is eﬀectively hindered (unless in
the case of stage 1).
Hence, although no systematic study was conducted, there is evidence for a
Figure 5.4: Scanning electron micrographs of bilayer graphene devices 8 and 9 after
successful Li intercalation. To the left of each SEM image we show a schematic
sample layout overlaid on an optical micrograph of the device, taken prior to electrode
deposition, with Ti electrodes (blue) and polymer electrolyte (yellow).
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Figure 5.5: SEM image (a) and ToF-SIMS (b) of bilayer graphene device 2 shown in
Fig. 5.3. Color in (b) is counts in arbitrary units, with dark (bright) representing a
low (high) number of counts.
connection between the amount of intercalated Li and the presence and size of
edge decorations. As intercalated Li may not leave bilayer graphene other than
at edges or at suitable defect sites, immobile reaction products may agglome-
rate at such sites. This scenario is highly likely, as the activity of Li in Li-rich
graphitic carbon is known to be comparable to the one of metallic Li.8 And
although all our experiments are carefully performed in a high-vacuum envi-
ronment (p ≤ 1 · 10−6 mbar), possible sources of reaction partners may readily
be found in the residual atmosphere as well as in hydrocarbons on the sam-
ple surface stemming either from processing steps during device preparation or
from the polymer electrolyte. A possible alternative for the observed pheno-
menon could be Li plating, which could be ruled out due to our mild lithiation
conditions with the bilayer graphene at UG ≥ 0.05V vs. Li/Li+ and the ionic
current being compliance-limited to a maximum of 10 nA. Usually, this current
even remains in the pA-range or below during the experiment. In comparison,
prolonged lithiation at UG < 0.01V vs. Li/Li
+ was shown to cause irreversible
Li plating at the edges of ultrathin graphite sheets.122
We employ time-of-ﬂight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) in
order to learn more about the chemical composition of the edge decorations.
Here, a pulsed primary beam of Ga+ with an energy of 25 keV hits the sample
at 45 ◦ incidence angle, and the secondary ions ejected from the surface are
analyzed with respect to their mass and charge. We study both one device with
Au electrodes (sample 2 in Fig. 5.3) as well as one device with Ti electrodes
(sample 4 in Fig. 5.3), see Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. In panel a of both
ﬁgures, we again show the scanning electron micrograph of the region of interest
probed by ToF-SIMS. In panel b, we show ToF-SIMS data obtained from lateral
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Figure 5.6: SEM image (a) and ToF-SIMS (b) of bilayer graphene device 4 shown in
Fig. 5.3. Color in (b) is counts in arbitrary units, with dark (bright) representing a
low (high) number of counts.
scans of the primary ion beam. With a lateral resolution on the order of 100 nm,
a direct comparison of the spatial distribution of C, Li and Au (or Ti) with the
SEM image in panel a is possible. We ﬁrst of all clearly observe the presence
of Au (or Ti) at the position of the electrodes. As expected, we also ﬁnd
C at the position of bilayer graphene. Also the ≈ 6 µm2 holes etched into
device 4 can be seen.* Most importantly however, ToF-SIMS reveals a high
Li content of the edge decoration in both bilayer graphene devices as there is
a clear correspondence between the spatial distribution of Li in the data and
the edges of the bilayer. We furthermore see a qualitative diﬀerence between
the Li distribution at the electrodes made of either Au or Ti: while in the
ﬁrst case bilayer graphene edges in the Au-covered area become visible, they
remain invisible in the latter case. This observation is directly related to the
diﬀerent capability of alloying with Li, discussed in Sec. 2.3. In contrast to Ti,
Au readily alloys with Li, thus acting like a Li-sink. Li intercalated in bilayer
graphene covered by Au may thus lithiate the latter starting from defect sites
or edges leading to the corresponding spatial distribution of Li in Fig. 5.5b. In
the case of device 4, ToF-SIMS depth-proﬁling by intermittent O+2 -sputtering
(not shown) reveals Li-rich material having accumulated only near or on top of
the Ti electrode, with no evidence for alloying as expected. While according to
Fig. 5.5 Li-rich material has partially also accumulated on top of Au electrodes,
the Au and Li signals clearly show spatial overlap, unlike in the case of the Ti
electrodes (Fig. 5.6).
*To see increased counts of C on the electrodes, is related to the so-called relative sen-
sitivity factor. It essentially means that the elemental sensitivity of ToF-SIMS depends on
the local elemental environment. In this respect, ToF-SIMS must be regarded as a rather
qualitative technique.
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Figure 5.7: 3D representation of combined atomic force micrographs of device 4,
shown in Figs. 5.1-5.3, and 5.6.
The experimental evidence brought forward so far strongly suggests that Li
intercalation and diﬀusion happens at the graphene/graphene interface only,
i.e., in-between the two carbon sheets of bilayer graphene. The Li-rich material
accumulation at inner bilayer graphene edges (around the holes etched into
device 4, see Fig. 5.6) excludes Li transport along the sample perimeter only.
Li-ions must have somehow travelled towards the center of the device to cause
edge decorations of similar extent as at the sample perimeter (see Fig. 5.7 for
a 3D representation of the AFM images of the device). If that Li transport
took place at the graphene/vacuum interface, i.e., on top of bilayer graphene, a
more homogeneous lithiation of the Au electrodes would be expected. Instead,
lithiation of Au is found to preferentially start close to the bilayer graphene
edges, see Fig. 5.5. In the following we strive to exclude Li-ion transport at the
remaining graphene/SiO2 interface.
5.2 Bilayer graphene/single layer graphene junctions
In order to exclude a potential Li-ion diﬀusion pathway at the graphene/SiO2
interface, we deliberately tailor device structures incorporating natural bilayer
graphene/single layer graphene junctions. Such graphene ﬂakes are routinely
obtained as a natural result of mechanical exfoliation. An example is shown in
Fig. 5.8. The scanning electron micrograph of the device taken after successful
lithiation reveals the expected edge decorations phenomenologically similar to
the samples discussed before. However, it can clearly be seen that the edge
decoration stops at the natural interface with single layer graphene. This ob-
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Figure 5.8: (a) Optical micrograph of a graphene ﬂake with single layer graphene
(SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG) regions. (b) Scanning electron micrograph (right
panel) of bilayer graphene device 10 after successful Li intercalation, fabricated from
the ﬂake shown in (a). Schematic sample layout overlaid on an optical micrograph
of the device (left), taken prior to electrode deposition, with Ti electrodes (blue) and
polymer electrolyte (yellow).
servation is striking, all the more so as during lithiation a small electronic
current could ﬂow through the whole device (including the single layer region),
i.e., the electronic and hence crystallographic integrity of the device was gi-
ven. It strongly suggests intercalation of Li between the two carbon planes
of bilayer graphene only, whereas intercalation between bilayer graphene and
the SiO2-substrate as well as Li migration on top of graphene planes can be
excluded.
Additional support for these assertions has been collected from in situ time-
resolved Hall measurements on a device where bilayer graphene is interrupted
with a single layer region, but continues afterwards, see Fig. 5.9. While the Hall
signal (and thus nLi) changes due to Li diﬀusion up to single layer graphene,
no change is observed in the bilayer part beyond the single layer portion. Due
to the very mild lithiation conditions (nLi < 1.5 · 1013 cm−2 at all times), edge
decorations are barely visible in the scanning electron micrograph taken after
the experiment (right panel in Fig. 5.9a). Black lines indicate where edge
decorations can be identiﬁed in the original image, notably all of which are
before the single layer junction.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Scanning electron micrograph (right panel) of bilayer graphene (BLG)
device 11 after successful Li intercalation. Schematic sample layout overlaid on an
optical micrograph of the device (left), taken prior to electrode deposition, with Ti
electrodes (blue) and polymer electrolyte (yellow). The device features a single layer
graphene (SLG) junction, i.e., one of the two carbon sheets of BLG is locally inter-
rupted. (b) Time-dependent Li concentration nLi derived from in situ measurements
of the Hall voltage during lithiation/delithiation of the bilayer graphene device shown
in (a) both before and beyond the SLG junction (corresponding probes indicated in
(a) in the same color).
Our ﬁndings thus unequivocally demonstrate that intercalated Li resides
and diﬀuses in between the two graphene sheets (G) of bilayer graphene only.
Additional diﬀusion pathways at the G/SiO2 and G/vacuum interfaces may in-
deed be ruled out, most strikingly due to evidence from experiments performed
on bilayer graphene devices incorporating natural interfaces with single layer
graphene. Our ﬁnding agrees with ab initio calculations according to which
Li may intercalate in between graphene sheets only, but may not reside on its
surface (down to the single layer limit) in the absence of defects.168 Although
facile Li diﬀusion on the graphene surface (i.e., at the G/vacuum interface) was
experimentally demonstrated, intercalation in-between carbon sheets is energe-
tically much more favorable.169 Note that according to calculations, diﬀerent
interfaces such as G/hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) may indeed provide a Li
diﬀusion pathway.103 Thus one may not rule out a priori Li diﬀusion at in-
terfaces other than G/G. In the case of our devices, however, that scenario
applies.
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5.3 Summary
While in strict terms, intercalation of Li-ions means that the latter reside and
diﬀuse in between the two graphene sheets (G) of bilayer graphene only, one
may not rule out a priori their diﬀusing on the top or bottom surface, too,
i.e., at the G/SiO2 or the G/vacuum interface. In this chapter we demonstrate
however, that in our devices eﬃcient Li intercalation can only be revealed be-
tween carbon sheets. To this end we combine ex situ techniques with speciﬁc
device designs, exploiting the implications of our usual observation that edges
and defects of successfully lithiated devices appear decorated with Li-rich ma-
terial. This edge decoration is speciﬁc to the geometry addressed in this work
with a spatial separation between the electrolyte and an uncovered region of
the 2D material under study. Although the exact nature of this decoration
remains to be understood, immobilized products of reactions between highly
active Li and residues in the gas phase or hydrocarbons mobile on the sample
surface provide a likely explanation. Similar processes must be expected in ge-
neral for the intercalation of reactive species into layered materials with open
edges or defects. These sites may act like a sink for the intercalant, which is
undesirable when targeting high intercalant densities. It may be alleviated by
optimizing the aspect ratio of the device to minimize the length of its perimeter
and likely also by covering or sealing the edges in a suitable manner. For the
same purpose, one needs to use inert electrode materials, as we demonstrate by
comparing Ti with Au, only the former of which does not show alloying with
Li.
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Chapter 6
Intercalate diﬀusion kinetics
As could be shown in the preceding chapters, Li intercalated into our bilayer
graphene devices diﬀuses in between graphene sheets, only. The intercalate
diﬀusion continues into the part of the bilayer that is uncovered by the elec-
trolyte. In this chapter we study the kinetics of this diﬀusion process using
time-resolved in situ magnetotransport measurements.
In Sec. 6.1, we ﬁrst give a brief introduction to chemical diﬀusion and how it
manifests in Li-intercalated bulk graphite. We then present how we can locally
monitor the time-dependent changes of the Li concentration nLi along a bilayer
graphene device in Sec. 6.2. Describing Li diﬀusion using Fick's second law, we
provide a numerical solution that conforms to the boundary conditions given
by our experiment in Sec. 6.3. Applying it to our data in Sec. 6.4, we extract
for the ﬁrst time the chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient for Li in bilayer graphene.
6.1 Li diﬀusion in graphite
The activated random (Brownian) motion of particles in a system is at the
microscopic origin of diﬀusion, a process often deﬁned by its macroscopic ten-
dency to even out spatial variations in the particle concentration c with time.
While diﬀusion prevails even in homogeneous systems, as long as the tempe-
rature is high enough, the aforementioned tendency is readily captured within
the phenomenological framework of Fick's laws of diﬀusion,
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J = −D ∂c
∂x
, (6.1) ∂c
∂t
= D
∂2c
∂x2
. (6.2)
The ﬁrst law, Eq. 6.1, relates a gradient in the particle concentration to a
particle ﬂux J , often referred to as steady-state diﬀusion. The second law,
Eq. 6.2, formulates a time-varying diﬀusion equation, i.e., it describes non-
steady-state diﬀusion. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient D (here assumed independent
of x and c), is a measure of the mobility of a given type of particle in a given
environment at a given temperature and pressure. It is quantitatively related
to the underlying diﬀusion mechanisms allowed in the system.
The following discussion will be limited to the relevant case of Li-intercalated
graphite. In this material, diﬀusion of both Li-ions and free conduction elec-
trons (or holes) occurs.* The graphite host is considered a framework in which
these two particle species move. Graphite being a predominantly electronic
conductor (electrons or holes are signiﬁcantly more mobile than intercalated
Li-ions), the eﬀect of electric ﬁelds on Li transport may be neglected.171 Du-
ring intercalation/deintercalation, Li-ions diﬀuse between the carbon planes by
ambipolar motion coupled to electrons.172 This process involves a net macrosco-
pic transport of mass and is called chemical diﬀusion. In general terms, the
diﬀusion ﬂux is proportional to the gradient in chemical potential, which only
in special cases equals the concentration gradient.173 The gradient in chemical
potential acts as an internal driving force, enhancing the chemical diﬀusion
coeﬃcient Dδ with respect to the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient D (the diﬀusivity in
the absence of concentration gradients) by the so-called thermodynamic enhan-
cement factor. The symbol Dδ is used to indicate a concentration dependence
of the chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
In Fig. 6.1, we give an overview over room-temperature values for Dδ of
Li in graphite, reported from electrochemical experiments in Refs. [174183].
Data reported as a function of known or estimated values of Li content x in
LixC6 appear in the left graph, while data reported as a function of electrode
potential vs. Li/Li+ appear in the right graph. Experimental values for which
neither x nor the electrode potential is explicitly reported are given in the
central graph. The values spread over seven orders of magnitude for several
reasons:
 The practical graphite electrodes employed in most mentioned references
are composites containing the insertion compound (graphite, typically as
*The carbon atoms may in principle also diﬀuse. The level of associated activation
energies is, however, large compared to temperatures relevant to this work.170
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a powder) and additives such as binders. In such a composite, Li diﬀusion
is a complex process with Dδ being an eﬀective parameter.
 The extraction ofDδ from electrochemical measurements relies on models
that are often based on assumptions about inaccessible parameters, such
as the molar volume of lithiated material or the active surface area. The
correct extraction of Dδ is therefore subject of debate.178,181,182
 Dδ depends on the Li content x in LixC6 with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. In the dilute
limit (x→ 0), the interlayer spacing is expected to dominantly inﬂuence
the Li diﬀusivity, with a wider van der Waals gap facilitating more rapid
Li diﬀusion.184 For increasing values of x, one may expect a decrease
in Dδ due to the increasing importance of repulsive Li-Li interaction.184
At high values of x, intercalant ordering and phase transitions inﬂuence
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Despite contradicting reports,184 experiments
point towards minima (maxima) in Dδ for coexisting phases (pure pha-
ses).176,177,181
 Li diﬀusion in graphitic carbon is highly anisotropic. The individual
graphene sheets being in fact impermeable to Li,95 diﬀusion in graphitic
carbon proceeds preferentially coplanar with the graphene sheets,185 i.e.,
parallel to the basal planes. In c-axis direction, Li may only diﬀuse via
certain defect sites or grain boundaries.94,186
The anisotropic character of Li diﬀusion was maybe most strikingly demon-
strated in Ref. [183]. Using a two-compartment cell with HOPG membranes in
basal-plane and edge-plane conﬁguration, Persson et al.183 determined the coef-
ﬁcients for Li diﬀusion mainly perpendicular (Dδ⊥ ≈ (8.7± 0.4) · 10−12 cm2/s)
and parallel (Dδ‖ ≈ (4.4± 0.1) · 10−6 cm2/s) to the graphene basal planes. The
vast majority of other reported data points fall in between the bounds set by
Dδ⊥ andD
δ
‖, see Fig. 6.1. The spread in reported values ofD
δ might thus also be
partially attributed to the referenced experiments eﬀectively probing diﬀerent
ratios of Dδ‖/D
δ
⊥. This can be the case insofar as related sample parameters
diﬀer between these experiments, such as the ratio of edge vs. basal planes
or the characteristic amount of defects in the basal planes. In other words,
diﬀerent setups or methods might show a diﬀerent sensitivity in addressing
each of the two diﬀusion pathways. Indeed, techniques such as quasi-elastic
neutron scattering (QENS), which are sensitive mainly to the in-plane diﬀu-
sivity, report high values of the Li self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient D at considerable
composition of x ≥ 0.375,188,189 albeit measured at several 100 K above room
temperature where D is further enhanced. Jungblut & Hoinkins190 also report
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Figure 6.1: Room-temperature chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dδ of Li in graphite
from diﬀerent electrochemical experiments, reported as a function of composition
x in LixC6 (left panel) or as a function of electrode potential vs. Li/Li+ (right
panel). In case neither is explicitly stated in the reference, data is shown in the
middle panel together with Dδ for NaCl in water from Ref. [187] (green dashed line).
See the respective references for details. Dδ⊥ and D
δ
‖ represent Li diﬀusion mainly
perpendicular and parallel to the carbon sheets in bulk graphite, respectively. Values
for Dδ of Li in bilayer graphene extracted from our experiment are shown as red
squares.
extremely high values of Dδ > 10−4 cm2/s at very low x from time-resolved
release experiments performed in an ultrahigh vacuum environment, however
likewise at extremely high temperature T ≥ 1000 K.
In the following we turn to bilayer graphene, in which intercalate diﬀusion
is restricted to an in-plane component, only. With some of the bulk phenome-
nology, such as staging, being absent in this system, it may still reﬂect some
bulk properties insofar as the in-plane diﬀusivitiy has not been found to be
highly inﬂuenced by the next-nearest intercalate layers in the bulk.184
6.2 Measurement setup for intercalate diﬀusion studies
In order to access the kinetics of intercalate diﬀusion in bilayer graphene, we
use the device conﬁguration shown in Fig. 6.2. The elongated, narrow de-
vice geometry with multiple potential probes along the perimeter of uncovered
bilayer graphene and with Li-ions emanating from one side only lends itself
superbly to the study of Li-ion diﬀusion and its dynamics. The Li density nLi
can be monitored continuously as a function of time and at discrete positions
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Figure 6.2: Schematic bilayer graphene (working electrode, WE)|polymer electro-
lyte|Li (counter electrode, CE) cell used for the measurement of the chemical diﬀu-
sion coeﬃcient Dδ of Li in bilayer graphene. An optical micrograph of the device is
included. The Hall voltage Uxy is measured at diﬀerent positions using the Ti contact
pairs at xi with i = {0, 1, 2, 3}.
by simultaneously measuring the Hall voltage Uxy which develops across the
bilayer at diﬀerent distances from the graphene/electrolyte interface. To this
end, we impose a constant dc-current through the bilayer and apply a con-
stant perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld B = 10 T. The Hall voltage Uxy(x) building
up at diﬀerent positions x = xi with i = {0, 1, 2, 3} is directly related to the
local charge carrier density n(x) = BI/eUxy(x). In line with the reasoning
in Sec. 3.3, assuming a complete charge transfer of 1e per intercalated Li-ion
(with e the elementary charge of an electron), the measured density of electrons
ne equals the intercalated Li density nLi, minus an initial charge density from
intrinsic doping sources nimp. The latter can be extracted from a Hall measure-
ment prior to Li intercalation and was found to be nimp ≈ 2 · 1012 cm−2 for the
device shown in Fig. 6.2. It follows that nLi(x, t) = ne(x, t)− nimp(x, t = 0).
In Fig. 6.3a, we plot Uxy(x, t) measured at x = xi with i = 0, . . . , 3 using
time-synchronized 7 1/2-digit PXI digital multimeters. Because the raw data
contains ≈ 250 points per minute for each trace, the plots in Fig. 6.3 are
obtained after the application of a moving average with a width of ≈ 13 s.
Using a high-input impedance precision source/measure unit, we potentiosta-
tically polarize the device by setting the gate voltage UG between bilayer
graphene and the Li counter electrode to UG = 0.05V vs. Li/Li
+ (UG =
1.5V vs. Li/Li+) in order to drive lithiation (delithiation). Thus, four consecu-
tive lithiation/delithiation cycles are performed, all at a controlled temperature
of T = 300 K and in a high-vacuum atmosphere p < 1 · 10−6 mbar. It can be
We actually measure the dc-current during the experiment in order to account for vari-
ations due to drastic changes in the longitudinal sample resistance. During the experiment,
the absolute value of the dc-current is found to vary by < 1.3 %.
Both the position in backgate voltage of the maximum resistance (charge neutrality
point) as well as SdH oscillations measured prior to the deposition of the electrolyte were
found to agree with this impurity density.
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seen that Li intercalation is followed by fast diﬀusion of Li along the device,
as Uxy reproducible drops by up to about two orders of magnitude at all four
positions x0, . . . , x3 in the uncovered bilayer graphene region. This reﬂects the
strong increase in electron density ne brought about by the intercalating Li-
ions. Upon delithiation, Uxy increases again towards its initial values, reﬂecting
the deintercalation of Li-ions. A slight decrease with time of the maximum va-
lue to which Uxy is restored upon delithiation is observed, which we attribute
to intercalated Li being irreversibly trapped inside the uncovered region of bi-
layer graphene, possibly due to reactions at defect sites or the like. However
after 10 h, the associated irreversible charge carrier density is < 3 · 1012 cm−2
Figure 6.3: (a) Hall voltage Uxy at B = 10 T and T = 300 K measured as a function
of time at the four diﬀerent positions x0, . . . , x3 of the bilayer graphene device shown
in Fig. 6.2 during several lithiation/delithiation cycles (colors correspond to the Hall
probe colors used in Fig. 6.2). A dc excitation current I ≈ 1.6 µA was used. Insets
schematically show the B-dependent Hall trace in lithiated and delithiated condition.
(b) Li concentration nLi extracted from (a) as discussed in the main text.
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conﬁrming an overall high degree of reversibility. The densities nLi(x, t) of in-
tercalated Li at positions x0, . . . , x3 are plotted in Fig. 6.3b as extracted from
Uxy by the procedure described above. It can be seen that during the ﬁrst
lithiation, a comparatively slower increase in nLi(x, t) is observed than during
higher cycle numbers, likely due to the formation of the SEI (see Sec. 2.1.2).
Furthermore, highest Li densities on the order of nLi ≈ 2·1014 cm−2 are reached
ﬁrst at electrodes closer to the electrolyte/bilayer graphene interface. Sudden
increases in nLi observed at later points in time at electrodes further away pro-
bably indicate the sudden weakening of some local restraining conditions on
intercalation. Such might be induced by folds/wrinkles in the sample or resi-
dues from device fabrication potentially locally blocking intercalation pathways
up to a certain moment. Due to these experimental ﬁndings, as well as due
to the more signiﬁcant noise level at lower values of Uxy (respectively higher
values of nLi), we will consider the Li diﬀusion kinetics in the lower density
regime, i.e., up to ≈ 1 · 1013 cm−2.
6.3 Numerical solution to Fick's second law
The Li intercalate diﬀusion kinetics in bilayer graphene can be described by
Fick's second law, Eq. 6.2. We apply it following a numerical approach in an
explicit scheme. In the relevant case of directed Li diﬀusion in one dimension,
Figure 6.4: Schematic grid used for our numerical calculation of Fick's second law.
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Eq. 6.2 may be restated as
∂nLi(x, t)
∂t
= Dδ
∂2nLi(x, t)
∂x2
, (6.3)
where Dδ is the chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient for Li in bilayer graphene, which
we can regard as independent of density within a small density range in an
in-plane disordered phase (i.e., at low density of intercalated Li). We consider
the boundary conditions
nLi(0, t) = n
meas
Li (0, t)
∂nLi(x, t)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=L
= 0. (6.4)
The ﬁrst boundary condition sets the Li density at x = x0 = 0 equal to
the measured one at all times t. The second boundary condition imposes
zero ﬂux at the ionically blocking electrode at x = L at all times t. We
replace the derivatives in time and space by their approximative ﬁnite-diﬀerence
formulations
∂nLi
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi,tj
=
nj+1i − nji
∆t
,
∂2nLi
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
xi,tj
=
nji+1 − 2nji + nji−1
(∆x)2
. (6.5)
Here we make the transition from continuous variables x and t to discrete ones
xi and tj , and we write n
j
i = nLi(xi, tj), ∆t = tj+1 − tj and ∆x = xi+1 − xi.
Combining Eqs. 6.3 and 6.5, we can write
nj+1i = n
j
i +D
δ∆t
nji+1 − 2nji + nji−1
(∆x)2
, (6.6)
which gives a solution stable in time if
Dδ∆t
(∆x)2
≤ 1
2
. (6.7)
As shown in Fig. 6.4, we devide the region of interest of the sample of length
L into Nx = L/∆x+ 1 discrete steps in x direction. In our case (device shown
in Fig. 6.2) L = 80µm and ∆x = 1µm yielding Nx = 81 steps. We discretize
the time domain within the time frame of interest into Nt steps depending
on the choice of Dδ respecting the stability condition (6.7). We start with an
initial density proﬁle n0i = 0 for all i = 0 . . . (Nx − 1). Taking into account the
boundary conditions (Eqs. 6.4), we ﬁrst set n10 = n
meas
Li (0, t1), then calculate n
1
i
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according to Eq. 6.6 for i = 1 . . . (Nx − 2) and ﬁnally set n1i=Nx−1 = n1i=Nx−2.
We then proceed with tj for j = 2 . . . (Nt − 1). Depending on the choice of
Dδ, ∆t needs to be chosen such that the stability criterion (Eq. 6.7) is fulﬁlled.
Hence, nj0 is extracted from the measured nLi(0, t) by interpolation, if needed.
The solution provides us with both the Li density proﬁle across the sample at
a given time tj , as well as the time-dependent evolution of the Li density at a
speciﬁc position xi.
6.4 Li diﬀusion kinetics in bilayer graphene
We start considering ﬁrst the Li diﬀusion kinetics during the second lithiation
cycle of the device shown in Fig. 6.2. Both the device schematic as well as the
relevant data are plotted again in Fig. 6.5, this time without the application of
a moving average.
The Li densities nLi(x, t) at positions x0 = 0, x1 = 20µm, x2 = 40µm, and
x3 = 60µm are plotted up to ≈ 1013 cm−2 in the left panel of Fig. 6.5. They
exhibit a steep increase with time. The Li density is always higher at positions
closer to the electrolyte as expected. The data is numerically evaluated accor-
ding to the procedure described in the previous Sec. 6.3, which has - in view
of the very fast transport kinetics - the advantage that unavoidable preceding
transients can be implicitly taken account of. The numerical solutions nLi(x, t)
to Eq. 6.2 for x = x1, x = x2, and x = x3 are displayed as dashed lines (yellow,
green, red, respectively) for Dδ = 4 ·10−5 cm2/s. The experimentally extracted
density nLi(x0, t) (blue) at x = x0 serves as a boundary condition for solving
Eq. 6.2 numerically. In order to illustrate how variations of the diﬀusion coeﬃ-
cient aﬀect the time-dependent evolution of Li densities, solutions for nLi(x3, t)
at x3 = 60µm are also plotted for Dδ = 1 ·10−5 cm2/s and Dδ = 1 ·10−6 cm2/s
(dark and light grey, respectively). These lower values of Dδ lead to a clear
discrepancy with the experiment. In the right panel of Fig. 6.5, the density
proﬁles along the device nLi(x, t) (black) are plotted at diﬀerent times t = 0 s,
3 s, 6 s, 9 s, and 12 s for Dδ = 4 · 10−5 cm2/s. For the sake of comparison,
the experimentally measured densities have been superimposed. The striking
agreement between the numerical solution and experiment corroborates further
our extracted value of Dδ and the overall validity of our approach. Solutions
nLi(x, t = 12 s) forDδ = 1·10−5 cm2/s andDδ = 1·10−6 cm2/s have been inclu-
ded in the right panel of Fig. 6.5 as well (dark and light grey lines, respectively)
and conﬁrm a signiﬁcant deviation from experiment as Dδ is lowered from the
best ﬁt value.
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Figure 6.5: Direct measurement of Li diﬀusion. The schematic of the C6LixC6
(WE)|polymer electrolyte (yellow shaded area)|Li (CE) cell includes an optical mi-
crograph of the uncovered bilayer graphene area. The probes used for the Hall mea-
surements are marked in the same color as the corresponding data set. Left panel: Li
concentration nLi extracted from Hall measurements at B = 10 T and T = 300 K as
a function of time at four positions along the bilayer graphene device (blue, yellow,
green and red). Dashed lines of slightly diﬀerent color are solutions to Eq. 6.3 for
Dδ = 4 · 10−5 cm2/s as explained in the text. Solutions for lower values of Dδ are
shown as grey lines. Right panel: Li density proﬁles across the bilayer at diﬀerent
times (black lines), with measured values shown as colored dots. Grey lines show the
density proﬁle for the same lower Dδ values as in the left panel.
A closer inspection between the solution for Dδ = 4 · 10−5 cm2/s and the
measurement reveals that within the time frame displayed in Fig. 6.5, good
agreement is achieved at intermediate densities while at both the lower and the
upper density end the agreement is less convincing. The disagreement at the
low density end, i.e., the case of very dilute intercalation, can be understood in
terms of the small van der Waals gap between the graphene layers imposing a
high activation energy for Li diﬀusion.190 This eﬀectively implies the need for
a reduction of the chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dδ to achieve a better match
between the numerical solution and the measurement for this initial interca-
lation stage. With more Li entering in between the two graphene layers, the
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activation energy for diﬀusion decreases as the van der Waals gap is widened.
Dδ consequently increases (for intermediate densities in Fig. 6.5) until inte-
ractions between intercalated atoms make themselves felt by reducing it again.
This density dependence as well as other inﬂuences making Dδ concentration
dependent have not been taken account in Eq. 6.2. As mentioned above, ex-
perimental and theoretical studies on graphitic carbon suggest a lowering of
Dδ as nLi increases as the general trend.178,183 However, its actual dependence
bears a certain complexity as it involves possible competition between ordered
intercalate phases. Our experimental ﬁndings indicate a decrease in Dδ at the
high density end in Fig. 6.5. It is also important to note that the evaluated
Dδ is distinctly higher than the surface diﬀusion coeﬃcient169, thus ruling out
intercalation to happen by surface diﬀusion followed by vertical intercalation.
Apart from the above considerations, the kinetics is bound to also depend
on the speciﬁc intercalation history.185 During the ﬁrst lithiation cycle, the
solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) is formed between bilayer graphene and the
polymer electrolyte to establish a proper pathway for intercalation of Li into
the bilayer (see Sec. 2.1.2). This is why we chose the second lithiation cycle for
the preceding analysis. Li diﬀusion may also be hampered by the presence of
adsorbates or residues (e.g., from nanofabrication processes requiring resists),
folds, wrinkles or other microscopic imperfections of the device. Some of these
may be relieved at higher lithiation cycle numbers while others may potentially
inﬂict a complete blocking of Li diﬀusion.
In Fig. 6.6, the time-dependence of the Li density nLi(x, t) is displayed for
the ﬁrst, third, and fourth lithiation. Again the data (colored, solid lines) were
extracted from simultaneous Hall measurements at the same four positions xi
with i = {0, 1, 2, 3} outside the electrolyte and spaced apart by 20 µm. For the
third lithiation (lower left panel), good agreement with a numerical solution
to Fick's second law can be obtained for Dδ ≈ 7 · 10−5 cm2/s. For the fourth
lithiation (lower right panel), this value even seems to underestimate the fast
Li diﬀusion measured in the experiment. Intercalate diﬀusion is slower during
the very ﬁrst lithiation (top panel). Here, nmeasLi (x2, t) (green solid line) also
shows unexpected behavior which may be attributed to the sudden loosening of
a local restraining condition on Li accumulation at t ≈ 230 s (such as residues
located on top of the bilayer or possibly a wrinkle, locally blocking Li atoms
from entering a certain region). After the ﬁrst lithiation, intercalate diﬀusion
seems to be more reproducible with a tendency to become more facile at higher
lithiation cycle numbers.
In Fig. 6.1, we compare the Li in-plane diﬀusion coeﬃcient obtained here
on freely exposed bilayer graphene with the experimental values reported for
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the chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient in bulk graphite. The room temperature dif-
fusion coeﬃcients extracted in this work exceed all these values by one order of
magnitude. They are in fact even higher than Dδ = 1.6 · 10−5 cm2/s for NaCl
in water.187 In bulk graphite a comparably high diﬀusivity of Li has before
only been observed in high-temperature studies, see Refs. [188, 190].
Figure 6.6: Li diﬀusion in the bilayer graphene device shown in Fig. 6.5: 1st, 3rd &
4th lithiation. The yellow, green and red dashed lines are numerical ﬁts to the data
(solid lines) measured at x1 = 20 µm, x2 = 40 µm and x3 = 60 µm, respectively. In the
upper panel, the measured Li concentration at x2 = 40 µm (green solid line) shows an
unexpected time dependence, presumably due to a local restraint on Li accumulation
suddenly loosening at t ≈ 230 s. nLi(x = 60 µm, t) calculated for Dδ = 1 · 10−6 cm2/s
is plotted as a solid grey line.
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6.5 Summary
The intercalate diﬀusion in graphitic carbon can be described by Fick's laws
of diﬀusion. In the presence of a concentration gradient, the chemical diﬀusion
coeﬃcient Dδ characterizes the mobility of the diﬀusing species. Experimen-
tally determined room-temperature values ofDδ describing Li diﬀusion in grap-
hitic carbon spread over several orders of magnitude, Dδ ≈ 10−12−10−5 cm2/s.
This is due to the highly anisotropic nature of the diﬀusion process in bulk grap-
hite, its concentration dependence, and to experimental diﬃculties to reliably
access and extract the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. We demonstrate that bilayer grap-
hene devices can serve as a powerful platform to study the intercalate diﬀusion.
Using time-resolved in situ Hall measurements, we monitor the temporal evo-
lution of the Li concentration nLi at diﬀerent locations along a bilayer graphene
device during several lithiation/delithiation cycles. Combined with a numerical
solution to Fick's second law of diﬀusion, we get unprecedented direct access to
the Li-diﬀusion kinetics in bilayer graphene. We extract record in-plane chemi-
cal diﬀusion coeﬃcients for Li at room temperature, up to Dδ = 7 ·10−5 cm2/s,
beyond the upper limit of values reported from studies on bulk graphite174183.
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Summary
The implementation of a novel electrochemical cell architecture, consisting of a
solidiﬁed polymer electrolyte conﬁned at and covering only a small part of the
perimeter of a patterned bilayer graphene device has enabled the operation of
bilayer graphene as a mixed (electronic and ionic) conductor.
The gate-controlled reversible intercalation of Li-ions into bilayer graphene
was demonstrated on the basis of in situ measurements of both the charge
carrier transport as well as the Raman scattering response. Due to charge
transfer from the intercalate to the electronic states of bilayer graphene, the
longitudinal resistivity ρxx of the latter changes in a characteristic manner as
the system gets more electron-doped. For the Fermi energy F lying in the
conduction band, ρxx drops continuously as the Li-density nLi increases. A
concomitant blueshift of the Raman G band could be demonstrated, consistent
with experiments performed on electrostatically gated bilayer graphene devi-
ces. Independent evidence for successful Li intercalation was extracted from
low-temperature magnetotransport measurements of weak localization. This
quantum interference eﬀect proves sensitive to an increase in the elastic in-
tervalley scattering rate τ−1i , induced by intercalating Li-ions. Note that this
enhancement proves equally reversible upon delithiation as the aforementioned
eﬀects.
We commonly observe the open edges of successfully intercalated bilayer
graphene devices to be decorated with Li-rich material. Attributing these de-
corations to immobilized reaction products of the highly reactive intercalate, we
exploit the implications of this ﬁnding to identify eﬃcient Li diﬀusion pathways.
We determine Li-ions to reside in between graphene sheets only, since diﬀusion
in bilayer graphene stops at natural junctions with single layer graphene and
characteristic edge decorations emerge at inner edges of macroscopic holes et-
ched within a bilayer graphene device.
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We employ time-dependent in situ Hall transport measurements that re-
ﬂect the density of intercalated lithium nLi via the amount of electrons indu-
ced through charge transfer. A time-base synchronized measurement of nLi
at diﬀerent positions along an elongated bilayer provides unprecedented direct
access to the intercalate diﬀusion kinetics due to the directionality of the device
layout. Employing a numerical solution to Fick's second law, we extract for the
ﬁrst time the chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dδ of Li in bilayer graphene: Dδ up
to 7 ·10−5 cm2/s at room temperature. This exceeds all experimental values re-
ported from room temperature studies on bulk graphite. Li diﬀusion in bilayer
graphene is thus greatly enhanced, indicating that this material behaves in a
distinct way compared to bulk graphite. Such a conclusion could be suppor-
ted by other obvious diﬀerences between both materials, such as the diﬀerent
dimensionality: bilayer graphene clearly is a 2D material while bulk graphite
retains some 3D character. This manifests especially in the characteristic stage
ordering during intercalation, for which we found no evidence in bilayer grap-
hene. Alternatively, however, the obtained record values of Dδ might also point
towards an intrinsically higher in-plane Li diﬀusivity in bulk graphite, which
is not perfectly probed in experiments. Reasons might lie in the typical use of
composite electrodes as well as in the extraction of Dδ from measurement on
multi-crystalline samples where diﬀusion along the c-axis might intermix.
The device concept with a local on-chip electrochemical cell implemented
here is immediately transferable to other 2D materials as well as thin ﬁlms. The
marriage of electrochemical cell methods with magnetotransport tools com-
monly deployed in the physics of low dimensional electron systems oﬀers access
to powerful transport characterization methods previously not available in the
context of ionic transport and diﬀusion. The immediate accessibility of the
mixed conductor surface also oﬀers the prospect of deploying local probe and
surface analysis techniques to study the local kinetics and ordering of the inter-
calant otherwise hidden underneath the electrolyte. The device layout may thus
promote a paradigm shift on the use of electrolytes in on-chip experiments.
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Zusammenfassung
Gegenstand der vorliegenden Arbeit ist die Untersuchung der Lithium-Interka-
lation von Graphen-Doppellagen. Dazu wurde eine neuartige elektrochemi-
sche Zellkonﬁguration verwirklicht, in der ein Feststoﬀ-Polymerelektrolyt ei-
ne strukturierte Graphen-Doppellage nur teilweise bedeckt. Dies erlaubt es,
Doppellagen-Graphen hinsichtlich seiner Eigenschaften als Mischleiter, der al-
so sowohl Elektronen als auch Ionen leitet, zu untersuchen.
In einem ersten Schritt konnte erstmals demonstriert werden, dass Li-Ionen
elektrochemisch in Doppellagen-Graphen-Strukturen interkaliert werden kön-
nen. Interkalierte Li-Ionen diﬀundieren in den unbedeckten Teil der Probe, wie
mittels in situ Messungen nachgewiesen werden kann. So ergeben sich durch
den Ladungstransfer von elektronischen Zuständen des Interkalats zu denen der
Doppellage charakteristische Änderungen im speziﬁschen Längswiderstand ρxx
der Probe. Für den Fall, dass sich das Ferminiveau im Leitungsband beﬁndet,
heißt das, dass ρxx kontinuierlich abnimmt, je mehr die Konzentration des inter-
kalierten Lithiums ansteigt. Die dadurch ebenfalls hervorgerufene, charakteri-
stische Blauverschiebung der sogenannten Raman G-Bande konnte nachgewie-
sen werden, was mit Experimenten an Proben übereinstimmt, in denen die La-
dungsträgerkonzentration elektrostatisch verändert wurde. Einen weiteren Be-
leg für die erfolgreiche Lithium-Interkalation liefert der Vergleich von Magneto-
transportmessungen an Doppellagen-Graphen-Strukturen in unterschiedlichen
Lithiierungszuständen. Bei tiefen Temperaturen bewirken Quanteninterferenz-
eﬀekte messbare Korrekturen der longitudinalen Leitfähigkeit, die Aufschlüsse
über elastische Streuprozesse der Ladungsträger in Doppellagen-Graphen ge-
ben. Besonders bedeutend sind Interferenzen zwischen geschlossenen  d. h.
zum Ausgangspunkt zurückkehrenden  diﬀusiven Pfaden gegenläuﬁger Rich-
tung, die in Doppellagen-Graphen immer zu schwacher Lokalisierung der La-
dungsträger führen. Die resultierende Korrektur der elektrischen Leitfähigkeit
ist von der Streurate τ−1i der Ladungsträgern zwischen den beiden Valleys im
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k-Raum abhängig, die sensibel auf die Präsenz interkalierten Lithiums reagiert.
So erhöht interkaliertes Li die Intervalley-Streurate τ−1i der Ladungsträger in
Doppellagen-Graphen. Für Letztere stellt ein interkaliertes Li-Ion eine Fehl-
stelle dar, die durch ihre atomar kleine Abmessung im Realraum in der Lage
ist, einen ausreichend großen Impulsübertrag zu liefern um Ladungsträger im
reziproken Raum elastisch zwischen den Valleys zu streuen. Die Erhöhung der
Intervalley-Streurate τ−1i durch die Lithiierung von Doppellagen-Graphen er-
weist sich als reversibel, da durch vollständige Delithiierung die ursprüngliche
Größenordnung von τ−1i wieder hergestellt wird.
Gemäß den vorangegangenen Ausführungen lithiierte Doppellagen-Graphen-
Strukturen weisen Li-haltige Materialanlagerungen an den Rändern der Dop-
pellage auf. Wir vermuten, dass interkaliertes Lithium aufgrund seiner bekannt
hohen Aktivität an oﬀenen Rändern/Defekten trotz Hochvakuumatmosphä-
re Reaktionspartner ﬁndet (z. B. Kohlenwasserstoﬀe), und Reaktionsproduk-
te sich ebenda anlagern. Die Implikationen dieser Überlegung ausnutzend ist
es uns gelungen, die mögliche Li-Diﬀusion entlang alternativer Grenzﬂächen,
nämlich zwischen Doppellagen-Graphen und SiO2 sowie auf der Doppellagen-
Graphen-Oberﬂäche, auszuschließen. Dazu verwenden wir spezielle Doppel-
lagen-Graphen-Strukturen, die auf natürlicheWeise durch eine Graphen-Einzel-
lage unterbrochen sind bzw. die lediglich einen natürlichen Übergang zu einer
Einzellage aufweisen. In diesen Fällen konnten wir zeigen, dass sich die in si-
tu gemessene Dichte interkalierten Lithiums nLi nur bis zur Einzellage ändert
(aber nicht jenseits dieser) und dass Randdekorationen ebenfalls an der Grenz-
ﬂäche zur Einzellage enden. Zusammen mit den vorangegangenen Beobachtun-
gen ist das ein eindeutiger Beweis dafür, dass Lithium ausschließlich zwischen
die zwei Lagen von Doppellagen-Graphen interkaliert und dort in den Bereich
außerhalb des Elektrolyten diﬀundiert um eine homogene Verteilung innerhalb
der Struktur zu erreichen.
In einem nächsten Schritt messen wir zeitaufgelöste den Hall-Widerstand
der Probe, der direkt mit der Dichte des interkalierten Lithiums nLi über den
Ladungstransfer zusammenhängt. Die synchronisierte Aufzeichnung von nLi
an verschiedenen Punkten entlang einer länglichen Graphen-Doppellage gibt
Zugang zu der Kinetik des diﬀundierenden Lithiums. Mithilfe einer nume-
rischen Lösung des 2. Fick'schen Gesetzes können wir anhand einer solchen
Messung erstmals den chemischen Diﬀusionskoeﬃzienten Dδ von Lithium in
Doppellagen-Graphen ermitteln. Mit Werten von bis zu Dδ = 7 · 10−5 cm2/s
bei Raumtemperatur ist die Lithiumdiﬀusion extrem schnell. Sie übersteigt
alle jemals bei Raumtemperatur gemessenen Werte in Graphit. Die erhöhte
Lithium-Beweglichkeit in Doppellagen-Graphen kann einerseits nun damit zu-
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sammenhängen, dass sich eine Doppellage anders verhält als Graphit. Oﬀen-
sichtliche Unterschiede zwischen beiden Materialien, z.B. hinsichtlich ihrer Di-
mensionalität, können das stützen: Doppellagen-Graphen ist ein Material von
stark zweidimensionalem Charakter, wohingegen Graphit in vielerlei Hinsicht
Dreidimensionalität, obgleich reduzierte, beweist. Bezüglich Interkalation ist
dabei das sogennante Staging-Phänomen zu nennen, das in Graphit auftaucht,
für das wir in unseren Experimenten an Doppellagen-Graphen allerdings keine
Indizien haben. Andererseits könnte es auch sein, dass unsere hohen Werte für
Dδ auf eine intrinsisch ähnlich hohe Beweglichkeit von Lithium in Graphit hin-
deutet, ohne dass das jedoch von den verschiedenen Experimenten so gemessen
wurde. Gründe dafür wären im Kompositcharakter sowie der Multikristallini-
tät typischerweise untersuchter Proben zu ﬁnden, in denen schlussendlich eher
eﬀektive Diﬀusionsparameter gemessen werden.
Die in dieser Arbeit entwickelte Probenkonﬁguration kann ohneWeiteres auf
die Untersuchung anderer 2D Materialien sowie Dünnschichtmaterialien über-
tragen werden. Die Verknüpfung von Elektrochemie mit Magnetotransport-
Untersuchungen, die in der Tieftemperaturphysik niederdimensionaler Systeme
sehr etabliert sind, ermöglicht neuartige Charakterisierungsmethoden, die im
Kontext von Ionentransport und -diﬀusion bislang nicht verfügbar sind. Der
hier mögliche, direkte Zugang zur Oberﬂäche von Mischleitern während der
Interkalation ermöglicht ferner auch die Anwendung diverser lokaler Messme-
thoden zur Untersuchung der Kinetik oder der Ordnungseﬀekte des Interkalats.
Die Arbeit trägt damit dazu bei, das Potential der Verwendung von Elektroly-
ten in on-chip Experimenten zu erkennen und auszunutzen.
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Appendix A
Comments on the tight-binding
approach
Following a tight-binding approach, the band energies Ej in single layer grap-
hene and bilayer graphene can be calculated by solving the secular equation
det(H − EjS) = 0, (A.1)
where H and S are the transfer and overlap integral matrices of the system,
respectively, and det is the determinant of the matrix.
For single layer graphene (SLG),13,191
HSLG =
(
A −γ0f(k)
−γ0f∗(k) B
)
and SSLG =
(
1 s0f(k)
s0f
∗(k) 1
)
(A.2)
where
f(k) =
3∑
l=1
eikδl = eikya/
√
3 + 2e−ikya/2
√
3 cos(kxa/2), (A.3)
describes nearest-neighbor hopping and A = B = 0 for intrinsic graphene.
γ0 parametrizes nearest-neighbor hopping and s0 parametrizes the overlap be-
tween orbitals on adjacent sites.
For bilayer graphene (BLG), the transfer integral matrix can be written
as13
HBLG =

A1 −γ0f(k) γ4f(k) −γ3f∗(k)
−γ0f∗(k) B1 γ1 γ4f(k)
γ4f
∗(k) γ1 A2 −γ0f(k)
−γ3f(k) γ4f∗(k) −γ0f∗(k) B2
 , (A.4)
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where γ0, . . . γ4 follow the notation of Slonczewski, Weiss, and McClure,26,27
and where
A1 =
1
2
(−U + δAB), (A.5)
B1 =
1
2
(−U + 2∆′ − δAB), (A.6)
A2 =
1
2
(U + 2∆′ + δAB), (A.7)
B2 =
1
2
(U − δAB). (A.8)
Here, U is the interlayer asymmetry, ∆′ describes the energy diﬀerence between
dimer and non-dimer sites, and δAB accounts for an energy diﬀerence between
the sublattices A and B on each layer.
Within the simpliﬁed description of the bilayer graphene electronic states,
introduced in Sec. 1.2, one can derive an expression for the density of states
(DOS)192
DOS(E) =
gvgs
2piγ2
[γ1
2
+ E + Θ(E − γ1)
(
E − γ1
2
)]
(A.9)
where Θ is the Heaviside step function, γ =
√
3aγ0/2, gs = 2 is the spin
degeneracy, and gv = 2 is the valley degeneracy.
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